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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
PERILOUS TIMES: READING THE APOCALYPSE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY
BLACK WOMEN’S RELIGIOUS WRITING

During the time of war, rebellion, and political upheaval in the early American nation,
apocalyptic imagery featured prominently in the rhetoric of preachers, abolitionists,
writers, and orators. As nineteenth-century, white, American men like George Lippard
proleptically envisioned the ruins of America as a source of future longing for those
looking back on a great nation, many Black religious women writing in the antebellum
era imagined an apocalyptic event so cataclysmic that it would destroy and remake the
nation. Apocalyptic discourse in the nineteenth century allowed Black women to eschew
social constraints and deliver scathing critiques of the American sociopolitical landscape,
as scholars like Kevin Pelletier have observed. However, less scholarly attention has been
paid to how apocalyptic discourse opened up avenues for imaginative visions of future
worlds, worlds in which Black women could be empowered and in which the terrors of
the present could be left in the past. With their investment in apocalyptic discourse and
transformed futures in which Black people are thriving, Black women religious writers in
the nineteenth century are part of a philosophical and aesthetic tradition continued in the
works of twentieth and twenty-first century Afrospeculative writers, such as Octavia
Butler, Janelle Monáe, Rivers Solomon, NK Jemisin, and others.
In Perilous Times, I argue that the works nineteenth-century Black religious women like
Maria W. Stewart, Zilpha Elaw, and Rebecca Cox Jackson anticipate the speculative
yearnings of later Afrofuturistic and Black fantastic expression by imagining the
transformative potential of the apocalypse. They tap into the fantastic discourse of
Christian expression and use that discourse to communicate their longing for an imagined
and empowered future for Black people, and more specifically Black women. In doing
so, they push back against and critique the futures of subjugation imagined for them by a
white, racist society. They narrativize the end times not as an event to be feared, but as an
event that could confer freedom upon them by destroying the systems and structures that
oppress them.

KEYWORDS; Black American literature, apocalypse, Afrofuturism, spiritual narratives,
Black women’s writing, nineteenth-century American literature
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction: Early Afrofuturism and the Apocalypse as a Locus of
Freedom
In Octavia Butler’s Earthseed duology (Parable of the Sower 1993, Parable of the
Talents 1998), Lauren Oya Olamina, a Black woman in a near future America, rises to
leadership on the tenets of her self-created mythology. Olamina’s religion teaches that
humanity must leave the planet and “take root amongst the stars” to escape a spiritually,
morally, and environmentally bankrupt world. Writing over 150 years earlier, Maria W.
Stewart, too, envisions a world so corrupt that it must be left behind. Stewart imagines a
cataclysm that will leave white slaveholders on Earth to suffer total destruction while
Black people, and specifically Black women, watch from a position of power in “those
upper regions” of heaven. During the time of war, rebellion, and political upheaval in the
early nation, apocalyptic imagery featured prominently in the rhetoric of preachers,
abolitionists, writers, and orators. Yet as nineteenth-century white American writers like
George Lippard proleptically envision the ruins of America as a source of longing and
nostalgia for future generations, Black women like Stewart imagine an apocalyptic event
so catastrophic that it leaves no traces of the nation behind. In their religious writings,
Black women writers such as Maria W. Stewart, Zilpha Elaw, and Rebecca Cox Jackson
envision an America destroyed, remade, and transformed through the apocalypse.
Biographical Background
I write about Stewart, Elaw, and Jackson due to their shared status as free,
northern Black women who embarked on public careers as speakers and ministers in the
pre-Civil War era. Due to the socio-political environment in which they were writing, a
time marked by the religious revivalism of the Second Great Awakening, as well as the
1

political agitation of the women’s rights movements and the abolitionist movement, their
writings took on an apocalyptic tone as the probability of a catastrophic civil war loomed
large. In their writings, Stewart, Elaw, and Jackson use apocalyptic discourse to call for
the elevation of Black women and to imagine alternative Black futures.
My first chapter examines Maria W. Stewart’s 1831 pamphlet Religion and the
Pure Principles of Morality, the Sure Foundation on Which We Must Build, her 1832
Meditations from the Pen of Mrs. Maria Stewart, and the four speeches she delivered
between 1831-1833. Her pamphlet and speeches were originally published in William
Lloyd Garrison’s newspaper The Liberator, but were later published together with
additional writings as Productions of Mrs. Maria W. Stewart in 1835. Stewart, born free
in Hartford, Connecticut in 1803, spent the majority of her time as a public speaker in
Boston. She would later move to New York and Baltimore, before eventually settling in
Washington, DC, where she remained until her death in 1879. In her speeches and
writings, Stewart anticipates the apocalypse as a means of both envisioning a race
revolution as well as to imagine a future in which Black women have united to promote
the advancement of the Black community.
My second chapter centers upon Zilpha Elaw’s 1846 Memoirs of the Life,
Religious Experience, Ministerial Travels, and Labours of Mrs. Zilpha Elaw, an
American Female of Colour. Elaw was born free in Philadelphia in 1790 and moved to
Burlington, New Jersey following her marriage in 1808. From 1819 until her death in
1873, Elaw worked as an itinerant minister, traveling thousands of miles throughout the
United States, from the North to the Eastern seaboard and the Mid-Atlantic states, as well
as traveling to the deep South in 1829. She ultimately continued her ministry in England
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in 1840, where she self-published her memoir, and where she remained until her death in
1873. Throughout her spiritual autobiography, Elaw draws upon the approaching
apocalypse to justify her own practices of quiet meditation, contemplation, prayerfulness,
and inward-looking.
Finally, in my third chapter, I consider the writings of Rebecca Cox Jackson, a
Black Shaker Eldress and visionary. Jackson was born free in Hornstown, Pennsylvania
in 1795. She spent most of her life in Philadelphia until her religious beliefs compelled
her to become an itinerant minister. She traveled primarily in the North, preaching to both
white and Black audiences. After leaving her husband and vowing to live a celibate life,
she embarked upon a lifelong partnership with her companion Rebecca Perot, a
partnership that, as reflected in her writings, was often tender and even romantic. After
converting to Shakerism in 1843, Jackson began living with the Shakers in Watervliet,
NY in 1846. She and Perot eventually founded a Shaker community comprised primarily
of Black women in Philadelphia in 1859. Jackson would remain largely in Philadelphia
until her death in 1871. Beginning shortly after she converted to Shakerism in 1843,
Jackson recorded her dreams, visions, and religious musings in a diary. She began
developing her diary into an autobiography, but this text would remain uncompleted and
unpublished during her lifetime. In 1981, Jean Humez published Jackson’s unfinished
autobiography along with additional diary entries and letters in Gifts of Power: The
Writings of Rebecca Jackson, Black Visionary, Shaker Eldress. In her writings, Jackson
invests in the Shaker vision of apocalypse as an individual and personal transformation in
order to imagine the divine redefinition of structures like community and family.
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Argument
In this dissertation, I argue that the apocalyptic writings of Black religious women
are the progenitors of twentieth- and twenty-first century Afrospeculative fiction. Their
works anticipate the speculative yearning of later Afrofuturistic and Black fantastic
fiction by imagining the transformative potential of the apocalypse. Scholarship of
Afrofuturistic and Black fantastic literature has attended primarily to twentieth and
twenty-first century works, with scholars often identifying W.E.B. Du Bois’ short story
“The Comet,” written in 1920, as the aegis of Afrospeculative writing. Indeed, when
Mark Dery coined the term Afrofuturism in 1993, he defined it as “Speculative fiction
that treats African-American themes and addresses African-American concerns in the
context of 20th century technoculture” (180). Yet over a century before Black women
and nonbinary writers like Octavia Butler, NK Jemisin, Rivers Solomon, Nnedi Okorafor,
Akwaeke Emezi and others depicted imagined worlds in their writing, Black religious
women in the nineteenth century deployed Christian discourse to imagine a world in
which they wielded authority, power, and supernatural abilities. While their works were
not rooted in technoculture or scientific advancement, they were decidedly fantastic and
speculative, offering detailed visions of a future time and other place where they could
receive divine gifts, take flight on heavenly beasts, and commune with otherworldly
messengers. My dissertation therefore advances ongoing conversations about
Afrospeculative literature by tracing its origins to the religious writings of nineteenthcentury Black women.
My dissertation traces a tradition of early Black apocalyptic writing with roots in
the religious writings of early Black women writers. The obstacles to centering Black
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women’s religious texts as an early iteration of Afrofuturism are many. For one, scholars
have long viewed religious writing as inherently inward-looking. With definitions of
Afrofuturism emphasizing how works in this genre address social and cultural concerns
and resist limiting visions of Black life, viewing religious writing as apolitical or fatalistic
would exclude it from this genre. My project, however, challenges the notion that
religious writing is not oriented toward effecting social change. Instead, I argue that
Black religious women’s works centralize the intertwining and mutually-informing
nature of religious and revolutionary thought. They do this by sourcing Biblical
narratives of the apocalypse to substantiate and validate their acts of dissent,
demonstrating that religion and resistance are not mutually exclusive.
In her seminal work Sentimental Confessions: Spiritual Narratives of NineteenthCentury African American Women (2003), Joycelyn Moody makes a case for “the
centrality of religion to early African American women’s experience” (28), and contends
that scholars should not “read around” (xi) the deeply spiritual nature of Black women’s
nineteenth-century autobiographical writing in order to identify seemingly more political
messages hidden within their texts. Rather, for these women, we must consider that “the
personal and the spiritual are political” (17). Eileen Razzari Elrod similarly contends that,
despite the centrality of religion in antebellum life and in the intellectual expression of
Black women, “scholars of American literature have effectively avoided religion as a
location for serious inquiry and interpretation” and “[u]ntil recently, this avoidance was
especially true regarding writing produced by women and writers of color in the early
period of American literature” (17). My dissertation aims to address this gap within
literary scholarship by drawing attention to Black women’s religious expression,
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specifically their narrativization of the end times as a potential locus of freedom, and by
continuing to take seriously and privilege the religious expression of nineteenth-century
Black women. My project rejects the notion that these writings are apolitical or antipolitical, that they contain messages of protest thinly-veiled behind religious idiom, or
that their religious content works contra to social critique. I examine their texts as sites of
protest, self-expression, and self-definition, not in spite of, but as informed by the
religious contexts in which they compose. Their religious contexts provided them with
the authority and empowerment they needed in order to assert themselves in their writing
and public addresses.
Black women’s religious apocalyptic writings are forebears of twentieth and
twenty-first century Afrospeculative fiction, but they also constitute, importantly, a strand
of Afrofuturistic literature in their own right. They tap into the fantastic discourse of
Christian expression and use that discourse to communicate their longing for an imagined
and empowered future for Black people, and more specifically Black women. In doing
so, they push back against and critique the futures of subjugation imagined for them by a
white, racist society. If we consider Afrofuturism as a framework for understanding the
apocalyptic tradition in nineteenth-century Black women’s religious writing, then we can
better discern the social, community, and personal importance of the imagined futures
depicted within these texts. Perilous Times considers the rhetorical utility of the
apocalypse as a discourse of empowerment and imagination in Black women’s
nineteenth-century religious writing. The apocalypse allowed Black women to eschew
social constraints placed upon them and to deliver scathing critiques of the American
sociopolitical landscape, as scholars like Kevin Pelletier have observed. However, less
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scholarly attention has been paid to how apocalyptic discourse not only allowed Black
women to justify revolutionary violence, but also opened up avenues for imaginative
visions of future worlds, worlds in which Black women could be celebrated and
empowered.
Due to the unmitigated and sweeping transformation prophesied in Christian
accounts of the apocalypse, writers, speakers, and preachers like Maria W. Stewart,
Zilpha Elaw, and Rebecca Cox Jackson were able to use apocalyptic discourse to
rhetorically reclaim their bodies, to envision the destruction of corrupt power structures,
to disrupt heteronormativity, and to imagine new worlds for Black women. Through a
close examination of their religious speeches, journals, and spiritual autobiographies, I
consider how Black women co-opted Christian discourse, a discourse so often used as a
tool for their oppression and subjugation, for their own emancipatory purposes. They
established exegetical practices through which they selected aspects of Christian
discourse most useful for their self-actualization, and they culturally contextualized
aspects of Christian discourse that white, patriarchal ruling bodies used to silence them.
Furthermore, they narrativized the end times not as an event to be feared, but as an event
that would confer freedom upon them by destroying the systems and structures that
oppressed them.
Defining Apocalyptic Writing and its Antecedents
Perilous Times works to expand how we define texts as Afrospeculative or
Afrofuturistic. With its emphasis on technoculture, Dery’s definition is limiting,
excluding texts that source their fantastic imagery and otherworldly orientation from
religious idiom rather than imagined technologies or scientific advancements. Although
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scholars have since worked to create more expansive definitions of Afrofuturism, a
tendency to identify Afrofuturism with technoculture persists. In Afrofuturism: The
World of Black Sci-Fi and Fantasy Culture (2013), for example, Ytasha Womack argues:
“At its heart, Afrofuturism stretches the imagination far beyond the conventions of our
time and the horizons of expectation” (16), and further defines Afrofuturism as a
framework and an aesthetic that “values the power of creativity and imagination to
reinvigorate culture and transcend social limitations” (24). She calls the imagination “a
tool of resistance” and observes how, in “[c]reating stories with people of color in the
future” Afrofuturism “defies the norm” (24). Womack’s definition highlights the
forward-looking orientation of Afrofuturistic texts, which imagine a future for Black
people in defiance of social and cultural structures that actively work to preclude those
futures.1 With her emphasis on how these imagined futures for Black people transcend
social conventions, Womack offers a more inclusive definition of Afrofuturism by
decentering the importance of technoculture. Nonetheless, even as Womack describes
modern Afrofuturistic works as gesturing toward “a tradition of sci-fi or futuristic works
created by people of African descent that stretched back to precolonial Africa” (19), she
repeatedly defines Afrofuturistic works as those that communicate their visions “with the
power of technology” (24). This definition, too, disregards the progenitors of modern
Afrofuturistic thought and expression on the basis that they do not feature imagined
future technologies.

1

Other scholars similarly emphasize a definition of Afrofuturism that encompasses imaginative texts that
visualize Black people in the future as a means of resistance. Ingrid LaFleur defines Afrofuturism as “a
way to encourage experimentation, reimagine identities, and activate liberation” (qtd. in Womack 9) and
Reynaldo Anderson contends that Afrofuturistic works are those that “destabilizes previous analysis of
blackness” and help Black people to create their “own space in the future” (qtd. in Womack 16).
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Valerie Babb, conversely, defines Black speculative writing as a branch of
Afrofuturism that can, but need not, center technology. She writes, “Perhaps it is most
useful to view Afrofuturism as a constellation of ideas, approaches, and strategies,
present in many genres—art, film, music—and for the purposes of this essay, black
speculative fiction, a term encompassing black science fiction, cyberpunk, gothic,
fantasy, and utopian writing” (97-98). She goes on to acknowledge the early roots of
Afrofuturism and Black speculative writing, arguing, “Speculative fiction has been
popular with African American writers since the canon’s early years precisely because it
enabled the representation of worlds in which enslavement and racial discrimination were
remedied” (98). Isiah Lavender, too, considers how a more expansive definition of
Afrofuturism allows us to include earlier works than have previously been considered in
studies of the genre. Lavender’s Afrofuturism Rising (2019) focuses entirely on works
written before the 1970s, including antebellum texts. He defines Afrofuturism as “a set of
race-inflected reading protocols designed to investigate the optimisms and anxieties
framing the future imaginings of black people” (2) and argues that Afrofuturism is
“always in dialogue with the present in which it is written” (2). Babb and Lavender offer
definitions of both Afrofuturism and, under its umbrella, Black speculative writing that
aligns with my own - a definition that centers the imagining of alternative worlds and
realities in which the racial oppressions of the present have been eradicated or never
existed at all as a means of commenting on the present. I build on these definitions by
identifying early Black American religious writing as a locus of futuristic longing.
My project argues that Afrofuturism need not be rooted in technoculture, and
further, that it finds another genesis in the apocalyptic thought emerging from Black
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religious expression. Black Christian thought operates as a conduit through which Black
women channel their longing for a heretofore unimagined future world. I therefore define
Afrofuturistic texts as those that employ fantastic imagery to evince an otherworldly
yearning for an imagined future for Black people, thereby defying the social conditions
that impede Black people’s ability to reach and inhabit that future. This is not to say that
these early Black women writers believed the solution to racial oppression was to simply
imagine a future life in an imagined world. However, through the act of narrating a better,
imagined future, early Black women writers expressed the divine ordination and
supremacy of such a future, thereby critiquing their present reality in a world mired in
race and gender stratification by delineating its inferiority. Through this critique, they
also promoted actions they believed their audiences could take to bring about such a
future, such as conversion to Christianity, community involvement, political agitation,
and more.
Much is at stake with this revised definition, such as promoting a more nuanced
understanding of Afrofuturism as an aesthetic movement that has influenced Black
American literature from its inception. Moreover, this revised definition sheds new light
on the literary and cultural impact of early Black women’s religious writing. Writing
during the pre-Civil War era, early Black women’s religious writing embodies features of
Afrofuturistic expression we have come to associate with twentieth and twenty-first
century texts. They concern themselves with imagined futures, they employ fantastic and
otherworldly imagery, and they predict cataclysmic events such as the apocalypse. Their
visions of racial, gender, and class equality as well as the specific elevation of Black
women would have been futuristic for their time, as they imagined a reality so different
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from the lived experience of Black women in the nineteenth century. If we continue to
reach toward more expansive definitions of Afrofuturism, then we can make space for
understudied texts, like those written by Black religious women in the nineteenth century,
that serve as the spiritual forbearers of modern Afrofuturistic expression, and we can also
expand the canon of Afrofuturistic writing to include these texts.
Crucially, many early Black women religious writers remain understudied, in
part, due to the fantastic nature of their work coupled with the difficulty of placing their
work within the canon of Black speculative expression. Antebellum writers of abolitionist
works and slave narratives faced pressure to provide detailed accounts of the “real”
horrors of slavery or Black life in America in order to persuade audiences of the need for
abolition and reform. In her reading of Martin Delany’s Blake (1859), Britt Rusert
describes the double-bind writers of slave narratives faced to deliver texts that were “both
believable and fantastic (beyond-belief)” (176). Critics have made similar demands that
Black writers of texts outside the slave narrative tradition shun the fantastic in favor of
the realistic, voicing concerns that, in Frederick C. Harris’ words, an “otherworldly
orientation” could promote “political pacification and fatalism” (42).2 Yet despite the
political pressure placed upon writers to accurately represent racial oppression, scholars
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Ebony Elizabeth Thomas frames the twentieth and twenty-first century rejection of the fantastic within
the Black community as resulting from the systemic racism that makes dreaming and imagining
inaccessible to Black people. She reflects on her own experience of being discouraged from reading
fantastic texts when she was growing up, writing, “When people of color seek passageways into the
fantastic, we have often discovered that the doors are barred. Even the very act of dreaming of worlds-thatnever-were can be challenging when the known world does not provide many liberating spaces” (2). Sami
Schalk further describes speculative fiction as an “undertheorized genre” (96). She writes, quoting Jewelle
Gomez, that “speculative fiction ‘is thought of as “fun” rather than serious writing worthy of critical
discussion. . . . [It is this] idea that speculative fiction is somehow an indulgence or that it is trivial that
seems the more probable reason for its dismissal by literary critics’ (96).
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have noted the impulse to dream, imagine, fantasize, and speculate about the future from
the inception of African American literature.
Ebony Elizabeth Thomas, in her analysis of the fantastic in nineteenth-century
texts writes “We have always dreamed of (Afro)futures” (397). She goes on to explain,
referring to Pauline Hopkins and W.E.B. Du Bois’ early works of Afro-futuristic
expression, “In moments when the present is unbearable, during Hopkins’s and Du Bois’s
times, as well as in ours, future dreaming provides a way to not only escape but also to
theorize lived experiences that feel impossible” (399). Isaiah Lavender, similarly in
Afrofuturism Rising (2019), writes that “black experience in America and around the
world has always been an experience of spatial and temporal dislocation and
disorientation” (2), and as a result, Black writers in America have always been
“generating alternative futures” (4). The neglect of Black women’s fantastic religious
writing is perhaps, then, due to both a belief that the fantastic is unavailable to Black
audiences as a mode of expression given the social and political imperative to write
works of realism as a form of protest, as well as a general scholarly disdain for
speculative and fantastic texts. Nonetheless, as Thomas and Lavender demonstrate,
ignoring or neglecting to study Afrofuturistic, Black speculative, or Black fantastic texts
fails to consider the way fantastic expression has underpinned African American
literature from its inception.
The increase in attention paid to Afrofuturistic works within the past decade, such
as the Black Panther film series, which premiered in 2018 (Babb 95), and the renewed
interest in Octavia Butler’s corpus of work,3 demonstrates a reconsideration of the

3

Butler’s Parable of the Sower, published in 1993, appeared on the New York Times bestsellers list for the
first time in September 2020 (Kai). Several film and television adaptations of her work are also
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importance of speculative works to Black expression in the twentieth and twenty-first
century (Babb 95). Scholars have referred to this resurgence of interest in Afrofuturistic
texts as an “Afrofuturistic renaissance” (Thomas “We Have” 404). This renewed interest
perhaps reflects the reality that “Fantastic storytelling” plays a vital role in Black letters
and can be found in even realist, nineteenth-century autobiographical works like the slave
narrative. Ebony Elizabeth Thomas describes the fantastic as “catharsis for the space-time
sundering caused by the violence of the Middle Passage and the centuries since”
(“Introduction” 290). I call for the same attention to be paid to works that intertwine
fantastic and religious impulses in the nineteenth century as those composed by more
contemporary writers.
Scholars like Frances Smith Foster, Eric Gardner, and Cohen and Stein, among
others, have called for expanding our conception of early Black print culture beyond the
slave narrative and abolitionist presses, arguing that we must recognize the sundry other
ways Black people expressed themselves. Cohen and Stein call for acknowledging and
embracing the “broad array of early African American print production” outside of the
slave narrative, including texts like bound books, but also texts like pamphlets,
broadsides, editorials, and more (7). Foster in particular emphasizes the need to delve into
the body of work created by religious institutions and Afro-Protestant presses arguing
that despite the fact that “Afro-Protestants were intricately involved—indeed, the early
African-American press is virtually synonymous with—the Afro-Protestant press” many
scholars “have ignored the religious affiliations” of these works and their contributors, or

forthcoming, such as an adaptation of Parable of the Sower to be produced by A24, a series adaptation of
Kindred for FX, an Issa Rae-led pilot of Fledgling for HBO, an Ava DuVernay-led television adaptation of
Dawn for Amazon, and a Viola Davis-led television production of Wild Seed for Amazon (Da Costa).
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“have ignored authors, editors, or publications because of their religious affiliations” (“A
Narrative” 728 ). Gardner, drawing upon Foster’s work, notes the “inattention” paid to
certain early Black writers due to both racial discrimination and “specific inattention to
African Americans’ faith practices and communities” (10). He goes on to argue that even
as scholars have recognized that “Black churches were key sites of some of the most
innovative agitation for sociopolitical change and community building during this period”
(11), scholars have nonetheless been “slow to engage with church print” (11). Attending
to the works written by Black religious women who embarked on public speaking careers
and who frequently employ fantastic imagery, can expand our conception of the diverse
ways Black women expressed themselves in the pre-Civil War era. To overlook these
texts is to deny the range of intellectual, political, and spiritual expression Black women
employed in the nineteenth century.
The Spiritual Autobiography, Visions, and Dreams
I analyze these works within the tradition of nineteenth-century Black women’s
religious expression, particularly the spiritual autobiography. This popular seventeenth
and eighteenth century genre experienced a revival during the first few decades of the
nineteenth century at the time Stewart, Elaw, and Jackson began their public and
ministerial careers (Foster 95). Variations exist within this genre, such as the
sanctification narrative, which pays more specific attention to narrating how and why
God chose the writer for ministerial work (Foster, Written, 60), and the evangelical
narrative, which places more emphasis on the life of evangelism and ministerial travel
following sanctification (Moody, “On the Road,” 45). The spiritual autobiography
centralizes the writer’s Christian conversion and sanctification, their divinely-chosen
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status as a conduit for God’s power, their selection for evangelism, and their submission
to divine imperatives in defiance of earthly laws. Frances Smith Foster defines this genre
as ultimately egalitarian, writing that “Americans of all persuasions believed it was their
duty” to document their “quest . . . for salvation” (59). In each variation of the spiritual
autobiography, the narrator couples a sense of “unworthiness” to do the work of itinerant
ministry or prophetic witnessing with an assertion that God requires this service
nonetheless (Moody “On the Road,” 55-56). The crux of the spiritual autobiography,
then, is narrating one’s movement from damnation to salvation and articulating one’s
importance in God’s cosmic plan.
The spiritual autobiography was also overwhelmingly perceived as a genre for
telling white men’s stories, and simply writing within this genre as a Black woman
challenged that “tradition” (Moody, “On the Road” 56). As a result, Black women
created from the spiritual autobiography a new generic form better suited to their selfrepresentation (Moody, Sentimental, 53). Articulating their lives through a religious lens,
Black women like Stewart, Elaw, and Jackson continued a tradition of Black religious
expression extending back to works like Phillis Wheatley’s poetry and Briton Hammon’s
A Narrative of the Uncommon Sufferings, and Surprizing Deliverance of Briton
Hammon, Negro Man (1760). Other examples of Black women’s spiritual
autobiographies include Jarena Lee’s 1836 The Life and Religious Experience of Jarena
Lee (published in an expanded version Religious Experience and Journal of Mrs. Jarena
Lee in 1849) and A Narrative of the Life and Travels of Mrs. Nancy Prince (1850). Their
works combine philosophical and spiritual ruminations, descriptions of vivid dreams and
visions, travel-narrative style lists of locations visited, and documentation of the
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mistreatment they experienced. They rejected racist and sexist scriptural hermeneutics
that promoted their exclusion. As Mitzi Smith argues, they constructed their own
interpretive frameworks in which scripture accounts for and affirms their lived
experiences and indicts as sinful, even blasphemous, those who would deny them space
to speak (301). In their writing, these women employ the very text used to argue for their
silence to make a case for their empowerment.
Male church authorities seeking to silence and exclude women often rooted their
arguments in the Pauline epistles (specifically 1 Corinthians 14:34, which asserts that
women must remain silent in church). However, Black women writers of spiritual
autobiographies contextualize this passage as culturally and historically specific, a rule
that no longer obtains in modern religious practices. In turn, they place greater emphasis
on features of the Pauline epistles that align with their own lives, such as God’s selection
of Paul for spiritual transformation despite (or because of) his inferior social and cultural
status as a Gentile. They also invoke women prophets in the Bible, such as Deborah,
Miriam, Huldah, and Noadiah to emphasize the equitable nature of the Holy Spirit and
establish a precedent for their public careers. Deborah, in particular, is noteworthy as the
only female Judge mentioned in the Old Testament book of Judges. She was also a
military leader, prophet, and poet. Black women religious writers could assert that God
had created an archetype for their leadership by pointing to women prophets in the Bible.
They could then argue that those who questioned their work as prophets, preachers, and
speakers were questioning a tradition rooted in scripture.
In their writing, Stewart, Elaw, and Jackson perform their own exegesis, through
which the Bible can become a tool of their emancipation, despite a long history of white
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oppressors using the Bible to justify the subjugation of Black people. Katherine Clay
Bassard refers to this process of applying Black liberatory exegetical practices to the
Bible as “unscripturing the slavemaster’s cannon,” a process that rejects interpretations of
the Bible rooted in “proslavery ideology” (37). Chanta M. Haywood, specifically
centralizing Black feminist interpretations of the Bible, describes a similar process, which
she refers to as “typological (gyn)esis” (81), in which Black women underscore portions
of the Bible and religious history as a whole that justify their freedom to engage in public
careers. Haywood writes that Black women worked “to establish a biblical locus from
which to refute contemporary gender restrictions that had the potential to undermine their
call to preach from the Bible” (82). Black women in the nineteenth-century tapped into
the power of a socially-approved Christian discourse but remediated that discourse,
illuminating how, rather than calling for their oppression, the Bible, in fact, condemns
that oppression and instead calls for their elevation.
Scholars have described the spiritual autobiography as a genre that provided builtin mechanisms for Black women to defend transgressions of boundaries and repudiate
racist beliefs that Black women were inherently unholy. Nonetheless, discussions of this
genre have overlooked its speculative dimensions. The spiritual autobiography is
inherently a genre rooted in dreams, visions, and contemplations about the future. Black
women writing within this genre produced texts recording their religious lives, careers,
and travels, but they also recorded their metaphysical divine encounters and offered
predictions about the future of the nation and humankind. William L. Andrews writes that
“these kinds of visionary experiences . . . . had especially far-reaching consequences” for
Black women, “for through these visionary moments they saw themselves transformed,
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inspirited, and, for the first time, chosen for a providential purpose” (Andrews 11). The
receipt of visions and dreams from God both testifies to their holiness and provides them
with a space for speculative musings. By identifying their dreams and visions as
messages from God, they could lay claim to unique insight about the fate of the world
and judge how present actions would impact the future. As they relate their fantastic
experiences as evidence of their direct communication with God, these women convey a
yearning for an “other place” in a future world, a yearning that later writers of
Afrospeculative fiction would manifest in their own works.
My dissertation, then, contributes to discussions of how Black women used the
Bible as a tool for reaching toward liberation in their autobiographical writing. Stewart,
Elaw, and Jackson write within a tradition of Black women’s spiritual autobiographical
writing in which they could assert their fitness for spiritual leadership and justify their
public careers as speakers, activists, and ministers, as other scholars have established. Yet
they are also writing within a genre that is profoundly concerned with dreams and
visions. As such, my work contributes to scholarly conversations of Black women’s
spiritual autobiographies by considering how these women also drew upon liberatory
exegetical practices and the frameworks established within the spiritual autobiography to
tap into the creative potential of the apocalypse. Not only could they root their work in
Biblical discourse as a means of establishing the divine selection of Black women for
holy work; they could appeal to the prophetic tradition to consider the potential of
apocalyptic discourse for social transformation.
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Historical Era and Religious Contexts
I root my dissertation in the religious contexts of pre-Civil-War, nineteenthcentury America. In particular, I am concerned with the religious agitation emerging from
the Second Great Awakening, a period of time in post-Revolution America, occurring
from the last decade of the eighteenth century through roughly 1840, during which a vast
number of new religious sects emerged and flourished. As the shape of religion in
America shifted and changed, it provided opportunities for Black women in the
nineteenth century to express themselves by reinterpreting the Bible in a way that
affirmed their experiences and identities. The religious teachings of the Second Great
Awakening gave women across the color line the chance to assert the belief that one
could receive messages directly from God rather than from any official church authority.
The Christian beliefs of the Second Great Awakening, in theory if not always in practice,
subverted the need for any human religious authority at all by contending that what
mattered was one’s personal experience of divine selection, salvation, and sanctification.
These beliefs “created space for alternative views and offered opportunities for those
outside traditional institutional hierarchies to hold sway” as “the cultural power of a
white patriarchal religious structure was diffused” (Wearn 2). This diffusion of power
allowed individuals without formal religious training or backgrounds to wear the mantle
of religious leadership. They could enter occupations previously foreclosed to them on
the basis of divine selection.
More specifically, this challenge to existing, patriarchal church structures would
have been particularly meaningful for Black women, so often relegated to domestic labor
and drudge work. By moving outside of the institutionalized religious arenas dominated
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by patriarchal and often white authorities, the evangelical Christianity of the Second
Great Awakening challenged the necessity and preeminence of those governing bodies.
Many women, such as those I consider in this dissertation, took up a ministerial calling,
believing that they had been chosen by God to deliver his message of salvation to
unbelievers. They justified their entrance into a field of work so often dominated by men
by couching their work in the Christian teachings of the time, which argued that God
could call anyone into his service, regardless of race, gender, or social class. Frances
Smith Foster, writes, “There was a great democracy in the assertion that all humans were
sinners but that the gift of salvation was free to all who would believe. It put men and
women of all races on essentially the same plane” (70-71). She refers to what Carol
Smith-Rosenberg calls “the socially and geographically liminal spaces and experiences of
the Second Great Awakening” as spaces in which “hierarchies of class, race, and gender
[were] overturned and deconstructed” (Foster 40). The prevailing religious beliefs of the
time, then, provided fertile ground for Black women’s assertion of their divine authority.
This project considers how the troubling of established hierarchies emerges in the
religious writings of nineteenth-century Black women in the form of apocalyptic
discourse. In the face of a cataclysm that would physically and metaphysically unmake
the American landscape, Black preaching women writing in the pre-Civil War era could
argue for the superfluousness of human-created ruling structures. As religious gatherings
moved from brick and mortar church buildings into fields and tents, crowds gathered at
camp meetings and revivals to hear sermons from itinerant ministers, who traveled
around the country to convert lost souls to Christianity, often with the hope of bringing
about the anticipated millennium. These camp meetings originated in Kentucky and
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Tennessee, but eventually spread throughout the country, taking place in some of the
young nation’s largest cities (Frey and Wood 119). The apocalypse as an anticipated
event offered the potential to disrupt social and political hierarchies through the promised
annihilation of existing world orders. Through the apocalypse, Black women could
rhetorically manifest the destruction of those hierarchies and imagine the transformed
world that could materialize in the wake of that destruction.
Predictions of apocalypse permeated the American discursive landscape of the
early nineteenth-century, providing raw material from which Black women writers,
thinkers, and spiritual leaders could construct their worldviews. Eschatological
interpretations were manifold within Christian revivalism, as ministers and preachers
espoused millennialist doctrines and sought to move unbelievers to conversion by
prophesying a looming Judgment Day, before which sinners must repent in order to avoid
eternal suffering in hell.4 Some anticipated a “physical catastrophic conflagration,” while
others believed the apocalypse would be spiritual or symbolic, taking the form of
widespread “moral regeneration” (Aveni 19). In fact, while John R. May describes the
facets of a traditional apocalypse as “judgment, catastrophe, and renewal” (24), thinkers
as early as Origen (d. 254) argued that eschatological events would take place spiritually

Terms coined during the Second Great Awakening – premillennialism, postmillennialism, and
amillennialism – represent various schools of eschatological thought. Premillennialist thinking foresees a
world so depraved that Christ must return to pass judgment and sweep the righteous into heaven, followed
by a 1,000 year reign of peace on Earth before drawing time to a close. Postmillennialist thinking predicts
that humans could bring about earthly peace on their own, through social reform and moral regeneration,
thereby ushering in a thousand-year period of peace and prosperity, after which point Christ will return to
Earth in a celebratory coming. Amillennialists believe in the symbolic millennium taking place within the
spirit and within the church established after Christ’s resurrection. Wendell G. Johnson explains that while
“Premillennialism began to take hold in the United States after the Civil War (1861-1865),” during the time
of Stewart, Elaw, and Jackson’s writing, postmillennialism predominated (Johnson 287). Yet influential
sects of premillennialist thinking, such as the Millerites, also held sway during the first few decades of the
nineteenth century. Regardless of when each sect of Christianity believed the apocalypse would take place,
the vast majority of itinerant ministers and Christian speakers predicted the approaching eschaton.
4
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within the individual soul (Leigh 10). Augustine later envisioned the apocalypse, and
specifically the “Last Judgment as a divinely reproduced instantaneous ‘intuition’ by
each person of his or her own relationship for or against God” (Leigh 10). Others, like
Cotton Mather in the 18th century, envisioned natural disasters, like super-volcanoes
erupting across America. Interpretations of the eschaton coexisted, bled into, and
influenced one another.
During the “revivalist fervor of the Second Great Awakening” ministers appealed
to the apocalypse in an effort “to facilitate widespread conversion experiences and usher
in God’s millennial kingdom” (Pelletier 11). Regardless of how they believed the
apocalypse would occur, many Christian believers in the nineteenth century at least
agreed that it was imminent. Black women writers could appeal to audiences already
primed to anticipate the apocalypse with their own predictions of how the End Times
would transpire. The fear of an approaching doomsday would leave audiences prepared
for answers, insight, and direction. Black women could expose the hypocrisy of white
Christian America by prophesying its destruction and proposing alternative visions of
nation, community, and family.
In exploring the apocalypse as a site of social critique, these women built upon
the tradition of the Puritan jeremiad – a literary form in which the author excoriates
present social conditions and prophesies the downfall of society at the hands of a
vengeful and angry God. The jeremiad draws upon the rhetoric of the Old Testament
prophet Jeremiah who lamented and prophesied that Israel would be handed over to the
Babylonians for destruction because they had turned away from God. The jeremiad
similarly offers “threats of doom” (Bercovitch 29) if sinners do not purify themselves and
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turn back to God, while also offering hope for future blessing if they do so. Sacvan
Bercovitch further defines the form as a “political sermon - what might be called the
state-of-the-covenant address” (4) that “fuse[s]” the “sacred and profane” (29). The
American jeremiad identifies Americans as God’s chosen people, like the Israelites, who
have been selected for a divine mission (what would later develop into the doctrine of
Manifest Destiny), but who, for a variety of reasons, have fallen out of God’s favor. The
American jeremiad calls for reform in order to enter into God’s good graces again and
receive due blessings. Due to its critique of social conditions and its call for change, the
American jeremiad has also been used as a key rhetorical form in the African American
protest tradition. The African American jeremiad emphasizes themes of “civil liberties,
justice, retribution and empowerment, freedom and the call for social change” (Harrell 8),
themes not necessarily intrinsic to the American jeremiad form but specific to the black
intellectual tradition.5
Black holy women like Stewart, Elaw, and Jackson could seize upon prevailing
narratives of the American sacred and secular landscape, in which the apocalypse
operated as a powerful impetus for reform, in order to craft their own visions of justice
and transformation. Speakers and leaders deployed the jeremiad as a means of framing
present crises as evidence that the visions of the prophets would certainly come to pass
and as an impetus for reform. Within the jeremiad, they posited the American republic as
a fulfillment of Biblical prophecies and provided a “fusion of assent and dissent”

5

Rather than being strictly an adaptation of a white rhetorical form, Harrell argues that the African
American jeremiad is “a form of deconstructing the dominate [sic] culture’s values” (16). He defines the
“threefold purpose” of the African American jeremiad in the nineteenth century abolitionist movement:
“(1) to expose traditional white Christian convictions, (2) to emphasize the inhumanness of slavery and its
effect on the oppressed and the oppressors, and (3) to develop a socio-political consciousness among blacks
that would be used to forge a unified black self” (10).
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(Bercovitch xviii). Black religious women in the nineteenth century tapped into the
jeremiad’s “rhetoric of indignation” to “challeng[e] the nation to reform” (Howard-Pitney
6) by motivating Black Americans to take action and by engendering white fear and
guilt.6 They drew upon the “millennial/doomsday rhetoric of the jeremiad . . . the EndTime fantasies it spins” (Bercovitch xxi) to critique the present by anticipating how social
ills would lead to catastrophic consequences on a cosmic scale.
My dissertation considers how a belief in the imminence of an apocalyptic event
offered Black women in the nineteenth century a framework within which to construct
alternative visions of meaningful lives for themselves. An apocalyptic framework
provided Black women with the imaginative framework within which they could discard
elements of Christian discourse that did not contribute to their self-determination. It
allowed them to exempt themselves from the social and cultural constraints that would
limit their professional, intellectual, and spiritual potential, as the structures responsible
for placing those constraints upon them would soon be unmade in the apocalypse. Thus,
within an apocalyptic framework, they could look forward to that future time of
apocalyptic destruction and rhetorically manifest in the present the liberation the
apocalypse would offer them.

6

Scholars have also considered appeals to apocalypse as a means of motivating reform outside of
jeremiadic expression. Robert H. Abzug’s Cosmos Crumbling: American Reform and the Religious
Imagination (1994) places emphasis on “reform cosmologies” (viii) and argues for the importance of
examining the millennial and apocalyptic religious roots of the various reform movements that made up the
American landscape in the forty years leading up to the Civil War. Reformers during this time, he argues,
proffered a “cosmic setting of divine judgment” and sought to “sacralize the world” as an impetus for social
reform (8). See also James H. Moorhead’s American Apocalypse: Yankee Protestants and the Civil War,
1860-1869 (1978) for a study examining how Americans deployed apocalyptic rhetoric to narrativize the
catastrophes of the Civil War. Avihu Zakai’s Exile and Kingdom: History and Apocalypse in the Puritan
Migration to America (2009) examines how the Puritans viewed their removal to America as a fulfillment
of Biblical, apocalyptic prophecies.
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In addition to the space for critique and protest the apocalypse provides in Black
women’s religious writing, my dissertation pays more attention to the fertile ground
apocalyptic rhetoric provides for Black women’s imaginative and speculative expression
than has been previously considered. I contend that much of the fantastic dimensions of
Black women’s nineteenth-century religious writings are rooted in their remediation of
the Pentecost narrative. Early Black women religious writers who believed they were
called upon to preach God’s message of judgment and repentance frequently draw upon
the Pentecost traditions. This includes Stewart, Elaw, and Jackson, as well as Jarena Lee,
Julia AJ Foote, and others. With its emphasis on dreams, visions, and divine messages,
the Pentecost narrative and the prophetic traditions are inherently imaginative,
speculative, and creative.
The Pentecost narrative depicts the end times as characterized by the indwelling
of the Holy Spirit in each believer, the ability of certain chosen prophets to have visions
of the future, the manifestation of signs and wonders from heaven, and the violence and
wrath of divine vengeance (Elrod 124). Through the Pentecost narrative specifically,
Black religious women could lay claim to divine authority by embracing the identity of
prophet, seeing fantastic visions, and prophesying the destruction of their oppressors.
That is, in their religious writings, Black women in the nineteenth century deploy
apocalyptic discourse, not just as a way to critique social conditions, but as a way to
dream, fantasize about, and imagine a transformed world for themselves. By narrating the
divine dreams and visions they received, they were able to externalize their longing for a
world, whether on Earth or in heaven, in which Black women were exalted, powerful,
and holy. Elrod writes that the Pentecost narrative “calls readers to understand the
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extraordinary signs and wonders as manifestations of God’s power: a woman preaching
(along with dreams, visions, blood, smoke, and fire) signifies the presence and activity of
God” (124). As prophets, Black women were able to assert that their visions were not
simply of their own imaginings, but were important messages from God.
I situate my analysis of Stewart, Elaw, and Jackson’s spiritual writings within
these religious contexts, acknowledging that the Christian teachings and beliefs that
prevailed during their lifetimes informed their rejection of prescriptive gender and racial
expectations. I also locate these women within their sociohistorical contexts in order to
acknowledge and consider them as part of a tradition of like-minded Black women
religious writers and speakers, as well as to underscore their unique interpretations of
early nineteenth-century Christian discourse. As other scholars have observed, the
evangelical teachings of the Second Great Awakening espoused the belief that God could
call anyone to his service, that each believer must listen personally to God’s plan for their
own lives, and that God’s authority superseded all earthly authority, providing Black
women like Stewart, Elaw, and Jackson with justification for their ministerial calling.
Through Biblical exegesis, they could protect themselves from some measure of
retaliation against their spurning of socially-accepted behavior for Black women,
although certainly, as my dissertation will detail, each woman continued to face the perils
of intersecting racism and misogyny throughout their lives.
My project also highlights how their belief in an approaching apocalypse
provided Black women religious writers with additional justification for their life’s work
as they pointed to the prophetic tradition, whereby God called members of the lowest
classes of society to deliver his message to the unrepentant ahead of an approaching
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Judgment Day. They could point to specific women prophets in the Bible as a precedent
for their own work, and they could also articulate the triviality of man-made laws in the
face of an apocalypse as an impetus for their instantiation of new visions for society.
Further, the framework of dreams and visions associated with the eschaton and end-times
prophets in the Bible provided nineteenth-century Black religious women with a
framework for asserting their imaginings, visions, and hopes for the future.
The chapters in this dissertation are case studies in how Black women in the preCivil War era deployed apocalyptic rhetoric in their religious writing. As they wrote,
preached, and traveled, often unattended, during the tumultuous decades leading up to the
Civil War, each of these women recorded experiences of racial, gender, and religious
oppression. Their religious beliefs, geographical locations, and embodied life experiences
impact their interpretation and deployment of apocalyptic rhetoric. As such, their
religious writings, published in the form of memoirs, speeches, and pamphlets (and some
never published during her lifetime in the case of Jackson), offer unique insights into how
Black women in the nineteenth century used prevailing religious discourses in service of
their own self-determination.
Chapter Summaries
My first chapter argues that reading Stewart’s public discourse and religious
contemplations within an apocalyptic framework allows us to reconcile her visions of a
transformed future society on Earth with her predictions of an America destroyed in a
divine cataclysm as punishment for the wickedness of an entrenched racist social order.
Within her works, Stewart concurrently calls for a revolution while also contending that
only a divine intervention will truly bring about a just punishment for the wicked. She
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draws upon Biblical passages to craft her revolutionary messages. With its emphasis on
both destruction and, through that destruction, transformation and new creation,
theorizing the apocalypse allowed Stewart to suspend both a desire for vengeance and a
desire for new beginnings within her body of work. The Bible is not simply a socially
palatable text Stewart uses to mask her more incendiary rhetoric and make it more
appealing to a public audience. It is the very source of her revolutionary message. Rather
than her call for revolution competing with a belief that only God can truly transform the
nation, Stewart intertwines revolutionary and religious impulses as she envisions the
apocalypse. Attending to Stewart’s apocalyptic rhetoric allows us to reconcile the
apparent contradictions in her texts.
Chapter two argues that even as she describes the spiritual transformations she
effects in others, Elaw’s memoir centralizes the moments of meditation and prayer she
carves out for herself in the midst of hardship, danger and long, weary treks. Elaw’s
apocalyptic discourse differs from Stewart’s in her emphasis on personal transformation.
She predicts the approaching apocalypse and uses this prophecy to authorize both the
elevation of Black women preachers, which she identifies as a key feature of the
eschaton, as well as to justify her own meditation, rest, and repose. In narrating this
inward focus, Elaw’s memoir counters nineteenth-century race and gender hierarchies
that denied the existence of Black women’s rich inner lives. Within this discourse, she
asserts her right to the privacy, selfhood, and individual focus needed to receive visionary
messages from God even in the midst of a very public and eschatologically-focused
ministry. In this chapter, I argue that in moments of meditation and prayer, Elaw
transcends earthly, social, and lexical boundaries within the limitless abundance of her
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interiority. In the midst of racial turmoil and threats to her person and community, as she
prophesies a looming upheaval with dire consequences for the nation, Elaw invests in the
quiet apocalypse of her own humanity.
Finally, chapter three argues that Jackson envisions an apocalyptic annihilation
and transformation of heteronormative social structures in order to justify her Black queer
religious practice. Like Elaw, Jackson considers the internal processes of change and
transformation that can be effected within an apocalyptic context. However, rather than
delineating the apocalypse as a justification for investing in Black women’s inner lives,
she considers how apocalyptic transformation can reshape definitions of family and
community. The Shakers’ millennialist theology, in which the Judgment Day is a
personal and daily-renewed burning away of sinfulness to make way for a new and
transformed self, provided fertile ground for Jackson’s transformation of her own life.
Her beliefs in the Shaker vision of apocalypse – as an internal process – allowed her to
envision the destruction of internalized heteropatriarchal beliefs and to construct a more
inclusive vision of family, love, community, and interpersonal relationships. Further, her
beliefs underscore the limits of the heteropatriarchal imperatives underpinning much of
Christian doctrine at the time. In this chapter, I offer a queer reading of Shaker religious
teachings and consider how the apocalyptic rhetorics of Shaker millennialist theology
inform Jackson’s homoromantic visions of her partner Rebecca Perot.
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CHAPTER 2 Apocalyptic Futures in the Works of Maria W. Stewart
In February 1831, people across the United States looked to the sky and waited.
Astronomers predicted a solar eclipse so pronounced it would blot out the sun and turn
the day to darkness. Some anticipated the eclipse with an air of scientific detachment as a
routine astronomical event; others expressed a deep and abject feeling of dread at what
they believed was a foreboding message from God – a harbinger of apocalypse (Masur
6). Street preachers in New York warned “that the eclipse was a visitation of divine wrath
for the wickedness of Gotham” and predicted that portions of the city would sink into the
ocean (“N.Y. Mercantile”). When the eclipse passed without incident, producing only a
mild, midday shadow, newspaper correspondents mocked those “people now-a-day
[who] show a shockingly morbid appetite,” those who “look for portentous signs, for
ghastly gleanings of fiery comets” (“Eclipse”). Nonetheless, the eclipse’s disappointing
showing did not preclude interpretations of its holy provenance.7 As the country strained
and roiled beneath the pressure-cooker of sectional conflict over the issue of slavery,
people from all walks of life believed they were living in the end times prophesied in the
Bible and that the nation must repent or face the horrors of a holy apocalypse.
Perhaps Maria W. Stewart interpreted the celestial event as a sign from God. It is
at least probable that on February 12, a day when “more eyes were upturned to heaven
than had been for a whole year past” (“N.Y. Mercantile”), Stewart, too, looked
heavenward. Certainly her small but influential body of work is rife with heavenly signs dark clouds, thunder and fire, vengeful messengers. Although she does not specifically
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Perhaps most notably, Nat Turner believed the eclipse was a sign from God calling him to lead a
revolution and began planning his rebellion in earnest shortly thereafter.
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mention this event in her writing or public lectures, she does cite 1831 as the year she
“made a public profession of my faith in Christ” (Religion 29)8 and felt herself called by
God to warn her audiences that they must repent or face God’s imminent wrath. In her
first pamphlet, published in October 1831, eight months after the eclipse and two months
after Nat Turner’s rebellion convulsed the nation, Stewart warns that the “the last awful
day of account” is fast approaching, that time will soon draw to a close, and that America
will face judgment for its national sins (Religion 31). At the same time Stewart projects
visions of doom, she also urges her audience to participate in social reform to make
manifest a transformed and improved future.
In her 1831 pamphlet Religion and the Pure Principles of Morality, the Sure
Foundation on Which We Must Build, in the four speeches she delivered between 18311833, later published together as Productions of Mrs. Maria W. Stewart in 1835, and in
her 1832 Meditations from the Pen of Mrs. Maria Stewart, Stewart weaves together
eschatological predictions and calls for social reform, blending visions of heavenly
cataclysm with visions of earthly revolution.9 While a prediction of God’s imminent
return and the impending destruction of Earth might seem incongruous when combined
with visions of a future social transformation on Earth, reading Stewart’s texts within an

Throughout, page numbers for Stewart’s texts refer to the versions printed in Marilyn Richardson’s Maria
W. Stewart, America's First Black Woman Political Writer: Essays and Speeches. I also indicate the speech
titles, locations, and/or dates where appropriate.
9
Stewart also published Meditations from the Pen of Mrs. Maria W. Stewart just before her death in 1879.
She used the funds she received after petitioning for, and finally obtaining, a monthly pension as a widow
of a soldier who fought in the War of 1812 to publish the work. Since my project focuses on antebellum
apocalyptic discourse, in this chapter I will focus primarily on the works published and delivered during
Stewart’s brief career as a public figure, 1831-1835. For a nuanced reading of Stewart that centralizes
Meditations, see Katherine Clay Bassard’s Transforming Scriptures: African American Women Writers and
the Bible (2010).
8
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apocalyptic framework clarifies and harmonizes what might otherwise appear to be
competing impulses.
In this chapter, I argue that interpreting Stewart’s texts using an apocalyptic
framework allows us to reconcile her religious doomsaying with her hope for social
transformation, while also illuminating the intertwining nature of these impulses.
Imagining the apocalypse allows Stewart to rhetorically manifest the destruction of
corrupt power structures as well as to refract visions of social and cultural transformation
through a religious lens. America in the 1830s was marked by religious syncretism and
revivalism, women’s rights activism working in tandem with (and often contra to) the
abolitionist movement, the establishment of Black presses and charitable organizations,
and the proliferation of Black and white women’s literary associations. As the probability
of a devastating civil war loomed large, the rhetoric of these various movements and
organizations took on a decidedly apocalyptic tone. Writing during this period of “intense
ethical ferment” (Glaude, Exodus! 33), Stewart’s discourse both reflects and shapes her
social, cultural, and political circumstances. Paying attention to the apocalyptic strands of
Stewart’s thought allows us to situate her work within a larger apocalyptic conversation
coalescing in the antebellum era while also illuminating the nuance of her visionary
arguments about national guilt, spiritual transformation, and Black womanhood.
Despite the short duration of her public career, the publication of Stewart’s
speeches and writings, particularly in the widely-distributed abolitionist newspaper The
Liberator, would ensure a far-reaching audience for her message. From January 7, 1832
to May 4, 1833, William Lloyd Garrison, a prominent white abolitionist and editor of The
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Liberator, published her speeches and reproduced excerpts from her pamphlets (which he
also helped to publish) in his paper (Henderson 52).
Stewart’s first text appeared in the January 7, 1832 edition of the paper. The
Liberator was one of the first successful and most influential abolitionist newspapers, and
while the paper evinced a moral suasion approach to emancipation, it eschewed
gradualism and colonization schemes. Publication in The Liberator, which was
distributed widely outside of Boston, meant that Stewart’s words had the potential to
reach not just a local, abolitionist audience, but broad national and global audiences as
well (54). Moreover, while texts printed in the paper were mediated by a white
perspective through Garrison’s editorial influence, three-quarters of the paper’s 3,000
readers in 1831 were free Black Americans, a readership that, Henry Mayer notes,
“proved to be the sustaining force of The Liberator’s first year” (116). Furthermore,
“given that copies were passed around by hand and posted in reading rooms and
barbershops” the number of readers exposed to The Liberator was “considerably greater”
than even the number of subscribers would suggest (Mayer 116). The sheer breadth of
reach publication in The Liberator afforded Stewart necessitates that we consider the
extensive influence her apocalyptic expression would have had on Black intellectual
thought and expression, particularly the discourse of Black women, from the time of their
initial circulation and into the present.
The Intertwining of Stewart’s Religion and Politics
In this chapter, I contribute to the nascent but growing body of critical works on
Stewart that emphasize the inextricability of her religious and political expression.
Beginning with Marilyn Richardson’s foundational study of her work, Maria W. Stewart,
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America’s First Black Woman Political Writer (1987), scholars have largely emphasized
the importance of Stewart’s political speech and presence, reading her religious
expression primarily as a tool used to create a “public space” for herself (Gardner 157) or
“as a primary factor for racial and social uplift” (Haywood 95). Even those scholars, like
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, who reads Stewart in light of what she calls a “proto-womanist
theology” (18), argue that she deploys scripture primarily for political purposes (18).
While Haywood acknowledges that applying binary categories of sacred/secular,
personal/political (distinctions Stewart would not, herself, have made) is limiting, she still
contends that Stewart’s work should be interpreted first and foremost “as Black feminist”
(27).10 What these arguments suggest is that Stewart’s political worldview exists
separately from her spiritual beliefs – that she draws upon scripture because her historical
and cultural circumstances require this validation for her radical thoughts.
Rather than reading Stewart’s religious rhetoric as a veil she uses to conceal her
more insurgent arguments, thereby making them more palatable to her audience, I stress
the importance of understanding Stewart’s religious expression as more than instrumental
or utilitarian. I argue that interpreting Stewart’s religious and political impulses as
intertwined and mutually-informing allows us to better recognize the complexity of her
discourse. In doing so, I build on the works of scholars like Valerie C. Cooper, who
seeks, in Word, Like Fire (2012), “to bridge the chasm between analyses of Stewart’s
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Scholars, like Joycelyn Moody, Carla Peterson, and Katherine Clay Bassard, on the other hand, interpret
her “primarily as a religious writer” (Bassard 51). Others - such as Kristin Waters and Kibujjo M.
Kalumba, Brian Clardy, and Willie J. Harrell - emphasize her contribution to the black jeremiad tradition.
Yet even these writers largely emphasize how her writing can be distinguished from her male counterparts’
more religious texts by her “focus on oppressions - especially racism, sexism, and class” (Harrell 107). Still
others take issue with focusing on her jeremiadic speech at all, finding that an emphasis on her predictions
of doom and future-looking orientation obscures her more prominent focus on Christian love in the present
(Christina Henderson and Monika R. Alston-Miller).
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biblical appropriation and of her political speech” (5). Cooper, a theologian, foregrounds
the deeply religious nature of Stewart’s works, and, through detailed exegesis,
demonstrates how Stewart uses the Bible as a primary text from which to argue for social
and political change. I expand on Cooper’s interpretation and argue that, for Stewart, the
Bible is more than a means to an end, or even just a primary text. Rather, it is the raw
material from which she constructs her revolutionary worldview.
This does not mean that Stewart absorbs Biblical narratives and prevailing social
interpretations of them uncritically. While Bible passages justifying slavery and women’s
silence had long been used to buttress white, patriarchal power, Stewart radicalizes and
recuperates Biblical discourse even as scripture shapes her understanding of retribution
and transformation. That is, at the same time that she issues scripturally-based warnings
of divine judgment, Stewart challenges the supremacy of prevailing exegesis. Her
arguments, then, are rhetorically apocalyptic in their emphasis on destroying racist and
misogynistic frameworks for Biblical interpretation and creating a new body of scriptural
hermeneutics.
In considering the transformative potential of Stewart’s apocalyptic discourse, I
diverge from the scholarship of Kevin Pelletier in Apocalyptic Sentimentalism (2015), in
which he also interprets Stewart’s work using an apocalyptic framework. I find useful
Pelletier’s argument that Stewart’s apocalyptic discourse operates to “explode the gender
divide that ostensibly organized masculine and feminine speech in the antebellum period”
(60). However, while my chapter builds on Pelletier’s line of argument in this respect, I
will also seek to articulate how Stewart’s apocalyptic expression is not only destructive
of gender stereotypes but constructive of her self-ideation and empowering images of
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Black womanhood. I read Stewart’s religious discourse, specifically her warnings of a
coming or present apocalypse, less as a source of terror to motivate Black Americans
toward action, as Pelletier does, and more as a constructive and regenerative discourse,
particularly as Stewart seeks to articulate her vision of Black womanhood. For Stewart,
the apocalypse is a vision of destructive cleansing but also of new creation, and more
specifically the creation of a new life for African American women.
Religion and politics in Boston’s Black community in the early nineteenth century
were, in many ways, inseparable, and Boston’s African Baptist Church was “a spiritual,
intellectual, and political focal point of the Black community” (Richardson 4). The
African Meeting House on Belknap Street, where Stewart would give her first and last
public addresses, housed a church, a school, and was also the location of the first meeting
of the New England Abolitionist Society (Richardson 5). In light of the intersecting
nature of religious, political, and intellectual life in Boston’s Black community, as well as
Stewart’s upbringing in a religious household where she learned to read from religious
texts, understanding her rhetorical style as distinctly religio-political is imperative for
parsing the nuances of her expression.
My analysis of Stewart’s apocalyptic discourse primarily emphasizes the utility of
apocalyptic time. The fungible apocalyptic futurities Stewart envisions transcend linear
conceptions of time, much like the writers of the book of Revelation who speak of
projected future events in the past tense as if they have already happened. Scholars have
long noted the degree to which apocalyptic discourse is imbricated with nonlinear
conceptions of time, and I draw upon these definitions to interpret Stewart’s divergent
visions of the future. In his foundational work Arguing the Apocalypse (1994), Stephen
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D. O’Leary explains that, in apocalyptic discourse, “time is extended backward or
forward to a ‘sacred’ point of origin or ending” (29). More recently, Joanna Tice Jen and
John McMahon describe a similar conception of apocalyptic time in “Timely Politics,”
explaining that, rather than speaking from a “static present,” apocalyptic discourse, like
evangelical discourse more broadly, “jumps across time scales and reaches towards
hallowed prospects” (932).11 Applying these theorizations of apocalyptic time as unfixed,
movable, and recursive to Stewart’s discourse illuminates the rhetorical expediency of
her collapsed distinctions between past, present, and future. Stewart articulates multiple
potential futures and gives each possibility equal weight at the same time that she
describes herself as a soldier fighting in an ongoing holy war taking place in the
apocalyptic present and views present African American experience through the lens of
past Biblical events. Stewart loops back and forth between time registers and collapses
them into the perpetual now of apocalyptic time.
In exploring how Stewart evinces a nonlinear conception of time in her texts, I
further draw upon the theorization of French philosopher and phenomenologist JeanYves Lacoste who explores the ways that historical and eschatological time cross and
intertwine in a space he calls the “confines” or “a borderland between the historical and
the eschatological” (Schrijvers 83). Lacoste contends that such a space is constructed
through “liturgical experience,” which includes any encounter with the divine, from
official church sacraments like baptism and communion to individual spiritual practices

In fact, Vitor Westhelle explains that linear time is a “Western narrative” that has existed at least since
the 5th century when Orosius and Augustine conceptualized “history as the church’s pilgrimage into the
progressive unfolding of time (procursus) while paganism was represented as an aimless spatial wandering”
(xii). Even as this conception of time predominated, however, fundamental tenets of Biblical thought also
evince qualities of nonlinear time.
11
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like prayer or scripture reading. Within the confines of these experiences, “the world and
the eschaton are present . . . simultaneously” (Schrijvers 85). God exists outside of time,
but through the sacraments is brought into the world as seekers reach for the divine.
Through this process, within this space, “[t]ime acquires a sort of elasticity” and the
ability of navigating multiple time registers creates a “plurality of possibilities”
(Schrijvers 85). Stewart creates a liturgical experience within discourse by specifically
invoking liturgical experiences like prayer and meditation.
At times, Stewart labels sections of her texts as “Prayer,” yet she predominantly
weaves scriptural references into her discourse so seamlessly that it is often difficult or
even impossible to identify where scriptural allusions end and Stewart’s original
expression begins. In doing so, she brings her audiences into the confines with her,
inviting them to visualize time’s possibility and elasticity as she does. By being mindful
of Stewart’s conception of apocalyptic time, we can discern the complexity of her
political/religious visions for the future (specifically as it pertains to the advancement of
Black women), more clearly identify her national critiques, and identify her unique
contributions to larger conversations of the apocalypse taking place around her.
Stewart’s Dual Visions of American Apocalypse
At its core, Stewart’s public discourse poses a national critique, articulated
through her visions of the fast-approaching apocalypse. Although she predicts an allencompassing judgment, she differentiates between how that judgment will be meted out
for enslaved and free Black Americans on the one hand, and white Americans complicit
in racial oppression on the other. While it is true that all white Americans inherently
benefit from, and thus are complicit in, systemic racism, Stewart makes a distinction in
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her writing between the rich and powerful who “kill, tyrannize, and oppress” (Religion
39) and individuals like “the noble-hearted Garrison” (Religion 40) who actively use their
racial and class privilege to advocate for abolition and racial equity more broadly.
Nonetheless, by using the umbrella terms “Africans” and “Americans,” Stewart indicts
not just white people or white oppressors, but the entire nation, including its ruling
structures and legal frameworks. Even as she vehemently rejects colonization schemes,
her use of the term “Africans” emphasizes the degree to which Black people living in
America are disenfranchised, not granted access to the advantages conferred by American
citizenship, and thus outside the custodial umbrella of that term. In Religion and the Pure
Principles of Morality (1831), she writes that God will curse “Americans” for their
bloodthirsty treatment of “Africans” (38):

O, America, America, foul and indelible is thy stain! Dark and dismal is the cloud
that hangs over thee for thy cruel wrongs and injuries to the fallen sons of Africa.
The blood of her murdered ones cries to heaven for vengeance against thee. Thou
art almost become drunken with the blood of her slain; thou hast enriched thyself
through her toils . . . And thou hast caused the daughters of Africa to commit
whordoms and fornications; but upon thee by their curse. (39)
In this instance, Stewart calls not for repentance from white Americans and racial unity,
but for vengeance, indicting not only slaveholders, but America as a nation. By
differentiating “Africans” from “Americans,” she exempts Black people from the guilt of
those national sins. Her implications are racialized, but also national, as she suggests that
the drunken excesses of racial bloodlust are foundational to the nation itself – a nation
built using the physical labor of enslaved populations and the reproductive labor of
enslaved women, whose sexual assaults she explicitly names as a cause of the national
curse.
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When she does use the term American in reference to Black Americans, she does
so to assert the right of African Americans to remain in the country and not relocate to a
colony in Africa. Her reasons for this are threefold: 1) African Americans have built the
country through their labor, and in fact their blood is enmeshed in the very land on which
the country is built, 2) African Americans – in many cases – are the blood relatives of
white Americans and thus should be subject to the same rules of land inheritance, and 3)
African Americans are the spiritual inheritors of American ideals like liberty and equal
rights.
At numerous points throughout her works, she describes the grueling labor of
African Americans and contrasts it with the intellectual development and leisure of white,
middle class Americans, but in her “Address Delivered at the African Masonic Hall” in
1833, she specifically refers to this labor as “American drudgery” (61). By calling Black
people’s labor American, she critiques a nation that would benefit so amply from slave
labor while giving nothing but abuse and degradation in return. That is, America itself is
built on this drudgery, and the nation itself is entangled with the exploitative forced labor
of chattel slavery. Referring to this labor as American also suggests that those who labor
to create should also possess the products of that creation. In Stewart’s argument, the
labor of African Americans built America and thus, by right, it should belong to them.
Denying Black Americans rights to the land, in Stewart’s view, is therefore a form of
theft. Stewart then closes this address by indicting Americans for a triple theft:
The unfriendly whites first drove the native American from his much loved home.
Then they stole our fathers from their peaceful and quiet dwellings, and brought
them hither, and made bond-men and bond-women of them and their little ones.
They have obliged our brethren to labor; kept them in utter ignorance; nourished
them in vice, and raised them in degradation; and now that we have enriched their
soil, and filled their coffers, they say that we are not capable of becoming like
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white men, and that we never can rise to respectability in this country. They
would drive us to a strange land. (63)
Americans, Stewart argues, have stolen Africans from their homeland, have stolen the
land from its original Native American inhabitants, and have stolen the nation and
citizenship from the African Americans who physically built American homes,
businesses, and government buildings.
Stewart’s humble beginnings and hard early life likely contributed to her
penetrating censure of oppressive labor practices. Born to free parents in 1803 in
Hartford, Connecticut, Stewart was orphaned at the age of five and “bound out” as a
domestic servant to a clergyman, a position she held until the age of 18 (Richardson 2).
Stewart’s experience was exceedingly common for young Black girls and women who
had to work to support themselves and their families and who then, in adulthood, had to
leave their own children behind to continue working (Haywood 12). The need to labor
from a young age and work in close proximity to white employers who could abuse or
sexually assault them was just one of many reasons, as Nazera Sadiq Wright explains,
that Black girls had to “develop traits of early awareness, self-sufficiency, and resilient
willfulness as preemptive weapons against their victimization,” depriving them of the
opportunity to truly experience their youth, and forcing them to enter the awareness of
adulthood prematurely (Wright, “Maria,” 10). Stewart continued to work as a domestic
servant to support herself before marrying James W. Stewart in 1826.
The Stewarts were members of Boston’s burgeoning, but still small, Black middle
class, putting them in contact with the political leaders, conversations, and worldviews of
the city’s Black elite. James’s occupation as a shipping agent and activist also put them in
contact with the vast majority of Black citizens in the city who had to support themselves
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by doing exacting work for inadequate pay, most often for white employers (Richardson
5). From 1820 to 1830, the number of African Americans living in Boston grew from 185
to 1,875, with African Americans comprising three percent of the city’s 61,392
inhabitants and most of this number living in poverty (Richardson 5). Many of the middle
and upper class Black citizens spent time advocating for the abolition of slavery and for
improved working and living conditions for the city’s impoverished, Black inhabitants, as
well as those living in other northern cities. Although her marriage to James Stewart
would allow her a brief foray into a middle class lifestyle, Stewart knew what it was like
to labor under the burden of drudge work for white employers, and she would have to
rely on her own resources once again following his death in 1829.
Stewart underscores her argument about labor and property with an allusion to
blood inheritance when she writes in her first pamphlet Religion and the Pure Principles
of Morality, originally delivered as a speech in 1831, “it is the blood of our fathers and
the tears of our brethren that have enriched your soils. And we claim our rights” (40). In
this statement, she suggests that the land itself is made up of, and inextricable from, the
bodily substance of Black Americans, giving them a right to its inheritance. The image of
blood and tears watering and fertilizing the soil visually concretizes how the nation was
born through the suffering of African Americans. Here she makes arguments similar to
her mentor David Walker,12 who writes in his Appeal to the Colored Citizens of the
World, “This land which we have watered with our tears and our blood, is now our
mother country, and we are well satisfied to stay” and “America is more our country,
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The Stewarts were close acquaintances with Walker, and Walker mentored Maria Stewart until his death
in 1830. In fact, Maria Stewart lived in the house previously occupied by Walker during her public career
in Boston.
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than it is the whites--we have enriched it with our blood and tears.” Yet even as
suspicions abounded that Walker had been murdered for his incendiary rhetoric, Stewart
not only writes these assertions, she stands boldly and bravely before an audience of
Black and white men and women at Franklin Hall and declares, “I can but die for
expressing my sentiments; and I am as willing to die by the sword as the pestilence; for I
am a true-born American; your blood flows in my veins, and your spirit fires my breast”
(46). Stewart lays claim to the land through her identity as an American, with blood
rights to her inheritance.
These references to blood and land would not have been lost on a nineteenthcentury audience preoccupied with the issue of inheritance and bloodlines. Partus
sequitur ventrem and anti-miscegenation laws effectively ensured that any children born
to Black women would inherit the status of their mothers, effectively making the rape of
enslaved Black women economically profitable and legally dismissible. Any children of
free Black women and white fathers who brought inheritance claims to court on the
grounds that they had a right to their fathers’ property would be required to prove their
blood status in a system determined to socially and economically disenfranchise them and
“to stratify wealth racially” (Clymer 11). These legal practices further prevented the
social advancement of Black people and ensured their continued status as laborers, work
that, Stewart repeatedly emphasizes, “benumbs the faculties of the mind” thereby also
preventing Black intellectual advancement (“Franklin Hall” 47).
Even free Black Americans were denied the right to inherit property and wealth
from other free Black citizens due to a legal system that rendered them illegitimate – a de
facto reality even before Dredd Scott v. Sandford legally ratified it in 1857 – as Stewart
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experienced firsthand. After James Stewart’s death, she was denied inheritance of his
property by the white executors of his estate and, after a lengthy legal battle, she was
“stripped of what should have amounted to a substantial inheritance” (Richardson 8).
Stewart would have understood firsthand, and painfully, what little legal right to property
or land Black Americans possessed. Nonetheless, this does not stop her from arguing
what she believes is right – that Black people should inherit the land as its rightful heirs,
and further, if the laws prevent this, the laws, and possibly the nation that has established
such laws, must be destroyed.
Stewart’s vision of the apocalypse is similarly segregated, as she predicts
damnation for America and elevation for Africans. In Religion and the Pure Principles of
Morality, she warns Americans that their punishment will be so severe, all-encompassing,
and painful, that they will cry out for death before God is finished punishing them:
O, ye great and mighty men of America, ye rich and powerful ones will call for
the rocks and mountains to fall upon you, and to hide you from the wrath of the
lamb and from him that sitteth on the throne whilst many of the sable-skinned
Africans you now despise, will shine in the kingdom of heaven as the stars. (39)
In this passage, Stewart blends multiple Biblical references seamlessly into her prose.
Stewart refers to the end of time prophesied in the book of Revelation, which uses the
past tense to narrate the event as if from the future. In this prophecy, “the kings of the
earth, and the great men” as well as “every bondman, and every free man” hid from God
and “said to the mountains and rocks, fall on us, and hide us from the face of him that
sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb” (Revelation 6:13-17).13 Although
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Throughout this chapter, I use the King James Version of the Bible for scriptural references as this was
the most widely used version available in the nineteenth century, and Stewart’s quotations and paraphrases
suggest that this was the version of the Bible she used.
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Stewart’s writing provides a close rendering of this passage, in her conception, the Black
“bondmen” and “freemen,” rather than being punished along with the rich white men, sit
alongside God in an elevated position in heaven, watching while he punishes the
“Americans.” Thus while Christian teaching claims that all will be judged for their sins at
the end of time, Stewart envisions an apocalypse in which Americans, in particular, are
punished specifically for the sins they have committed against Africans.
In this same passage, she also describes African Americans shining “like stars in
heaven,” alluding to the book of Daniel, chapter 12, in which the archangel Michael
returns at the end of time to divide the righteous from the wicked, delivering “some to
everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt.” Those deemed righteous
and wise “shall shine as the brightness of the firmament” and “as the stars for ever and
ever” (12:2-3). While Stewart predicts that the social and racial chasm America has
created will persist until the end of time, she anticipates that the relative positions of these
groups will be reversed, with “Africans” on one side, elevated, and “Americans” on the
other side, damned. Stewart, then, undercuts narratives of American exceptionalism. The
nation is not special, not what Thomas Jefferson called “the only monument of human
rights, and the sole depository of the sacred fire of freedom and self-government” (157),
nor is it somehow exempt from the ramifications of its excesses and abuses. It is doomed
to fall like any other corrupt nation. Stewart emphasizes to her African American readers
that this “fall” will be to their benefit, explaining, “America has risen to her meridian.
When you begin to thrive, she will begin to fall” (Religion 40). However, for Stewart,
how this fall will be brought about is a matter of possibility rather than certainty.
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Regardless of how America’s destruction takes place, however, Stewart remains certain
that the nation as her audience knows it will cease to exist.
Black Revolution as the Apocalyptic Arm of God
While Stewart describes the eschaton, she also advances the possibility of a less
supernatural, although still divinely-motivated, American apocalypse - a widespread
slave uprising with the potential to overthrow and reinvent the nation. Even as she, at
times, expresses hope that society could be changed and reformed through the pacifistic
methods of the “noble-hearted Garrison” (Religion 40), Stewart more consistently
suggests the possibility, and possible necessity, of retributive violence. The depiction of
slave rebellion as apocalypse was not uncommon in the nineteenth century. Some
believed slave rebellion would be the means through which God would carry out
vengeance, a “racial armageddon” (French 7). David Walker argued in his 1829 Appeal –
a pamphlet banned in most southern cities due to widespread fears that it would incite
slave uprisings – that God would “cause the very children of the oppressors to rise up
against them.” Even those who did not believe that God would carry out his vengeance
through slave revolution feared that such a revolution on the scale of that which took
place in Haiti (formerly Saint Domingue) from 1791-1804, could take place in America.
News of revolutions in Europe taking place in widespread waves in 1820 and
again in 1830, culminating in the Year of Revolutions in 1848, heightened fears that such
a revolutionary impulse could catalyze enslaved populations to rebel, a suspicion
confirmed, for many, with Nat Turner’s 1831 rebellion. Although it was not the first or
the only slave rebellion to take place on North American soil, Nat Turner’s rebellion was
the bloodiest. Panic spread as many people, especially slaveholders, feared that
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undiscovered associates of Turner would continue his plan of vengeance.14 Many
pacifistic abolitionists like Garrison, who eschewed violence, nonetheless recognized that
America might leave enslaved people and free Black Americans no choice but to rise up
and seize their rights, just as Americans had done under British rule.
Henry Clarke Wright, writing under the pseudonym Wickliffe in the October 10,
1835 issue of The Liberator, captures this perspective in a letter to the editor titled “Do
Slaveholders Deserve to Have Their Throats Cut?” After outlining the events of the
American Revolution, in which “the great doctrine taught from one end of the land to the
other, was that tyrants ought to die, and that it was the solemn duty of the oppressed to
arise and slay their oppressors,” he argues that slaveholders should not be surprised if
enslaved people respond to violence with violence. After all, “the whole history of our
nation is nothing but one long and loud appeal to slaves throughout the world to arise and
assert their freedom at the sword point” (Wickliffe). Stewart evinces a similar position.
Although she does not endorse violence outright, she suggests that this seizure of rights
through violent means could be necessary if Americans fail to redress the wrongs
committed against Black people or fail to offer them equal rights. Not only would this be
the appropriate response, Stewart suggests, it would be the morally and spiritually right
response, according to Biblical history, Christian teaching, and divine law, which
repeatedly calls for and sanctions the punishment of tyrants.
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So intense was the fear of further uprisings that, in the aftermath of the rebellion, any slaves suspected of
association with Turner or of harboring insurrectionary ideas were executed with no evidence required for
conviction. States like North Carolina and Virginia attempted to prevent future uprisings by tightening laws
and restrictions limiting the freedoms of slaves and free black people. These “black codes” (French 60)
included rules that slaves could not preach, learn to read or write, live with free people (black or white),
hunt, or own livestock, among other things.
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In her second to last address, delivered in 1833, Stewart predicts just such a largescale slave uprising taking place soon. After comparing American greed and excess to the
City of Babylon, she warns what will happen if America does not repent and reform:
[M]any powerful sons and daughters of Africa will shortly arise, . . . and declare
by Him that sitteth upon the throne that they will have their rights; and if refused,
I am afraid they will spread horror and devastation around. I believe that the
oppression of injured Africa has come up before the Majesty of Heaven; and
when our cries shall have reached the ears of the Most High, it will be a
tremendous day for the people of this land; for strong is the arm of the Lord God
Almighty. (“Farewell” 63)
In this imagining, the slave uprising becomes the strong arm of God carrying out his
retribution against a sinful nation through necessary violence. The lifted voices of the
enslaved, specifically, catalyze the “horror and devastation” of this divinely-sanctioned
violence. In this description, Stewart blends judgment day and slave uprising into one
event in which both the racially-oppressed and God concurrently and mutually pass
judgment on America.
In the same speech, Stewart further establishes a Biblical precedent for such a
divine intervention by comparing the experience of African Americans to the Israelites in
Egypt. In the Exodus story, when Pharaoh refuses to release the Israelites from slavery,
God sends seven destructive plagues to ravage the land and the Egyptian people, and
ultimately uses Moses as his instrument to lead the Israelites out of Egypt. Although this
event is not apocalyptic in the sense that it causes the total destruction of Earth and brings
time to a close, it is a calamitous period of judgment in which the Egyptians are beset
with water turning to blood, thunderstorms of fire and hail, the sky turning dark, and the
death of firstborn children. This period of tribulation brings to a close the period of
Israelite enslavement and inaugurates their journey into the promised land. Stewart
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compares white Americans to Pharaoh and the ruling class in Egypt, explaining, “I fear,
if they dared, like Pharaoh, king of Egypt, they would order every male child among us to
be drowned. But the most high God is still as able to subdue the lofty pride of these white
Americans as He was the heart of that ancient rebel” (“African Masonic Hall” 64). In this
passage, Stewart compares the murder of Black children under American slavery with
Pharaoh’s decree that all newborn, male Hebrew children should be put to death to
contain and control the expanding slave population.
This is a key comparison for Stewart. God directly responds to this specific act of
evil - the murder of newborn children - with the tenth Egyptian plague - the death of
firstborn Egyptian children. This suggests that God will also return in kind whatever
afflictions are imposed upon Black people in America. Moreover, Pharaoh’s decree of
infanticide ultimately leads to Moses’ adoption into the royal family, placing him in a
position of power from which to execute the deliverance of God’s chosen people. What
this suggests, then, is that America, similarly, has created the very conditions whereby
they will meet their destruction at the hands of the very people they sought to subjugate.
At the time of Stewart’s writing, the comparison of American slavery and Israelite
bondage in Egypt was already a common theme in African American cultural expression,
prominently featured in spirituals, sermons, and folklore. While many white Americans
imagined themselves to be the spiritual descendants of the Israelites - God’s chosen
people sent to establish a promised land in the wilderness of America - with the British
government and religious leaders representing Pharaoh in Egypt, Eddie S. Glaude points
out that “African American dramatic reenactments of the deliverance of the nation of
Israel were inversions of America’s national community - the New Israel was Egypt, and
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Blacks were demanding that Pharaoh (white Americans) let God’s people go” (Glaude,
Exodus! 62). Just as God swept the pursuing Egyptian troops beneath the Red Sea,
securing the freedom of the fleeing Israelites, so, too, would God sweep America under a
flood of divine retribution, and in many depictions that swelling flood took the form of an
army of rebelling slaves flowing over the land. Rather than an exceptional America set
apart by God to be a city on a hill, Stewart depicts a nation of corruption in need of a
“violent ‘cleansing’” (Tate 11), either in a cataclysmic, eschatological event or in a
destructive but transformative revolution.
Rather than offering only one interpretation of the apocalypse, Stewart allows for
the possibility that any or all of these interpretations could come to pass. She is certain
that America will face judgment but suspends in her writing and lectures multiple
possibilities for how this judgment will be meted out. Arthur H. Williamson describes
eschatological frameworks as “unstable” and notes that “people can often elide from one
to the other without significantly altering their outlooks of expectations” (4). However,
Stewart’s representation of multiple apocalypses is not simple elision. Rather, her
suspension of these possibilities suggests intentionality. For Stewart, these are not just
possible futures that could occur separately: her vision collapses them into the
eschatological present as possibilities unfolding together in the now.
Stewart’s vision of time is perhaps informed, as well, by African traditional
religious beliefs, which, disparate and distinct though they are in many ways, often share
overarching tenets, conceptions, and rituals (Raboteau 7). Time in many African religions
is perceived kairologically rather than chronologically. Rather than perceiving time as
moving forward in a straight line, M. Shawn Copeland explains, “the African sacred
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cosmos mediates time in relation to rhythmic continuity and the significance of events”
(49). That is, many African belief systems place value on the present moment and
recurring patterns in that moment, rather than futurity or an ultimate end of time toward
which all of existence is oriented, perhaps due to a lack of conception of the world as
corrupt and in need of apocalyptic purging. People groups like the Bakongo view human
life as circular, not linear, or as neverending, marking human life symbolically by the
phases of the sun, and viewing the last phase, “midnight” as a time of transformation and
reincarnation. Further, Wendell G. Johnson writes that in many indigenous African
religious belief systems, the time of human life “does not unfold in a linear manner, . . . A
human being’s physical body/existence on earth only ceases briefly” and “the departed
remain active members of their families after death” (2). Death, then, is “transition or
transformation” (Copeland 49) into a new state of being, a new way of existing in
community, or even “a journey back home” (Ezeoba). In this way, African religious
beliefs collapse beginning and end into the same moment.
Stewart evinces a similar vision of death and life in Religion and the Pure
Principles of Morality when she describes her soul ascending to heaven upon her death
before eventually returning to Earth after the period of tribulation preceding the
millennium. She imagines her soul rejoining her reanimated, corporeal body and fighting
as a soldier in Christ’s army at the end of time. Writing decades later, Stewart appears to
have only solidified her thoroughly premillennialist vision of the future, as she predicts,
“then shall my sleeping dust awake, and my soul and body be reunited, and fly with
transport to meet my Saviour, when he shall come with ten thousand of his saints and
angels to take vengeance on his enemies” (Meditations 91). Christian teaching
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prominently features the concept of physical death leading to a transformed new life in
heaven. Although Stewart admits to sometimes fearing death, she just as often
emphasizes that she does not fear death, but instead looks forward to a new, blissful life
in heaven. In this way, the end of life is the beginning of a new life, and thus time circles
back on itself and begins again at the moment of death.
This microcosmic vision of human life also reflects the macrocosmic belief that
the end of time is simply, as David J. Leigh writes, “a return to the origin of the world”
(194). That is, in many African traditional religions, the apocalypse has already taken
place and yearly celebrations serve to connect communities to “the sacred, primordial
time of a community’s ‘beginnings’” (194). By writing the apocalypse as both imminent
and immanent and suspending possible cataclysms in her writing, Stewart reveals a
vision of Time (and Truth) as neither linear nor singular, and she contemplates the
mystery of this circularity, as well as the inability of human comprehension to grasp the
limitless nature of divine time, writing, “When thrice ten thousand years have rolled
away, eternity will be but just begun. Your ideas will but just begin to expand. O,
eternity, who can unfathom thine end or comprehend thy beginning?” (“Farewell
Address” 73). For Stewart, the apocalypse could happen tomorrow or thousands of years
after her physical death, and she offers these possibilities as equally true and equally
possible in her discourse.
Stewart does not specifically cite African religious beliefs as influential to her
thought and draws heavily upon Christian scriptures, yet despite the degradations of
slavery which lead to the breaking up of tribes and kin groups, African religious beliefs
and worldviews persisted in America, passed down through generations of enslaved and
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free Black people, blending with other faith traditions to create “unique hybrids”
(Raboteau 4). Stewart’s vision of time, then, shares traits with African American
religious beliefs, which envision “apocalypse then, or now, but only, and equally, as if
always still to come” (Lee 195). We see the prevalence of this understanding of
apocalyptic time in nineteenth-century African American spirituals, which collapse the
distance between past and present in songs like “Blow Your Trumpet Gabriel.” In this
song, the speaker uses the present tense of Paul and Silas sitting in jail while expressing
hope in the now that Gabriel will blow his horn and “blow me home to the new
Jerusalem.” Like Stewart, the speaker in this spiritual makes little distinction between
past, present, and future and rolls these time registers into the same kairotic moment of
the song.
Stewart, then, proffer within her writing, not just a single vision of the future as
did many writers at this time. She floats the possibility of potential futurities within her
writing. In Religion, after introducing her subject and addressing her readers, she includes
a section titled “Prayer,” a written prayer to God in which she asks, “Return again unto
us, O, Lord God, we beseech thee” and “grant that there might come a mighty shaking of
dry bones among us, and a great ingathering of souls” (34). This prayer, in which Stewart
both invokes God in the present moment and makes reference to Ezekiel’s prophetic
vision of both Israel’s deliverance and a great resurrection at the end of time sets the
rhetorical precedent for her brief public speaking career of blending multiple time
registers into a single expressive moment. In her visions of the apocalypse, on the one
hand she envisions God returning to Earth to destroy it, to punish the white oppressors by
casting them into hell, and to elevate his chosen people, particularly Black women, to sit
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at the right-hand side of his throne. In another instance, she imagines an uprising of
enslaved and free Black people that will spread over the land like a flood, overthrow
corrupt systems of power, and remake the nation. In still another, she envisions the
transformation of society and the overthrowing of corrupt systems of power through
personal and political action.
Time is at stake throughout her discourse, both in its uncertainty and its
flexibility. In her “Farewell Address,” she opens by explaining the degree to which time
has catalyzed her own public presence: “You have heard me observe that the shortness of
time, the certainty of death, and the instability of all things here, induced me to turn my
thoughts from earth to heaven” (73). In this statement, the “shortness of time” on Earth
and her belief that death quickly approaches compels her to speak. A thread common to
each of these apocalypses is Stewart’s emphasis on the necessity of Black women’s
leadership and intellectual and spiritual contributions, whether as prophets and
visionaries foretelling Christ’s return, as warriors in an apocalyptic revolution, or as
community leaders who tear down and redefine social expectations.
Stewart’s Vision of Social Reform as Apocalypse
While Stewart anticipates the destruction of America, she also predicts the
inauguration of something new and better: the apocalypse as transformation, particularly
for Black women. Scholars have long agreed that in traditional depictions of the
apocalypse, “[t]here is no chaos without a new creation” (May 6) and “[c]ataclysm is the
necessary apocalyptic passage” to that new creation (May 38). Further, the depiction of a
new creation is fundamentally concerned with, in many cases, social reform. In
Apocalypse Then, Arthur H. Williamson explains that apocalyptic discourse is not solely
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concerned with the future or future possibilities. Rather, Williamson writes, specifically
speaking of apocalyptic discourse in the Middle Ages, “Before anything else, the
apocalypse articulated change, and thereby it qualified the present - potentially
undermined contemporary institutions” (Williamson 23). The apocalypse, then, is not just
destruction, but transformation and creation, which can be realized in the present through
social reform. This strand of Stewart’s apocalyptic discourse crystallizes most distinctly
in her advocacy for Black women’s rights. Stewart evinces a common mode of
apocalyptic expression by imagining the destruction of corrupt systems of power and the
establishment of systems that inaugurate the formerly oppressed into new positions of
power. It is also in these moments that she speaks most directly to the Black women in
her audience, urging them to make preparations for such a future.
Stewart is commonly identified by her firstness – the first American woman of
any race to address a promiscuous audience and speak publicly about political issues, the
first Black American woman to deliver public addresses advocating for African
American rights and women’s rights. However, Stewart repeatedly stresses that she is not
unique but one of many intelligent, vigorous, strong, and talented Black women with the
potential to make significant social and cultural changes. Throughout her discourse, she
frequently calls upon the “daughters of Africa” (ten times across her written works and
lectures) urging them to reject the oppressive social order and participate in the creation
of new communities funded and founded by Black women. She impels them to “make a
mighty effort and arise” and provides them with instructions for building communities in
Religion and the Pure Principles of Morality:
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Shall it any longer be said of the daughters of Africa, they have no ambition, they
have no force? By no means. Let every female heart become united and let us
raise a fund ourselves; and at the end of one year and a half, we might be able to
lay the corner-stone for the building of a High School, that the higher branches of
knowledge might be enjoyed by us. (37)
Although she instructs them to “excel in good housewifery,” she also tells them that they
must “Possess” both “the spirit of independence” and “the spirit of men, bold and
enterprising, fearless and undaunted” (38) in order to accomplish this purpose. Although
Stewart specifically cites as an inspiration for this enterprise women in Wethersfield, CT
who labored in onion fields to raise money to build a new church, it is also possible that
she drew inspiration from the already ongoing efforts of other Black women who
participated in the Free Produce movement, such as the Colored Females Free Produce
Society of Philadelphia.
Formed in 1831, these women sought to protest slavery by boycotting any
products created, produced, or manufactured using slave labor. They opened their own
stores to provide alternative products created using free labor to customers. They also
published advertisements in newspapers for events where consumers could have access to
free produce vendors. The society saw as its driving purpose, “break[ing] the stranglehold
of slavery-based economics on the market of the free states” (Taylor 266). The Free
Produce Movement was relatively widespread and included many Black and white
women participants with groups across northern cities, such as the Free Cotton Society,
the Female Association for the Manufacture and Use of Free Cotton, the Philadelphia
Free Produce Society, and so on.
Representatives of the Free Cotton Society, writing in the Genius of Universal
Emancipation February 1831 edition, report that products made from free cotton are
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being sold more cheaply than products made from slave labor, proving that a free labor
system is sustainable. These writers further urge consumers to recognize their own
“blood-guiltiness” for “if there were no consumers of slave produce, there would be no
slaves.” Many of these stores were run by women, such as one mentioned as belonging to
Lydia White in the April 1831 edition of Genius of Universal Emancipation
(“Pennsylvania”) or one belonging to Amy Pennock mentioned in the July 1831 edition
(“Free Produce Stores”). While these societies existed primarily to combat slavery, they
also provided Black women with direct economic power and leadership within their own
communities.
In her 1832 “Address to the Afric-American Female Intelligence Society of
Boston,” Stewart affords a special status to Black women, contending that their
leadership and example will be the reason for the race’s advancement. Stewart exhorts
the women in her audience to celebrate their ability to influence the people around them,
telling them, “your example is powerful, your influence great; it extends over your
husbands and over your children, and throughout the circle of your acquaintance” (55).
Her suggestion that Black women will be responsible for the advancement of the race due
to their work as mothers and wives and the influence they have on their husbands and
children is in line with domestic and uplift ideologies, which suggested that women did
not need political power, but could use their virtue to reform their husbands and raise
morally upstanding children. Nonetheless, Stewart complicates this ideology by
suggesting the importance of Black women both in their homes and outside of their
homes. Stewart figures a new community in which Black women are both mothers and
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business-owners, investors, and activists. In Stewart’s discourse, these are not mutually
exclusive roles.
In fact, one of the primary reasons Stewart experienced criticism so harsh (even
from the very women she sought to embolden) that she retired from public life and
moved away from Boston is that she encourages Black women to cultivate political,
social, and intellectual lives outside of their homes and to embrace qualities like
forcefulness, assertiveness, and self-empowerment. The reality for Black women in
America in the nineteenth century was that they already had lives outside of their home,
often working at low-wage, arduous jobs from a young age. They “needed to find
strategies to protect themselves” (Wright 10), a reality Stewart lamented frequently
throughout her texts.
Brenda E. Stevenson explains that the majority of Black women in the nineteenth
century “most readily found employment as a washerwoman, maid, cook, day laborer, or
seamstress” and further explains that “[m]ost women worked all of their lives, beginning
as older children and continuing through old age, yet rarely achieved financial security.”
Additionally, a “significant minority” of these women were the heads of their own
households (Stevenson). For the Black women in her audience, who “moved daily
between their homes, the streets, and their places of work,” Martha S. Jones explains,
“Not only would piety, manners, dignity, and the roles of mother and wife help protect
[them] as they traversed crowded streets and entered places of work; they were ideals
intended to distance them from the degradations that enslavement had imposed upon their
lives” (24). These traits, then, served a utilitarian, protective function as Black girls and
women’s work placed them in close contact with white men and women who could
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abuse, sexually assault, degrade, and even take their lives without consequence. Stewart
promotes her plan for economic independence as a panacea to this type of social
degradation:
How long shall the fair daughters of Africa be compelled to bury their minds and
talents beneath a load of iron pots and kettles? Until union, knowledge, and love
begin to flow among us. How long shall a mean set of men flatter us with their
smiles, and enrich themselves with our hard earnings; their wives’ fingers
sparkling with rings, and they themselves laughing at our folly? Until we begin to
promote and patronize each other. Shall we be a mere by-word among the nations
any longer? Shall they laugh us to scorn forever? Do you ask, what can we do?
Unite and build a store of your own, if you cannot procure a license. Fill one side
with dry-goods and the other with groceries. (Religion 38)
For Stewart, qualities like independence, assertiveness, and forcefulness would not only
help Black women survive and thrive in the present and future apocalyptic and postapocalyptic worlds, it would also help them rise above these circumstances as they
worked toward their own economic advancement.
Nonetheless, these qualities were also deemed inappropriate for genteel ladies,
and were already deployed in the form of racist stereotypes used by white society to
justify the mistreatment of Black women. In encouraging Black women to be assertive
and forceful, “Stewart comes perilously close to reaffirming a set of cultural assumptions
that were already in place and that greatly limited the cultural spheres women”
particularly Black women “were permitted to occupy” (Pelletier 69). Racist caricatures
depicted Black women as sexually forward, aggressive, and masculine, and thus not
worthy of the same protection as white ladies. Stewart would have been well aware of
these racist narratives of Black womanhood, and she would have also been well aware of
the risks she took by offering such a forceful invective. The embodied experiences of
Black women meant that the degree of assertiveness Stewart models in her texts must be
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deployed carefully, but Stewart evinces a recognition of what Brittney C. Cooper
describes as, “the limitations [for Black women] of making themselves invisible” by
adhering to normative female behavior, “in a world predicated in the surveillance of
Black bodies” (3). Stewart’s discourse suggests that qualities like independence and
forcefulness could perhaps more usefully be deployed for the purpose of self-preservation
in a world in which everyday life is always already apocalyptic for Black women due to
the perpetual threat of violence.
It is particularly when she depicts herself as a woman living a life under siege that
she portrays herself embodying qualities like militance and boldness. She speaks of
withstanding the “fiery darts of the devil, and the assaults of wicked men” (“Female
Intelligence” 50 and “Farewell” 71) and contends that she must be “as bold as the lion”
(“Female Intelligence” 50). In her “Farewell Address,” she further describes herself in the
garb of a soldier (referencing the “armor of God” in Ephesians chapter 6): “he hath
clothed my face with steel, and lined my forehead with brass. He hath put his testimony
within me and engraven his seal on my forehead. And with these weapons I have indeed
set the fiends of earth and hell at defiance” (22). The spiritual harm she imagines herself
withstanding as a warrior in a holy war bleeds into depictions of potential corporeal harm
that could befall her. She writes, “I will willingly die for the cause that I have espoused”
and explains, “Many will suffer for pleading the cause of oppressed Africa, and I shall
glory in being one of her martyrs” (Religion 1831). It is also worth noting that Stewart’s
vision of slave rebellion involves both men and women fighting – the “many powerful
sons and daughters of Africa” she mentions. Even as she places hope in Garrisonian
politics of pacifism, she compares herself to David Walker, and argues that, because of
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the corruption of white America, Black people, including Black women, might have no
choice but to use violent means to obtain their rights or to protect themselves.
Stewart tempers her depictions of violence by “embedding the possibility of
Black female violence in a messianic idiom” (Pelletier 70), but furthermore she primarily
describes this violence as happening to her or against her, rather than describing herself
as the inflictor of violence. Referring to colonization schemes, she even writes that
“before I go, the bayonet shall pierce me through” (“African Masonic Hall” 64)
suggesting, not that she will fight offensively but that she will defensively choose death
over leaving. Even so, in these depictions she demonstrates her support for movements of
liberation that turn to violent resistance out of necessity, even depicting them as divinelysanctioned, and imagines herself in the throes of revolutionary violence in a near future
time of turmoil. She positions herself and women like her not only as wives, mothers, or
homemakers, but as warriors.
Stewart’s proudly embraces a predominantly maligned vision of womanhood. As
Kevin Pelletier contends, she “destabilizes the limits of normative womanhood and
attempts to inspire other Black women to do the same” (Pelletier 66). Further, in
depicting herself as a survivor of constant attack and describing herself in the garb of a
soldier, Stewart not only alludes to the daily bodily risk she faces as a Black woman
living an already apocalyptic existence – she writes the Black, female body into her texts.
Stewart creates what Brittney C. Cooper calls “embodied discourse” which Cooper
defines as “a form of Black female textual activism wherein race women assertively
demand the inclusion of their bodies and, in particular, working class bodies and Black
female bodies, by placing them in the texts they write and speak” (3). Stewart “places the
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Black female body and all that it knows squarely in the center of the text’s methodology”
(3) as she describes the onslaught of daily life she experiences as a Black woman,
including threat of sexual assault and the hard toil of domestic labor. This is perhaps
even more important considering that Stewart built her career primarily as a public
speaker, a career in which she “contravened gender norms by warning of God’s
impending wrath, an oratorical style that had historically been the purview of male
ministers” (Pelletier 65). Standing bodily before an audience of Black and white men and
women, whose worldviews she fundamentally challenged, Stewart stepped into a
precarious and physically vulnerable position even as she refused to be defined by that
vulnerability.
While Stewart alludes to female leaders, oracles, and seers in a variety of ancient
cultures and societies to justify the right of Black women’s public presence, she does not
directly offer such historical precedents for women taking up arms. Stewart risked
physical harm as she encouraged Black women to embody the posture of warriors due to
the radical nature of her argument. This is perhaps one reason she speaks of the warrior
status of Black women primarily symbolically – wearing spiritual armor – and
defensively – allowing herself to be pierced by bayonets, but not, herself, attacking
anyone. It is possible that, in her contention that Black women must be militant, as well
as her repeated use of the phrase “daughters of Africa,” Stewart alludes to a lineage of
African women warriors, such as the mino of Dahomey – women warriors who fought
for the king and held a high degree of political power (called ‘Amazons’ by Europeans
who encountered them during their travels in Africa in the nineteenth century). Reports of
these African women warriors appeared in the 18th century in works like Antoine Edme
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Pruneau de Pommegorge’s Description (Alpern 88). Lauding African women warriors
like the mino would be complicated for Stewart by Dahomey’s participation in the slave
trade (Bay 2), but certainly the notion of African women warriors who wielded political
power would have been appealing.
Nonetheless, it is unknown whether or not Stewart had a familiarity with or
admiration for African women warriors, and her primary source material for outlining a
long lineage of female leadership, aside from Biblical precedent, is an anonymouslyauthored text called “Sketches of the Fair Sex in All Parts of the World.”15 This text does
not refer to any women serving as war leaders or warriors. In a section about African
women, the author begins by offering a racist description of Africans as idle, ignorant,
and treacherous, before describing present-day African women in what would have been
relatively complimentary terms for a nineteenth-century audience, as “far from being
indelicate or unchaste,” as well as “modest” and exhibiting a “female reserve.” However,
the author also concludes that in the Eastern portion of Africa, the women are “harsh and
disagreeable” and “Their pleasures resemble more the transports of fury” (43). The
author does, however, speak of female leadership in ancient Egypt, writing, “The queens
of Egypt had the greatest attention paid to them. They were more readily obeyed than the
kings” and “more honor and respect was paid to the Egyptian women, than to those of
any other people” (13). In the end, Stewart seems more interested in establishing a
precedent for women as spiritual and intellectual leaders rather than as war leaders, as she
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The version I am using was published in 1841, but appears to be a reprint of the text Stewart references
given its title, contents, and the content of her references. A 1790 text titled Woman. Sketches of the history,
genius, disposition accomplishments, employments, customs and importance of the fair sex, in all parts of
the world authored by Friend to the Sex (but sometimes attributed to John Adams) is a less likely, but still
possible, match for this text.
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speaks from experience about the stultifying effects of perpetual drudge work and
proposes plans for removing these barriers to Black women’s intellectual development.
In this endeavor, she advocates unapologetically for an assertive, independent,
and intellectual Black womanhood and encourages other Black women to do the same.
Both risk and reward exist when Black women celebrate within themselves the qualities
embodied in what Patricia Hill Collins calls “controlling images” – racist
characterizations of Black women, such as “Jezebel,” “Mammy,” and “Sapphire,”
disseminated by white society as a means of domination (Black Feminist 69). Although
the term Sapphire was not used until the mid-twentieth century, the stereotype of a
domineering Black woman has existed since the early years of slavery. Deborah Gray
White defines the Sapphire stereotype as, “a domineering female who consumes men and
usurps their role. Her persona is not sexual but is as indomitable as Jezebel’s and equally
emasculating in effect . . . As Sapphires, Black women were placed beyond the pale of
womanhood and violated with impunity” (176). Even outside the confines of slavery, for
free Black women in Northern cities, “The circulation of these caricatures through
popular culture helps to explain why some Black women embraced a politics of
respectability for the moral dignity it offered as they endeavored to distance themselves
legally, economically, socially, and above all ideologically from the degradations of
servitude” (Jones 17). Stewart’s embodiment and advancement of what could have been
called a domineering personality risked not just reinforcing degrading, racist stereotypes
– it also risked putting her at odds with the Black men in her community who fought
against the emasculating effects of white supremacy in part by espousing the virtue of
normative gender roles. As a result, they called upon Black women to submit to Black
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male authority as wives and mothers. In doing so, they “restricted [Black women’s]
ability to exercise free will” thereby enacting “another form of violence toward young
Black women” (Wright, Black Girlhood, 148).
It seems likely that Stewart, indeed, was subject to this reaction from the Black
men in her audience, as she brings up and directly responds to their critiques. She indicts
Black men for criticizing her for doing work that she argues they failed to do. To begin
this critique, she writes of the men who have criticized her for speaking publicly: “if they
are blessed with wit and talent, friends and fortune, why have they not made themselves
men of eminence?” (“African Masonic Hall” 58). She tells them that “this gross neglect
on your part causes my blood to boil within me” and attributes their lack of “ambition”
and “courage” as a contributing factor to the race’s present condition (58). She further
suggests that if these men who criticized her had done more to lead their own
communities, there would have been no cause for her to speak at all. She chides them, “I
might have remained quietly at home and they stood contending in my place” (“African
Masonic Hall” 60). Yet Stewart goes further than simply justifying her public presence
through the failure of men (which would suggest that if Black men were to live up to the
potential she envisions for them, she would have no cause to speak at all). Instead,
Stewart devotes an extensive portion of her discourse to defending Black women’s right
to speak at all times.
A key strand of Stewart’s apocalyptic discourse is her emphasis on divine calling,
which both justifies her public presence (serving, in part, as a protective rhetorical
device) at the same time that it undermines narratives of Black women’s intellectual and
moral inferiority. Stewart writes at length about her calling and the ways that God is
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speaking through her, using an urgent tone that makes the experience palpable for her
audience. She conveys how she “heard a spiritual interrogation – ‘Who shall go forward,
and take off the reproach that is cast upon the people of color? Shall it be a woman?’ And
my heart made this reply – ‘if it is thy will, be it even so Lord Jesus!’” (“Franklin Hall”
45). She goes on to describe God as a “something . . . within [her] breast” that urged her
to speak, despite her initial reluctance to do so (“Farewell Address” 67). Moreover, she
claims that her words are, in fact, God’s words, for “he hath unloosed my tongue and put
his word into my mouth” (“Farewell Address” 69) and argues that he has done this in
order to “reprove” the sins of her brethren in anticipation of “judgment to come” (69).
Although she does not call herself divine or holy, she describes the divine will working
and speaking through her, meaning that if her audience criticizes her, they criticize God.
In short, Stewart describes divine selection as her reason for speaking at this particular
moment and identifies God’s pending judgment as the reason for that divine selection.
Stewart, like many other Black women speaking publicly during the nineteenth
century, sought to critique oppressive systems of power. She engaged with, as Elrod
describes, “manifestations of divine power that would dismantle or at least disrupt
established hierarchies and their prescriptions concerning gender and speech” (124).
Further, she induces her readers to see “manifestations of God’s power” in the “signs and
wonders” of the age, such as “a woman preaching (along with dreams, visions, blood,
smoke, and fire)” (124) thus imbuing her own speech acts with divine authority. At the
same time, Stewart’s emphasis on her reluctance to speak and her decision to do so based
solely on the repeated exhortations of the divine presence within herself also operates as a
palliative for her audience and a justification for her transgression of social expectations
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for Black women. Haywood describes this as a “cultural passport” whereby Black
women speakers and writers emphasize “religious conviction” as a means of gaining
“access to physical and ideological spaces otherwise denied them” (20). Stewart’s
emphasis on divine imperative, however, is not just socially pragmatic as Haywood’s
terminology would suggest. For Stewart, her divine calling to leadership is just as
indicative of (and a necessity within) the kairotic, eschatological moment in which she
situates herself and her audience. Within the moment of crisis, the leadership of women,
not just Stewart, is essential.
Stewart, then, not only justifies her own right to speak based upon God’s calling,
she claims, that, in fact, her chosenness does not make her unique or exceptional. In her
“Farewell Address,” no doubt frustrated and dismayed with the ill treatment she had
received within her own community, she provides a laundry list of women who have
been divinely chosen to serve holy purposes (Esther, Deborah, Mary Magdalene, and so
on) and also notes secular contexts in which women have served in leadership positions
across time. In fact, Stewart notes, citing “Sketches of the Fair Sex” (even providing
page references for her more skeptical readers), “several of the northern nations” not only
respected women, but viewed them as uniquely powerful, even “imagin[ing] that women
could look into futurity, and that they had about them an inconceivable something
approaching to divinity” (“Farewell Address” 69).
While she concedes that it was perhaps only “the sagacity common to the sex”
that caused such nations to draw these conclusions, at the very least, the belief that “the
Deity more readily communicates himself to women, has at one time or other prevailed in
every quarter of the earth” (69). She goes on to list the many nations in which this has
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been true – Greece, Britain, Rome, Scandinavia, Egypt, and so on – and claims that in
countless nations throughout history, “the mysteries of religion, the secrets of physics,
and the rights of magic, were in the possession of women” (69). In short, she argues that
men should be “no longer astonished . . . that God at this eventful period should raise up
your own females to strive by their example, both in public and private” (“Farewell
Address” 69) since the Bible authorizes women to lead, and history demonstrates that
women have held such positions of respect across time.
While discourses of domestic womanhood already ascribed a higher moral virtue
to genteel ladies, whereby they were expected to exert a degree of religious influence
over their husbands and children, such influence was expected to remain confined to the
home or to homosocial and semi-private spaces. Stewart, on the other hand,
systematically dismantles the prevailing arguments about why a woman should not speak
publicly or authoritatively on such important issues, beginning with a series of rhetorical
questions:
What if I am a woman; is not the God of ancient times the God of these modern
days? Did he not raise up Deborah to be a mother and a judge in Israel? Did not
Queen Esther save the lives of the Jews? And Mary Magdalene first declare the
resurrection of Christ from the dead? Come, said the woman of Samaria, and see a
man that hath told me all things that ever I did; is not this the Christ? (“Farewell
Address” 68)
The implied call-and-response of this series of questions, to which any in her audience
with a passing knowledge of the Bible would have to answer ‘yes’ is, in itself, an
effective rhetorical and Biblical dismantling of injunctions against Black women’s
leadership. Nonetheless, Stewart also raises and refutes one of the most common Biblical
passages used to justify female exclusion from public roles, 1 Timothy 2:11-12, in which
Paul argues that women should learn in silence and not have authority over men. In
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response to this passage, Stewart writes, “Did St. Paul but know of our wrongs and
deprivations, I presume he would make no objection to our pleading in public for our
rights” (“Farewell Address” 68). Stewart, then, does not mark as “irretrievable” (Cooper
22) a text that, in many ways, was inherently patriarchal. Rather, she situates Paul within
his own historical and cultural contexts and suggests that her different time period
requires a revised interpretation of scripture, and thus, those who use the Pauline texts to
forbid women from speaking are performing poor Biblical hermeneutics.
Stewart, then, recuperates Biblical texts and draws upon historical precedent to
envision herself as one of many in a lineage of women leaders stretching back to the
ancient past, through the present, and into futurity. In directing men to “[n]o longer
ridicule their efforts” she indicates that she already sees herself as merely representative
of a large body of women who are already attempting to fill the leadership positions she
sees as a necessity. She does not waver or equivocate when she tells her listeners that if
they continue to ridicule women, like herself, for efforts at leadership, “it will be counted
for sin” (“Farewell Address” 69) and subject to judgment. Tyranny over women, in
Stewart’s discourse, is not just socially offensive or historically and Biblically
unsubstantiated – it is cause for damnation.
For Stewart, there is power within the community of Black women and in
choosing to value those qualities used by white supremacist society as excuses for Black
women’s degradation. Patricia Hill Collins contends that “when Black females choose to
value those aspects of Afro-American womanhood that are stereotyped, ridiculed, and
maligned . . . they are actually questioning some of the basic ideas used to control
dominated groups in general” (“Learning” S17). By encouraging Black women to
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celebrate qualities like boldness or assertiveness, women like Stewart both reclaim the
power of self-definition and undermine the characterization of such qualities as inferior
or antithetical to womanhood. Collins explains, “It is one thing to counsel AfroAmerican women . . . to become meek, docile, and stereotypically ‘feminine.’ It is quite
another to advise Black women to embrace their assertiveness” (“Learning” S17). There
is transformative power in the act of self-definition and “self-valuation” (S18), in
espousing the virtue of characteristics depicted as inferior, particularly when those
qualities are crucial to one’s survival. Women like Stewart articulated their own
definitions and images of Black womanhood that were inclusive of their lived experience
and celebratory of the qualities they cultivated to survive those experiences. In its
emphasis on destroying oppressive systems of power and creating radically new social
orders, Stewart’s discourse of social reform is just as apocalyptic as her religious
portents.
Conclusion
Stewart delivered her “Farewell Address To Her Friends in the City of Boston,”
her final public address, on September 21, 1833 to announce her retirement from public
life after nearly three years of scorn, ostracism, and even threats. In this address, Stewart
defends both her Black womanhood and her pride in her identity as a Black woman at the
same time that she predicts the destruction of those who have persecuted her. She
proclaims, “I rejoice that I am as I am; for man in his best estate is altogether vanity. . .
nor will I, although a female of a darker hue, and far more obscure than they, bend my
head or hang my harp upon willows” (71). Quoting from Psalm 39:5, which states that
“man at his best estate is altogether vanity” Stewart reinterprets the universal “man” (as
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in humanity) with a specifically gendered meaning in suggesting that men are too blinded
by their own greatness to give themselves over to the greater purposes of God, but that a
woman like herself is better-suited for such a calling.
In this passage she also subtly alludes to Psalm 137, in which Israelites in exile in
Babylon, after the razing of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, mourn and predict Babylon’s
destruction. The speaker explains that, when asked to sing by their captors, the Israelites
“hanged [their] harps upon the willows” and questioned how they could “sing the Lord’s
song in a strange land” before vowing, even so, to remember God. The psalm ends with
resolve in a prophecy of Babylon’s destruction:
Remember, O LORD, the children of Edom in the day of Jerusalem; who said,
Rase it, rase it, even to the foundation thereof
O daughter of Babylon, who art to be destroyed; happy shall he be, that rewardeth
thee as thou hast served us.
Happy shall he be, that taketh and dasheth thy little ones against the stones.
(137:8-9).
At the same time that Stewart exudes pride in her Black womanhood, her allusion to
Psalm 137 once again draws comparisons between exiled Israelites in bondage and Black
people living in America, while also obliquely prophesying the doom of those who
mistreat God’s chosen people: in the Bible, Israelites, in Stewart’s writing, African
Americans, and more specifically Black women.
Stewart, then, combines a future-looking, apocalyptic orientation with a call for
social reform. What Cooper describes as Stewart’s central “thesis” that “God would, both
soon and suddenly, intervene in history to right the wrongs being committed against
Black slaves and, by extension, against all Black people” (V. Cooper 3) establishes a
future time in which Stewart can imagine a woman-lead community existing. If the
apocalypse manifests, not in a cataclysm that destroys all human life on earth, but instead
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as a Black-led revolution that transforms society by destroying corrupt power structures,
then Stewart’s plans will have already created sustainable and self-sustaining Black
communities that can thrive in the post-apocalyptic, transmuted America. For Stewart,
“The future thus becomes something to be comprehended, seized, and transformed in the
here-and-now” (Jen and McMahon 5). Stewart’s apocalyptic discourse plumbs the
tension between a future, post-apocalyptic world she imagines and a present world in
which she offers instructions for social reform that, if begun now, will bear fruit in the
future.
Stewart’s final speech did not mark the end of her activism and public work.
Although she left Boston, she continued to work as a teacher in locations like New York
and Baltimore before finally moving to Washington D.C. There, in 1871, bringing to life,
in part, the future vision she projected four decades earlier, Stewart raised the funds to
establish “the school that, for twenty years, she had dreamed of founding” (Streitmatter
24). She later worked as head matron of the Freedmen’s Hospital Asylum until her death
in 1879 (Streitmatter 24). In the final year of her life, demonstrating her continued
commitment to the ideas she had advanced during her brief, public career, Stewart used
the money she received as a widow of the War of 1812 to publish her collected works
along with new material and a letter of support from Garrison, as Meditations from the
Pen of Mrs. Maria W. Stewart: presented to the First African Baptist Church and Society,
in the city of Boston (Streitmatter 24). This work included her previous writings and
speeches as well as new perspectives on her post-Civil-War life.
Stewart’s fierce intelligence and courage allowed her to produce revolutionary
arguments, but, as she repeatedly emphasizes, these qualities were not unique to her. In
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fact, although she never pursued a career as a preacher, Stewart’s apocalyptic rhetoric
shares striking similarities with the discourse of nineteenth-century Black women
itinerant preachers like Zilpha Elaw, Jarena Lee, Rebecca Cox Jackson, and Sojourner
Truth, who traveled nationally and internationally delivering powerful, apocalyptic
orations and texts that, like Stewart’s, undermined socially-constricting categories of
Black womanhood. These women, like Stewart, Joyce Hope Scott writes, “negotiate not
only a world where sexism and racism collude to hold them prisoners, but they also
liberate themselves by actively engaging their liminal space and renegotiating both
geographical and discursive maps of their existence” (108). In my next chapter, I will
examine the discourses of itinerant minister Zilpha Elaw as well as consider the
apocalyptic nature of her movement across physical space, geographic borders, and
cultural boundaries.
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CHAPTER THREE The Quiet Apocalypse of Zilpha Elaw’s Ministerial Career
In September 1829, David Walker published his incendiary tract, Walker’s
Appeal, in Four Articles; Together with a Preamble, to the Coloured Citizens of the
World, but in Particular, and Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of America.
The pamphlet passed from hand to hand and traveled throughout the country aboard
merchant ships, sometimes sewn into the clothing of captains and sailors to escape
detection. In his Appeal, Walker urged intermediaries to distribute the document and read
it aloud to those enslaved and free Black people who could not read printed text (Wilentz
xv). His subversive message — that free and enslaved Black people should refuse
subjugation any longer, and that they should take up arms to seize their rights by force if
necessary — shook the country to its core, particularly those in the South most mired in
slavery. Fearing widespread uprisings, states like Georgia and Louisiana banned
distribution of the pamphlet, punished violators with imprisonment or execution, and
placed a bounty on Walker’s head. Some states even outlawed teaching enslaved people
to read in hopes of staunching the clandestine flow of Walker’s message amongst
plantation populations (Turner 14).
As Walker’s tract circulated throughout the deep South in 1829, so, too, did
Zilpha Elaw, a Black woman working as an itinerant minister. In her 1846 spiritual
autobiography, Memoirs of the Life, Religious Experience, Ministerial Travels, and
Labours of Mrs. Zilpha Elaw, An American Female of Color, Elaw recounts how, in
1828, she felt called to leave the relative safety and familial networks of her temporary
home in Philadelphia to journey to the “regions of wickedness” (99) where “the law
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sanctions the arrest of any person of colour” (98).16 By 1828, Elaw had already traveled
extensively throughout the country from the North to the Eastern seaboard and the MidAtlantic states, but her journey into the South from 1828-1829 would place her in the
most immediate danger, during a period in which slave uprising seemed ever-imminent,
and white panic manifested in restrictive social and legal strictures that limited and
threatened Black lives.
These conditions made Elaw’s ministerial labors even more perilous than ever
before. Just as Walker sent his pamphlet to circulate throughout the South in the hopes of
freeing Black Americans from physical and psychological enslavement, Elaw personally
circulated her message in the hopes of freeing lost souls, primarily enslaved Black men
and women, from spiritual slavery. Both Walker and Elaw were threatened with death
and violence for their work, affirming that Elaw’s contemporary audience perceived her
effort to free Black people from spiritual bondage as revolutionary with the potential to
embolden and invigorate enslaved populations. While Walker’s publication has rightly
been lauded as revolutionary, a rhetorical act underpinning a growing insurgency
throughout the country in the decades preceding the Civil War, Elaw’s work has received
less recognition for its radical impact. Indeed, in her seminal work on Elaw, Memoirs of
the Life, Religious Experience, Ministerial Labours, and Travels of Mrs. Elaw (2022),
Kimberly Blockett explains that Elaw “spent much of the 1828 presidential election cycle
preaching to Andrew Jackson’s extended circle - some from his infamous kitchen cabinet
and most of whom owned Black people” (xv). Elaw’s presence amongst high-ranking
government officials suggest that her life’s work and ministry were far more politically
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Throughout this chapter, page numbers refer to the version of Memoirs printed in William L. Andrews
Sisters of the Spirit (1986).
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influential than has often been observed. A deeply religious text written by a Black
woman itinerant minister, Elaw’s spiritual autobiography does not offer the direct calls
for race uprisings found in Walker’s appeal. Nonetheless, she braved travel through the
most perilous political climates to deliver a message of redemption, exhibiting her
remarkable courage, fortitude, and devotion to her cause.
In her spiritual narrative, Elaw narrates the trials and hardships she faces in the
body as a Black woman traveling often alone and bereft of funds. Her “Chosen exile”
was still an exile, meaning a departure from her home and “‘native’ communities,” as
well as a more marked exposure to physical and psychological violence (Peterson 40).
During her travels, Elaw faced innumerable perils, including injury, illness, assault,
arrest, enslavement, surveillance, and ridicule. In the South, she experienced constant
surveillance and worried she would be “arrested and sold for a slave, which their laws
would have warranted, on account of my complexion and features” (91). Even still, she
ultimately concludes the section of her memoir documenting her work in the South by
writing that the year closed “amid scenes of usefulness and godly revivals and
conversions to Christ,” and memories that would be “cherished” by thousands for many
years (102). Despite the precariousness of her mission, Elaw felt compelled by an
impending cataclysm to deliver lost souls from damnation, and throughout her
autobiography, she stresses her evangelistic successes.
Despite the unique perspective and insight Elaw offers into Black women’s
subjectivity and transatlantic evangelism in the antebellum era, her life and work remain
relatively understudied. Blockett notes, “As of publication date, fewer than fifteen journal
articles and book chapters included substantive discussion of Elaw’s evangelism” (xix).
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She attributes the dearth of scholarship to Elaw’s failure to “fit neatly into the context of
how we read black Americans in the nineteenth century” (“Disrupting” 94). That is, her
work is neither slave narrative nor is it intended for purposes of abolition or activism,
making it an outlier in scholarship of nineteenth-century Black Americans. It is also
possible that Elaw’s individual experience has been obscured in studies that align her
with other Black women preachers. Beginning with William L. Andrews’ reprinting of
her memoir alongside those of Jarena Lee and Julia A.J. Foote in Sisters of the Spirit
(1986), scholars have largely considered Elaw’s memoir alongside the spiritual
autobiographies of other Black women as a participant in a tradition of Black women
preachers, writers, and speakers. These early Black visionaries set the precedent for later
Black women writers and artists, both spiritual and secular, who have rooted their work
in speculative and imaginative encounters. The singular properties of Elaw’s text,
however, necessitate discrete inquiry into the particular subtleties of her faith, such as the
intersection of apocalypticism and interiority. These qualities of Elaw’s life and writing
can be occluded when focusing too narrowly on the way her work coheres with that of
other Black women writers and preachers.
In this chapter, I draw more attention to the deeply personal resonance of Elaw’s
interior journeys than has been previously considered in examinations of her work. Those
scholars who have considered the interiority of Black holy women have largely held the
position that, as Frances Smith Foster writes, “the writer’s individuality is subordinated to the
writer’s instrumentality as God’s servant” (60). Less attention has been paid to how the
interior operates as a deeply personal locus of self-knowledge in Black women’s spiritual
autobiographies. Using conceptions of interiority articulated by scholars like Kevin Quashie,
who defines the interior as a “the locus at which self interrogation takes place” (21), we can
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read in Elaw’s memoir an effort not just to project the divine contained within the self
outward into the world, but to know the self as divine by looking inward. This chapter
complements a growing body of scholarship that takes seriously Black women’s spiritual
expression in the nineteenth century and considers the radical potential of religious
introspection for nineteenth-century Black holy women’s identity formation. By focusing on
the intersections of apocalypse, social hierarchy, and the interior, this study broadens
discussions of the fantastic’s utility for social critique and Black women’s self-definition in
the nineteenth century.
I begin by examining the publication history of Elaw’s spiritual autobiography in
order to contextualize her declared purpose for writing. While she maintains that the purpose
of her ministry is prophetic – warning that Christ will soon return to judge humans for their
transgressions – she identifies for Memoirs a much more intimate intention: creating a textual
self-portrait of her interior rather than her exterior dimensions. I then examine how, through
her narration of fantastic visions, Elaw asserts a transformed conception of self – from
orphaned outsider to God’s chosen instrument. Consequently, she critiques earthly
hierarchies rooted in racist, sexist, and classist ideology, argues that such hierarchies are
incongruous with Christian teaching, and predicts their annihilation in an equalizing
apocalyptic event. By arguing that her most important work occurs when she ceases earthly
labor and looks inward, Elaw rejects a capitalist labor structure rooted in the devaluation of
Black women. Instead, she predicts the eventual inversion, transformation, and ultimately
destruction of earthly hierarchies. In the process, she asserts her sanctity and writes herself
into being as a vector of apocalyptic possibility. I argue that Elaw’s narrative centralizing of
fantastic spiritual visions serves not just to warn readers of the approaching apocalypse; it
also makes a case for the personal, political, and spiritual value of Black women’s quiet selfreflection.
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I read Elaw’s memoir within the context of the apocalyptic and millennialist
discourse of Christian teaching in early nineteenth-century America. According to some
Christian sects during this time (perhaps most notably the Millerites), the world had
become so depraved that God would soon return to pass judgment and usher in a
thousand-year reign of peace on Earth (premillennialism). Other sects believed that
Christian evangelists must convert as many people as possible, for only after Christians
had created a millennial reign of peace and Christian faith on Earth would Christ return to
draw time to a close (postmillennialism). Regardless of when each sect of Christianity
believed the apocalypse would take place, the vast majority of itinerant ministers
traveling and speaking at revivals, tent meetings, and in local churches and homes
predicted the approaching eschaton. Elaw predicts the pending return of Christ to pass
judgment, but also expresses a belief in her own abilities to create widespread and
transformative conversion. Although she does not presume to know the exact time of
Christ’s return, she asserts a belief that she and her audience are living in the end times
prophesied in the Bible.
While scholars have considered the importance of interiority for Black women
writers of spiritual autobiographies, less attention has been paid to the function of an
eschatological focus for Black women’s assertion of their right to the life of the mind and
soul. Scholars like Elizabeth Elkin Grammer have observed that Black women itinerant
ministers and writers of spiritual autobiography dedicated themselves to “ushering in a
millennial age” through their ministry (Grammer 23). Yet existing scholarship on Elaw
has yet to parse how her visions of an approaching apocalypse inform her conception of
herself and shape her identity formation. Elaw’s belief that she has been chosen by God
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to bring a message of salvation to non-believers ahead of an apocalypse precipitates her
self-focused contemplation. Although she creates a habit of regular meditation in order to
hear God’s communication, this practice also allows her to turn her focus inward upon
herself. In narrating this inward focus, Elaw’s memoir counters nineteenth-century race
and gender hierarchies that denied the existence of Black women’s rich inner lives.
Elaw does not define herself by her suffering or the hate and violence directed at
her. Instead, she underscores her ministerial prowess and her holiness as central to her
personhood. Her spiritual autobiography details both her ability to endure suffering
through the strength of her faith and also her ability to transcend physical trials through
her fantastic visions, sent by God, according to Elaw, to catalyze her ministry in advance
of a pending judgment day. In focusing on her prophetic visions, Elaw’s text expresses
her interiority within a discourse of Christian apocalypse. Within this discourse, she
asserts her right to the privacy, selfhood, and individual focus needed to receive visionary
messages from God even in the midst of a very public and eschatologically-focused
ministry. In Elaw’s frequent moments of meditation, contemplation, prayer, and
reflection, she transcends earthly and social boundaries within the limitless abundance of
her visionary interior. In the midst of racial turmoil and threats to her person, as she
prophesies a looming upheaval with dire consequences for the nation, she invests in the
quiet apocalypse of her own humanity.
In Elaw’s memoir, she asserts that God’s delivery of prophetic visions to women
is not only a sign of the end-times, but a necessary component of God’s plan for the
eschaton, even moreso than the work of male prophets. Believing their work to be
sanctioned by God, Black women like Elaw traveled widely in the nineteenth century,
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spreading their message via sermons and also in written texts, including diaries, journals,
letters, and spiritual autobiographies. Black women writers of spiritual autobiographies
interpret their experiences using what Mitzi Smith calls a “conceptual framework
consisting of visions, dreams, and divine guides” (300) which aligns them with the
Biblical prophets who also communicated with God in this way. Within the prophetic
tradition, it is the objective of God’s chosen prophets to warn sinners of approaching
judgment. Even the most reluctant prophets must follow their calling to deliver God’s
message regardless of earthly circumstances. The apocalyptic mission of Black women
prophets gives them license to repose in moments of speculative introspection, to become
absorbed in the self even as they narrativize this praxis as imperative for divine
intercourse. Elaw textually blends sublime visions of her heavenly exaltation with the
ignominies of her peripatetic journey. In doing so, her memoir demonstrates the “bizarre
and disturbing deformations of reality” (Morrison in McKay 23) inherent in a system that
denies the humanity of Black women and objectifies them for the sake of profit.
Elaw’s memoir helps lay the groundwork for twentieth and twenty-first century
Black speculative works, which render porous the line between past, present, and future,
here and there, real and unreal, fact and fantastic. The fantastic serves as a space for
imagining a better place, thereby underscoring the deficiencies of the present place. After
all, as Amanda Rico writes, “black futurist works of cultural production are as much
about claiming the present as they are about imagining the future” (Rico 3). By narrating
the necessity of her ministry due to the proliferation of human wickedness, and by
labeling as sinful those who abuse her on her journey of salvation, Elaw claims and
critiques the present even as she constructs a home space outside of present time and
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space. Living in a slave society, even as a free Black woman, Elaw is perpetually a
stranger, never at home, so she physically and spiritually leaves her community and seeks
her home in another world, a world she accesses by looking inward.
What is perhaps most unique about Elaw’s vision of the apocalypse is the degree
of emphasis she places, not just on the duty of the prophet to reform sinners, but on the
transfiguration of the prophet as a result of this mission. Even as Elaw’s memoir portrays
the otherworldly realm of heaven, in moments of quiet meditation, as she narrates the
inner workings of her own mind, her writing becomes most vivid, fantastic, and striking.
Scholars of Black women’s spiritual autobiographies have observed the
interconnectedness of soul and body within these texts, within which women like Elaw
express the impossibility of ignoring the physical dimensions of their life and work.
Whether in the pulpit or on the page, Margaret Higonnet writes, “her black woman’s
body usurped attention from her words and put her sex and authority into question” (7-8),
meaning that Elaw’s body is always implicitly present in the text due to commodifying
social and cultural constraints. In spite of this, writers of spiritual autobiography have
traditionally subordinated the physical dimensions of their lives to the spiritual, even as
the interior space of the soul operates as a wellspring of divine initiative for external
action. The narration of itinerant ministries serves to reveal the obedience of the writer to
God, as well as to demonstrate the power and reach of God’s message. Joycelyn Moody
writes that in a spiritual autobiography, the writer “ideally contemplates the next world
more than this one” (Moody “On the Road” 40-41) and that placing too much emphasis
on physical, temporal, or earthly existence would constitute a “transgress[ion]” of “the
conventions of spiritual autobiography” (40). Thus it is not unusual that Elaw’s text
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represents her inner life just as much as her physical work, ministry, and resistance.
However, the extent to which Elaw defines her personhood through her journeys into the
self is worth examining. A consideration of how Elaw defines her subjectivity through
acts of “surrendering to the wildness of [her] inner life” (Quashie 9) allows us to better
perceive how writing her spiritual autobiography is just as much an act of self-definition
as it is an act of religious expression or evangelism.
Elaw’s Early Life and Career
Born to free, Black parents in circa 1792 in Bristol Township, a community of
free Black people in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, Elaw spent the first part of her
childhood in a happy, loving home (Blockett, Memoirs xxi). When Elaw was twelve,
however, her mother died giving birth to her twenty-second child (all of whom died
except for Elaw, an older brother, and a younger sister). At that time, her father, Sanco
Panco, sent Elaw to work as an indentured servant for Pierson and Rebecca Mitchelll, a
neighboring Quaker family (Blockett, Memoirs xxiii). He placed Elaw’s younger sister
with an aunt, and her brother had already gone to live with her grandparents on their farm
six years before. Her father died less than two years later, leaving Elaw bereft of any
family contacts.
Elaw received an education and was reasonably well-cared-for by the Mitchellls,
but she was their servant, not their child, and she struggled to live in a household in
which she felt like an outsider. She reveals that the Mitchellls did not show the same
religious devotion she’d experienced in her family home, and that the white family
treated her with “singularity” so that she felt she could not confide in any member of the
household (58). Elaw writes that she found herself unable to please her mistress, who
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accused her of “insolen[ce]” and “sullenness” in turn (59). As a teenager, driven, perhaps,
by a desire for belonging and influenced by Quaker religious teachings at home and the
Methodist teachings she encountered via traveling evangelists, Elaw began experiencing
spiritual trances and visions, leading to her eventual conversion to Methodism.
She married Joseph Elaw in 1808, and the couple soon moved to Burlington, New
Jersey, where Zilpha gave birth to her daughter Rebecca in 1812 (Simmons and Thomas
167). The Elaws were members of a small, Black community in Burlington. Blockett
observes, “During the Elaw’s sixteen-year residency, Burlington County had the largest
Black population of the state’s five southern counties and the largest free Black
population in the state of New Jersey. Indeed, Elaw’s childhood and marital hometowns
were both located in the Delaware Valley, often referred to as the ‘cradle of
emancipation,’ (Memoirs, xxiii). Blockett contends that spending her formative years in
these Black communities “must have significantly informed her worldview” (Memoirs,
xxiii). Much like her youth in the Quaker household, Elaw’s marriage to Joseph became
another source of religious frustration. Although her husband was nominally a Christian,
he failed to match Elaw’s religious fervor, leaving her feeling, once again, like an
outsider in her home (Andrews 7). Their relationship grew increasingly strained when she
began frequenting Methodist camp meetings, beginning in 1817, the year she received the
vision that would lead her to begin her ministry. Although she faced threats and ridicule,
and despite her husband’s fears that she would be humiliated for embarking upon such a
public career, Elaw continued to preach. It is possible the lack of support she felt at home
led her to invest even more energy into her spirituality as she sought a space of
community and belonging.
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After Joseph’s death in 1823, Elaw and her eleven-year-old daughter Rebecca
took jobs as domestics to support themselves until Elaw opened a school in 1825. Little is
known about Elaw’s school aside from the information she provides in her memoir. Local
newspapers make no mention of its establishment or closure two years after opening.
Elaw writes that she ran the school out of her own home, establishing the only school for
Black children in Burlington, New Jersey. She received some assistance from Quaker
contacts who donated books and supplies. Elaw also mentions conducting a daily Bible
lesson with the children, demonstrating the religious underpinnings of her curriculum
(89). Despite the improvement of her students, Elaw soon came to believe that God called
her to work as a preacher rather than a teacher, and she returned to Philadelphia to preach
in 1827. At that time, she placed her fifteen-year-old daughter in the care of a relative and
began a full-time preaching career at the age of 37.
Long stretches of time (sometimes as long as two years) and miles separated Elaw
from her daughter during her ministerial travels in the United States. Rebecca
experienced God’s calling to salvation during a trip to New York with her mother in 1830
when Rebecca would have been 17 or 18. She eventually married and then bore a child
on December 10, 1834 (one of the few events in Elaw’s memoir for which she provides
an exact date). She delivered another son sometime after that. Throughout her memoir,
Elaw conveys Rebecca’s support for her ministry, perhaps to assuage any opinions her
readers might form that she had neglected her duty as a mother. Frequently, when Elaw
feels distraught, uncertain, or discouraged throughout Memoirs, Rebecca reminds her of
her duty to obey God, such as when Elaw feels anguished about ultimately leaving her
daughter and two grandchildren to travel to England. Rebecca tells her, “Mother, we part
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now, but I think we shall yet meet again; the will of the Lord be done, and God be with
thee” (139). This is the last mention Elaw makes of her daughter in her writing.
Elaw journeyed to England in July 1840, spending 24 days aboard a ship from
New York to London (Blockett, Memoirs xxi). Blockett conjectures that the high number
of women preachers (over two hundred in the 1840s) and the ban on slavery likely made
travel to England seem appealing to Elaw (Memoirs 139, n. 17). In England, she became
involved with the Primitive Methodists, a sect of Methodism founded by American
evangelist Lorenzo Dow that “privileged enthusiastic worship” and “actively supported
women’s ministries” (Blockett, Memoirs 139, n. 17). Elaw self-published her spiritual
autobiography there in 1846, dedicating the text to fellow Christian believers in England.
Although, in her memoir, Elaw declares her intention to return to America, records
indicate that she remained in England until her death (Blockett “Disrupting” 98). She
remarried in 1850 — a white man of German ancestry who died only four years later —
becoming Zilpha Shum, and she continued to preach in England at least into the 1860s
until physical infirmity and worsening dementia brought an end to her ministerial labors.
After a long, unique, and influential career, Elaw died in England in 1873 around the age
of eighty (Blockett, Memoirs xxvii).
Spiritual Narratives, Gift Books, and Elaw’s Generic Adaptation
Elaw shared her role as an itinerant minister with numerous other Black women.
Catherine A. Brekus lists alongside Elaw such Black women preachers as Jarena Lee and
Rachel Evans, the only two nineteenth-century women authorized to preach by the AME
church, as well as Sojourner Truth, Rebecca Cox Jackson, and others (134). Evidence
suggests the existence of dozens of other such women whose names have yet to be found
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in historical records (134). However, Elaw occupies a unique position amongst
nineteenth-century Black women religious writers. She operated outside the jurisdiction
of any official church organization, compelled to travel, preach, write, and publish solely
by the dictates of her ambitions and religious conviction. Indeed, while most of her
contemporaries published their work via abolitionist or religious presses, Elaw selfpublished her memoir without outside assistance or endorsement. Although Methodist
teachings ostensibly maintained that one’s education, race, gender, or social standing
could not prevent election to ministry by the Holy Spirit, as Methodism became “more
mainstream” and “institutionalized,” its views on Black women in the pulpit became
“less egalitarian (and even hostile)” (Smith 295).
This attitudinal shift perhaps clarifies why Elaw, who identified as a Methodist,
sought to conduct her work independently, even as such independence left her vulnerable
to financial hardship and assault, both physical and ideological. Her contemporary Jarena
Lee, for example, published her own autobiography The Life and Religious Experience of
Jarena Lee, a Colored Lady, : Giving an Account of the Call to Preach the Gospel in
1836 through the African Methodist Episcopal Book Concern.17 The Book Concern, “the
first known African American publishing company” was founded in 1817 and published
everything from religious texts and pamphlets to periodicals and literature, including The
AME Church Magazine (1841) and The Christian Recorder (1852) (Foster 721). Elaw
does not speak at length in her text about her publication process, but her title page twice
asserts her ownership of the text via the phrases “Written By Herself” and “Published by
the Authoress.” Publishing her work through such a respected institution as the Book

17

It is worth noting that the Book Concern was no longer publishing works authored by women by the time
Elaw was seeking publication for Memoirs (Blockett, Memoirs xv).
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Concern in the Black community would have lent credibility to Elaw’s memoir, but it
would have also required her acquiescence to the church and press’s male leadership.
Elaw rejected this limitation in favor of taking on the considerable challenge of selfpublication, answering to no authority but herself and God.
Elaw narrates the opposition she faces to her ministry both in America and in
England, often from the very male ministers whose religious beliefs should have secured
their support of her work. While Elaw does not identify by name the specific ministers
who spoke out against her ministry, she describes several occasions on which religious
leaders oppose her work when she arrives in a town where she plans to speak, particularly
during her ministry in England. Upon first arriving in England, she recalls, “I met with a
gentleman, who advised my immediate return to my own country” (141). The unnamed
man then accuses her of seeking personal profit through her ministry.
She also writes that when she traveled to Liverpool, she sought out Mr. D, the
“Wesleyan superintendent minister,” who tells her, “‘But do you not know that we do not
allow women to preach; and that there is nothing in the Scriptures that will allow of it at
all?’" She goes on to criticize Mr. D, writing that the phrase “we do not allow . . .
sounded very uncouthly in my ears in a matter in which the commission of the Almighty
is assumed” (149). This “gospel rivalship” (109) follows Elaw throughout her ministry,
and she dedicates portions of her memoir to defending her right to preach, such as when
she induces a Methodist woman who felt it was “unbecoming in a woman to preach”
(132) to read the scripture and see for herself that “the first preachers of the resurrection
were women” (132). In addition to facing constant opposition from male religious leaders
and fellow Christians, Elaw also refers to the negative representation of herself in the
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press. Her reference to the “infidelity and sedition of the press” (144), Blockett argues, is
likely a critique of the fact that the British press “had no narratives for free, educated
African American women travelers,” (“Disrupting” 95) and therefore “exoticized and
metaphorically enslaved Elaw within its framework” (“Disrupting” 95). Elaw’s
indictment of the British press in her memoir likely refers to a common ordeal of seeing
her motives, intelligence, morals, and abilities questioned in the press, which would
thereby poison prospective audiences against her.
This is perhaps why Elaw chose to publish her autobiography in book form, rather
than in serial form or in a more easily-producible pamphlet. The book form allows Elaw
to construct a self-contained portrait of herself, which she identifies in her dedication as
her primary purpose for writing, calling her memoir a “contour portrait . . . a
representation, not, indeed, of the features of my outward person drawn and coloured by
the skill of the penciling artist, but of the lineaments of my inward man” (51). Blockett
contends that her choice to publish in book form conveys a desire to lend her story a
sense of legitimacy and “permanency” not attributed to more “ephemeral” publication
forms such as “pamphlets and newspapers intended for discarding after reading”
(Blockett, “Disrupting” 105). It is also worth noting that Publishing her work in England
posed challenges for Elaw, as the British press “constructed American Blackness as
wretched servitude” and “interpellated” Elaw as “slave-classed” (Blockett, “Disrupting”
104) despite her free status, education, and considerable talents in the pulpit and on the
page. Perhaps for these reasons, Elaw’s memoir was never a commercial success,
although she published two versions of her text – “one that sold for two shillings and a
‘fine’ printing that sold for three shillings” (Blockett, Memoirs xv). Without the financial
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or reputational backing of any organization and without an audience prepared to receive a
story like hers, her work would not be reprinted for another 140 years. Nevertheless, by
publishing her autobiography in book form, Elaw determined that her textual self-portrait
would be an autonomous and enduring work entirely of her own making.
Elaw self-published her memoir, not for the primary purpose of advancing the
anti-slavery cause or evangelism, but as a portrait of herself intended as a gift for her
Christian friends in England. In labeling her memoir as a “keepsake” and a “memento of
my Christian esteem” (51), Elaw situates her work within the tradition of the gift book
genre. Gift books, the popularity of which, Theresa Goddu writes, “accompanied the rise
of the middle class” in America (122), typically contained essays, short stories, and
poems, often of a religious or sentimental nature and often published by well-known
authors like Nathaniel Hawthorne, Lydia Maria Child, Edgar Allen Poe, and Ralph
Waldo Emerson. Publishers printed gift books in November in anticipation of the
Christmas shopping season, and gift books even became popular items of exchange in
courtship practices. With their ornate decorations, gilt edges, lavish bindings, and
detailed engravings and illustrations, the aesthetics of gift books appealed to emerging
middle class sensibilities perhaps even moreso than their content.
In America, the gift book was also conceived as a genre that could serve political
and nationalistic purposes by promoting a distinctly American literary tradition and
raising money for social causes. In fact, from the publishing of the first American gift
book The Atlantic Souvenir in 1825, Ralph Thompson writes, “[t]he average American
literary annual was aggressively nationalistic” and gift books “were representative of the
high tide of American cultural self-consciousness” (161). In addition to promoting an
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emerging American literary tradition, gift books were also sold to raise money for causes
such as childhood education (The Offering, 1829), poverty (Autumn Leaves, 1853), and
abolition (The Liberty Bell, 1839) (MacDonnell). Indeed, in the early to mid-nineteenth
century, gift books played a key role as fundraising objects sold at anti-slavery bazaars.
Those attending Boston’s National Anti-Slavery Bazaar could purchase the popular antislavery gift book The Liberty Bell alongside everyday objects like “[n]eedlework, objets
d’art, books, autographs, confections, house-furnishings” and so on (Thompson 155). The
vast majority of The Liberty Bell’s contributors were white women and men, meaning the
experience of enslavement communicated in this popular gift book was primarily
mediated through a white perspective (Goddu 130). As such, The Liberty Bell “became a
sought-after status symbol” for white, progressive audiences in particular, who sought to
communicate their anti-slavery sentiments by displaying the gift book in their homes (L.
Harris 294). The anti-slavery giftbook “packaged the cause in the era’s most culturally
refined form,” making the politics of abolitionism fashionable and commercial (Goddu
122). By the time of Elaw’s writing, gift books had been firmly established as texts that
could promote political agendas through aesthetics and class appeal.
Writing at the height of the gift book’s popularity, Elaw would have been well
aware of both the genre’s social clout, its aura of middle-class gentility, and its whiteness.
By producing her own interpretation of the gift book, Elaw perhaps sought to adopt the
suggestion of respectability offered by the genre while also working to challenge its
exclusion of voices like hers. Presumably free of gilt edges and lavish decorations, Elaw
intends her story, not as a decorative status symbol, but as an act of truth-telling, and the
only engraven portrait included in her book is her textual self-portrait. By reading Elaw’s
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memoir within the gift book genre, we can further identify how she exceeds the
mainstream limitations placed upon Black women’s writing as she claims space for
herself by revising and subverting some of the era’s most popular genres.
In addition to the gift book genre, Elaw’s memoir draws upon the themes and
structure of the spiritual autobiography. It is likely that Elaw read widely in this genre,
including the spiritual autobiography of Jarena Lee, whose spiritual autobiography is
thought to be “the first extant personal narrative by an African American woman”
(Grammer 10). Lee first published her spiritual autobiography in 1836, and ordered
reprinted copies in 1839, the same year she shared a pulpit with Elaw in Western
Pennsylvania. The two women temporarily joined together as a preaching team before
Elaw left for England in 1840 (Andrews 6). It seems almost certain that as they worked
closely together, Elaw and Lee discussed Lee’s process of writing and publishing her text
and that this experience informed Elaw’s own composition and publication choices.
Elaw, in other ways, defies the tropes of one of the most commercially successful
genres for Black women writers in the nineteenth-century: the slave narrative. Elaw was
not enslaved, and even as audiences might have read her as “slave-classed” (Blockett
104), Elaw resisted this characterization in part by eschewing one of the most marketable
conventions of the slave narrative genre: narrating her pain and suffering in detail.
Publishers sold slave narratives primarily for abolitionist purposes as a means of raising
awareness about the cruelties of slavery, but they also marketed and sold these stories to
white audiences who were titillated by the descriptions of slavery’s cruelties, from
beatings, whippings, and torture to rape and sexual abuse. Elaw does relate the bodily and
psychic threats she faces as an often unaccompanied Black woman with few financial
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resources. Indeed, she recalls feeling “uncomfortable, as a female and a stranger” when
traveling alone at night” (125). When traveling in the South, she is “filled . . . with fear
and terror” over the possibility of being captured and sold into slavery despite her free
status (133). She even depicts how men threaten her with physical violence (133), and
how she was “watched wherever [she] went” (92). Further, she narrates the illness and
bodily injury she withstands as a result of her long and toilsome travels.
Elaw repeatedly reminds her readers that her sublime spiritual communications do
not abolish her corporeal existence. However, she also documents her refusal to
narratively centralize her abuse or to define herself by persecution alone, devoting far
more space to her spiritual triumphs and ministerial achievements. Objectifying gazes do
not render her an object in her own eyes. She repeatedly asserts and affirms her
personhood throughout her memoir, defining herself, not according to privations or the
cruelties of others, but according to her divine power, oratorical skill, religious influence,
and sacred humanity.
We see this in Elaw’s narration of one of the most overtly racist events she
captures in her memoir, when a ship captain denies her passage on his vessel. The captain
tells her that he simply has no room for her on board, but Elaw observes, “my
complexion appeared to be the chief reason of his refusal” (133). Rather than focusing on
the indignity of the moment, Elaw devotes very little space to describing the scene of
discrimination. Instead, she shifts her focus to what happens next and spends a much
greater portion of her narrative describing how she boards a second ship, which happens
to be filled with over sixty passengers who earnestly request to hear her preach (after
making sure to clarify that their “aim was not novelty and curiosity, but edification”)
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(133). She delivers such a powerful and moving message that her fellow passengers take
up a collection and insist on paying for her passage out of gratitude (134).
Elaw notes the denial of her passage due to the captain’s racism almost in passing
and focuses the bulk of her attention on the inverse experience in which she is sought out
for her spiritual eminence and ministerial prowess, listened to graciously, and paid for her
service. Her shipboard celebration reverses tropes depicting the horrors enacted upon
black bodies on board slave ships crossing the middle passage. Although, as Michelle D.
Commander describes, “The middle passage is alive with the specter of death . . . a
passage marked by rupture, [that] is haunted indeed” (2), Elaw illustrates her traversal of
the sea as joyous and exhilarating. After the initial act of racism, she pens a revised
shipboard account. On the second ship, not only is she not mistreated, abused, or even
ignored – she is lauded, respected, and compensated for her labor.
Elaw’s framing of these events establishes her effort to draw a portrait of herself,
not as one who is subject to the demeaning definitions applied to her by a corrupt ruling
class, but as one who defines herself according to her divine selection and sanctification.
She wields her spirituality with such power that she narratively inverts acts of racism
directed at her. Rather than “internalizing the dynamics of oppression” (Quashie 33) or
“having [her] whole selfhood shaped – hardened – by the imperative of resisting
ignorance and insults” (34), through her dedicated meditative practice, she sees herself as
a divine emissary, and, perhaps more importantly, a human being, precious in her own
right. It could be tempting to define Elaw’s refusal to focus her text on specific instances
of injustice as a politically acquiescent move intended to appease white readers.
However, as Patricia Hill Collins writes, “People who view themselves as fully human, as
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subjects, become activists, no matter how limited the sphere of their activism may be”
(S24). In insisting on her humanity and her right to define herself, Elaw challenges
systemic white, patriarchal efforts to negate her personhood and challenges the notion
that a Black woman writing in the nineteenth century must be defined primarily by her
suffering.
Elaw’s Divine Self-Exemption from the Capitalist Economy
Although Elaw worked as a domestic servant and school teacher throughout her
early life, by her late thirties, she’d devoted herself entirely to her prophetic career. In
part, it was the continued spread of revivalism during the early nineteenth century that
made the kind of ministerial work Elaw undertakes possible, as many Christian sects, in
particular Baptists and Methodists, emphasized the individual Christian conversion
experience available to all believers, ostensibly regardless of education level or gender
and race. The concept of deconstructing earthly hierarchies and replacing them with
divine frameworks of order in which all are rendered equal is embedded in the very
language of Christian teaching. This vision of social transformation is also a key feature
of apocalyptic writing (Hobson 2). Maxine Lavon Montgomery identifies this challenge
to social hierarchies as a defining feature of African American apocalyptic literary
expression specifically, writing, “apocalypse is a mode of expression revealing a concern
with the end of an oppressive sociopolitical system and the establishment of a new world
order where racial justice prevails,” as well as a leveling of gender and class categories
(1). Even still, women like Elaw continued to undergo discrimination within the church,
particularly from high-ranking male leaders of Black congregations.
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Ostensibly, sanctification gave Black women preachers ample justification for
their public work and occupation of leadership positions within the church. Nonetheless,
Black male leadership in organizations like the African Methodist Episcopal church
continued to pose challenges to Black women who sought to fulfill their ministerial
callings, often relegating them to lesser positions like exhorter or prayer leader, positions
that required the authorization of a male congregation leader (Andrews 15). Within Black
communities, gender hierarchies maintained that Black women like Elaw were too
delicate for a public career as a result of their gender or that they lacked the formal
religious training of the male religious elite to work as ministers. Black communities also
expressed fears that Black women faced even more marked risks of sexual violence or
abuse by placing themselves in the public eye where white aggressors might justify their
violence by pointing toward Black women’s transgression of social boundaries. Further,
Black community leaders feared that, by embarking upon public careers, work
traditionally thought of as men’s work, Black women could undermine uplift efforts by
reinforcing racist stereotypes that Black women were manly and designed for masculine
work. Throughout her spiritual autobiography, Elaw repeatedly undermines the
hierarchical thinking of those who sought to relegate her to occupations deemed
appropriate for a Black woman. She draws upon the apocalypse and the prophetic
tradition in order to not only assert her right to work as a prophet and minister, but to
claim her divine election to this work.
Elaw narrates God’s mandate that she must cease manual or domestic labor in
order to focus on her ministerial work. That is, she must embark upon a prophetic career
even when this means removing herself from the capitalist economy that views Black
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women as valuable only insofar as they produce profits for white people. Elaw describes
her divine instructions as follows: “I must employ myself in visiting families, and in
speaking personally to the members thereof, of the salvation and eternal interests of their
souls, visit the sick, and attend upon other of the errands and services of the Lord” (67).
She frames her ministry as spiritual largesse. Like the sick who need her ministrations,
she visits the soul-sick and offers spiritual healing. Her memoir further insists that God
authorizes her transgression of social boundaries by calling her to minister to people of
all classes, not just “to the poor only, but extending them to the rich also, and even to
those who sit in high places in the state” (67). Drawing attention to her superior morality
and censuring the spiritual deficiencies of white men and women would inevitably place
Elaw in a high-risk position, subject to the violent whims of individuals enabled and
protected by a racist legal system. Furthermore, she must also do this work without the
guarantee of financial protection, leaving her earthly debts unpaid, and trusting that God
will provide for her needs as long as she remains faithful. It is not that Elaw does not
labor or work as she dedicates herself to her spiritual life; in fact, she frequently depicts
the physical toll of her itinerant ministry, including multiple injuries, illnesses, and
general exhaustion. Nevertheless, her spiritual work removes her from an economic
system that profits from the theft of Black women’s labor.
Her ministry also gives her spiritual license to exempt herself from the kind of
work considered socially appropriate for Black women – namely, domestic and manual
labor – as she centralizes her spiritual work. Just as Maria Stewart laments that the
“drudgework” of domestic and manual labor prevents Black women from edifying
themselves with intellectual and spiritual pursuits, Elaw’s text underscores the
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importance of space for thinking and dreaming that was so often categorically denied to
Black women. Other Black women contemporaries of Elaw assert in their own texts that
service labor prevents them from dedicating themselves to their mental and intellectual
work. In his preface to Phillis Wheatley’s 1773 collection Poems on Various Subjects,
Religious and Moral, John Wheatley, who enslaved Phillis Wheatley, writes, “The
following Poems were written originally for the Amusement of the Author, as they were
the Products of her leisure Moments” (7). Contrarily, the very idea of “leisure moments”
fails to cohere with the system of slavery, which cannot adequately conceive of leisure as
a concept available to Black people. As Cook and Tatum observe of Wheatley, in a slave
economy, “It is not appropriate or even allowable for such an economic entity to consider
that she has such a thing as leisure at her disposal” (8). Wheatley’s status as a slave bars
her from the “freedom from work” (Cook and Tatum 8), and instead she must reserve her
intellectual pursuits for the fleeting “moments” in which she is not specifically laboring
for the white family. Even free Black women were not considered truly free to pursue the
work of the mind. Harriet Jacobs writes in the Preface to Incidents in the Life of a Slave
Girl that in her early life, slavery prevented her from improving her mind and that even in
freedom, she had to labor to support her children. She writes, “This has not left me much
leisure to make up for the loss of early opportunities to improve myself; and it has
compelled me to write these pages at irregular intervals, whenever I could snatch an hour
from household duties” (5). Black women were not expected or allowed to have the time
necessary to pursue intellectual work.
Conversely, Elaw claims that God compels her to turn her attention inward to
focus on her own soul and mind so that she can then minister to the souls and minds of
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others as her life’s work. She asserts that God commands her to conduct her spiritual
work centrally rather than in moments stolen in the midst of domestic or manual labor. In
this way, she undermines the fundamentally racist underpinnings of the American
capitalist system by asserting the radical notion that it is often the will of God for Black
women to devote their lives to writing, thinking, philosophizing, and speaking publicly.
She implies that any system that would stand in the way of a Black woman’s God-given
right to dedicate herself to religious, moral, and philosophical pursuits must be
blasphemous at its very core as it asserts definitions of right conduct that conflict with the
will of God.
By depicting her choice to leave the kind of work society assigned to her and to
do work perceived as inappropriate for a Black woman in the nineteenth century, Elaw’s
memoir and work manifests the apocalyptic undermining and prophesied eradication of
earthly hierarchies. In fact, in the one instance in which Elaw receives a divine message
while in the midst of manual labor, one of her earliest visions, she emphasizes the
authorization given to her to cease her labor and privilege prayer. Her narration of this
scene begins by emphasizing a moment of quiet that she carves out in the midst of her
work. As she milks a cow in the morning, she sings a hymn that imagines the “endless
pleasures” of seeing Jesus in heaven after being delivered from a world of sin. In the
midst of Elaw’s singing, an apparition of Jesus appears suddenly before her. Elaw writes
that she might have doubted the reality of her vision were it now for the behavior of the
cow, who turned her head to look and then “bowed her knees and cowered down upon
the ground” (57). The cow in this scene serves a particular narrative purpose, providing
corroborating evidence that Elaw’s vision is not simply imagined or taking place inside
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her head, even if it originates from this locus, but is instead an embodied reality. Even the
beast of burden surrenders to this vision, thereby forestalling Elaw’s labor (and her own)
by placing herself in a prone position that would make continued work impossible. Elaw
characterizes this vision as “beyond [her] comprehension” and writes that, afterward, her
“soul was set at glorious liberty” (57). This symbolic breaking of chains and freedom
from bondage severs Elaw’s earthly obligation to service labor.
Although Elaw is a free Black woman, the image of freedom from bondage
signifies that a Black woman living in a slave society could never truly be socially or
legally free. While at times Elaw labels the Quaker family she serves in her childhood as
her “kind benefactors” (53) and portrays herself spending time with the children of the
family, it is clear that her life with the Mitchell family is one of labor and service. They
do not raise her as a daughter, and in fact, she labels her could-be adopted parents her
“mistress” and “master” (59), and expresses that her mistress could be capricious and
difficult to please, a fact that causes her to miss her mother often and to seek comfort in
prayer. Elaw calls herself a “speckled bird” amongst the family, a reference to Jeremiah
12:9, in which God compares Jerusalem to a speckled bird surrounded by predators who
seek to attack it because of its different appearance. The implication in this reference is
one of religious difference, for Elaw routinely criticizes the Quaker family for lacking the
degree of Christian faith she practices, but the comparative difference in “speckled”
coloration also speaks to Elaw’s racial difference from the white Quaker family.
Within this context, she receives her vision of labor interrupted and ceased, which
psychically frees Elaw from the obligation to that labor and spiritually frees her from her
bondage to the family she serves. Katherine Clay Bassard contends that “even in the
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midst of physical labor” Elaw’s receipt of divine communication “challenges Western
notions of intellectual labor as a product of the economy of leisure” (Bassard 53). Elaw
carries out her act of meditative worship in the midst of her manual labor, as she
imagines herself leaving this world and indulging in the pleasures of heaven. It is through
Elaw’s spiritual inward-looking as she works that she transforms the space of labor into a
space of worship. Her hymn-singing allows her to create within herself what Carla
Peterson describes as a “sacred space,” one that “would nullify the inequities of a
capitalist economy and of male institutions” for the “female mystic” (qtd. in Higonnet
53). Elaw’s interior focus and meditation make her spiritual vision possible and allow
that vision to emerge from the sacred space of her interior into the physical world.
Through this manifested vision, God sanctions and even requires the cessation of her
earthly labor while in his presence. As Elaw carves a space for herself within her own
mind while in the quiet of the cow stall, through song she transports herself outside of
and spiritually liberates herself from that work.
Perhaps anticipating criticism that her visions take place only in her own mind,
and therefore cannot be real or meaningful, Elaw stresses the external manifestation of
her visions throughout her autobiography. She asserts that although these visions often
take place when she is “contemplating the wonderful works of creation,” when they
occur, she becomes “lost in astonishment at the perception of a voice, which either
externally or internally, has spoken” (75). She maintains that in these moments, even
though she sits in a “solitary, contemplative silence,” she looks around, convinced that
God has sent an “ethereal attendant” to “reveal” to her “many surprising and precious
truths” (75). Further emphasizing that her beliefs do not emanate solely from her own
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mind, she embodies her divine instruction in the form of an angel sent by God to teach
her about “His holy mysteries” which she would not be able to understand otherwise
(75). By stressing the internal/external nature of her visions throughout her memoir, Elaw
demonstrates that they are both fantastic and palpable and that their otherworldly
provenance does not negate their truth or legitimacy.
Within this passage, Elaw again illustrates how her heavenly communications
take place within moments of quiet reflection, but she also maintains that within these
moments, God reveals to her divine truths that exceed the limits of her own mind and of
human comprehension. As such, her internal/external visions undermine worldviews that
would consider it impossible for Black women to receive divine communication
inaccessible to the average white and male Christian believer. Racist social hierarchies
claimed that Black women were both morally and intellectually inferior to white people
and white women specifically, and thereby incapable of acting in a role of spiritual
leadership. By continuing to depict her visions as both internal and external, Elaw works
to convince more skeptical readers that she does not defy social rules and constraints
based on the whims of her imagination; rather, in conducting her ministerial work, she is
carrying out the will of God, who urges her in real and measurable ways to defy earthly
prejudices. Earthly hierarchies are inconsequential when compared to a spiritual world in
which Elaw knows the mind of God in ways unavailable to other Christian believers,
including white men and women. Her narrative movement from the lowly cow stall to the
elevated position of God’s right hand parallels the life of Christ, an ascent that signals the
true transformative effect of her interior communication. By depicting herself as one God
selects to receive special revelations and ministrations from an “ethereal attendant,” Elaw
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asserts her moral superiority, holiness, and proximity to the divine. Her intimate
connection with God frees her from the sexual and gender associations assigned to Black
women’s bodies and disputes racist hierarchies intended to devaluate Black women and
their intellectual and spiritual work.
Even as Elaw defies racist notions of Black women’s moral inferiority, she
expresses surprise, evincing deep humility and reluctance to take on the public work of
itinerant ministry. The expression of surprise over divine selection is a common feature
of Black women’s nineteenth-century spiritual autobiographies as well as the prophetic
tradition more broadly. Elaw draws inspiration from biblical figures like Jonah and
Jeremiah, also reluctant prophets who ultimately come to prioritize divine imperatives
over human authority or their own fears. Elaw also compares herself to women prophets
in the Bible, specifically to defend herself from those who argue that women should not
be preachers or prophets. She explains that just as God “raised up Deborah to be a
prophetess, and to judge His people, and inspired Hulda[h] to deliver the counsels of
God” (147), so, too, did he raise Elaw up to “to warn sinners to flee from the wrath to
come” (147). Deborah was not only a prophet; she held a position of great authority as
one of the Biblical judges and as a military leader (Judges 4:4-10). Huldah was a prophet
and scholar who lived in the king’s palace and spoke authoritatively to high priests and
members of the royal court (2 Kings 22:13-20). In comparing herself to these
prophesying women, Elaw establishes a precedent for her own ministry.
Her comparison of herself to male biblical heroes further works to bridge the gap
between the prevalence of those male figures in the Christian tradition and her own work.
In drawing these comparisons, she suggests that her work holds equal weight and
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legitimacy. In particular, Elaw compares herself to Jonah when she is reluctant to heed
God’s call to travel to England. She recounts how during the time she wavered in her
commitment to travel abroad, whenever she opened her Bible, “the book of the prophet
Jonah was perpetually presented before me” (90). In the book of Jonah, Jonah tries to
hide from God rather than going to Ninevah to warn the people of their impending
extermination should they refuse to repent of their wickedness. Jonah is ultimately
thrown from a ship and swallowed by a great fish as punishment for his refusal to heed
God’s call. Like these reluctant prophets, Elaw expresses initial confusion that she should
be chosen, but over time becomes convinced that she must heed God’s calling rather than
acquiescing to human fears or authority.
Elaw additionally justifies her ministry as well as the prophetic work of other
women more broadly as a necessary eschatological phenomenon. In fact, she reminds her
readers, “The Christian dispensation has for its main feature the inspirations of the holy
prophetic Spirit, descending on the handmaids as well as on the servants of God” (124).
That is, gender does not preclude prophetic chosenness, and women prophets are a
crucial feature of the dispensation. The dispensation, according to Christian teaching,
began on the day of Pentecost, as recorded in the book of Acts. In an event of great
equalization, when believers gathered together on this day, although they came from
different countries and spoke different languages, the Holy Spirit descended upon them in
“tongues of fire” so that they were all perfectly capable of understanding one another.
The day of Pentecost overturns linguistic and geographic divisions and
commences the indwelling of the Holy Spirit that will continue until the millennium. The
“Pentecost narrative,” according to Eileen Razzari Elrod, centralizes the idea that “the
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arrival of the Holy Spirit would be characterized by manifestations of divine power that
would dismantle or at least disrupt established hierarchies and their prescriptions
concerning gender and speech” (Elrod 124). Within the context of Elaw’s memoir, the
Pentecost authorizes and even mandates believers’ rejection of social hierarchies and
obligations in favor of obedience to the divine will. Moreover, Elrod argues, “The text
calls readers to understand the extraordinary signs and wonders as manifestations of
God’s power: a woman preaching (along with dreams, visions, blood, smoke, and fire)
signifies the presence and activity of God” (124). The very fact of Elaw’s preaching
reinforces beliefs that humans are living in the end times. She situates her sanctification
and her ministry within this prophetic tradition, arguing that her work is not without
precedent and is directly predicted in the Bible as a harbinger of apocalypse.
In the same passage in the book of Acts that Elaw includes in her memoir, the
speaker invokes the prophet Joel’s prediction of the end of time. In referring to Joel’s
prophecies, Elaw situates her visions within the prophesied last days. In this passage, the
speaker describes what will take place during that time:
[Y]our sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see
visions, and your old men shall dream dreams: And on my servants and on my
handmaidens I will pour out in those days of my Spirit; and they shall prophesy:
And I will shew wonders in heaven above, and signs in the earth beneath; blood,
and fire, and vapour of smoke: The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the
moon into blood, before that great and notable day of the Lord come. (Joel 2:2832)

This passage is variously referred to in the book of John, chapters 14 and 16, and in
Acts chapters 2, 10, and 19, and it commonly appears in the writings of nineteenthcentury Black women preachers as part of a framework of justification for their
ministry. What is noteworthy in Elaw’s reference to the Christian dispensation is her
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usage of the terms “servants” and “handmaids” as recipients of prophetic selection,
indicating that the selection as prophets of those deemed socially inferior is a part of
God’s eschatological plan to a much greater degree than the ministry of formallyeducated male preachers. In fact, as Elaw argues, their chosenness is one of the endtimes’ main features and one of the most important signs by which God reveals his plan
to humanity. Elaw writes that “God hath chosen the weak things of the world to
confound the mighty,” (92) indicating that being a handmaid, servant, or working-class
Black woman does not preclude her from receiving God’s revelation; contrarily, it
situates her among the most eligible candidates for this work. She affirms that God
chooses “vessel[s] designed for honor” (66) by virtue of their ability to demonstrate, by
their perceived inconsequence, the scope of his power.
Interiority and Apocalypse in Elaw’s Visions
Elaw identifies the apocalyptic orientation of her life’s work as she recounts her
receipt of spiritual visions in rich detail, employing “mythic imagery” (Leigh 5) to
emphasize the urgency of her ministry. Drawing upon the scholarship of Mitchelll G.
Reddish and Valerie P. Zimbaro, David J. Leigh defines the apocalyptic as “a genre of
revelatory literature . . . in which a revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to a
human recipient, disclosing a transcendent reality which is both temporal, insofar as it
envisages eschatological salvation, and spatial, insofar as it involves another,
supernatural world” (Leigh 5). By describing the portentous nature of her visions, her
travel to the supernatural realm of heaven, and the spiritual messengers who
communicate with her, Elaw pens a memoir that is decidedly apocalyptic. Furthermore,
through her vivid, prognostic visions, Elaw assigns a divine aegis to her hopes for an
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improved future world, her elevated spiritual status, and her frequent moments of quiet
meditation and reflection. The apocalyptic, then, provides a framework within which
Elaw can confidently invest in the abundant possibilities of her rich inner life.
If effecting widespread conversion in anticipation of an approaching judgment
day is not the purpose Elaw identifies for writing her memoir, she certainly establishes
that apocalyptic anticipation has driven her ministry. Through a series of visions, Elaw
comes to know herself as a divine instrument, chosen to prophesy God’s approaching
judgment and anointed by God for this calling. From the beginning of her memoir, Elaw
refers to the time of her ministry and writing as “this day of feverish restlessness and
mighty movement” (51), testifying to her belief that momentous events are on the horizon
and that her work is to prepare the world for these events. Elaw’s most direct apocalyptic
warning occurs at the end of her memoir, where she predicts the approaching judgment
day:
Dear brethren, the time is short, it is ominous, and it is perilous: be steadfast,
unmoveable, always abounding in the work of the Lord. . . . Mark, I beseech you,
the signs of the times; they are awfully portentous: Christ's words are every where
fulfilling, ‘Because iniquity shall abound the love of many shall wax cold [Matt.
24:12]. Perilous times are verging upon us: He has asked the question, when the
Son of man cometh will He find faith on the earth?’ (160)
Here, as in the rest of her memoir, a sense of apocalyptic urgency pervades Elaw’s
writing as she anticipates the approaching “perilous,” “ominous,” and “portentous” times.
Throughout her memoir, Elaw affirms her belief that God has commissioned her to
convert unbelievers in advance of Christ’s return, and the imminent approach of this
return catalyzes her ministry and necessitates her prophetic visions.
One of the earliest visions she narrates in her memoir, a prophetic dream that
takes place even before her conversion, centralizes the apocalypse in her spiritual life and
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ministry. Elaw begins her narration of her dream by suggesting its prophetic nature,
referring to a prevailing belief that, “whatever a person dreamed between the times of
twilight and sunrise, was prophetically ominous, and would shortly come to pass” (55).
She narrates how in her dream, God gave her a vision of “the awful terrors of the day of
judgment, accompanied by its terrific thunders” (55). After seeing this vision, she writes,
“I thought that the Angel Gabriel came and proclaimed that time should be no longer; and
he said, ‘Jehovah was about to judge the world, and execute judgment on it’” (55). This
dream serves as a portent of the numerous metaphysical communications she will receive
throughout her life. It also precipitates Elaw’s movement toward conversion and eventual
ministerial work, as she hopes to save, not just herself, but other lost souls.
These fantastic visions do not protect Elaw from violence, abuse, sexual assault,
illness, or exposure, nor do they fully provide her with a liberation from the physical and
psycho-social realities of her lived experience. Indeed, Elaw does not elide the physical
realities of her embodied existence in her memoir, but nor does she centralize her bodily
sufferings. For Elaw, Christianity offers not only salvation, but a door into the fantastic
world of imagination. Through her Christian beliefs, Elaw can momentarily escape the
often brutal conditions she faces and imagine a sublime future life for herself and her
fellow believers as she reaches “toward some unseen power and sigh for rest in the End”
(Du Bois). Furthermore, through her visions, she can perceive and narrativize herself in a
manner that defies white socio-cultural efforts to control Black women. Carla Peterson
describes the psychological dangers Black women faced when embarking on public
careers:
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[T]he public exposure of black women cultural workers on the margins could only
be perceived by the dominant culture, and by a segment of the black male elite as
well, as a form of social disorder that confirmed notions of the black female body
as unruly, grotesque, carnivalesque. Such cultural constructions could quite
possibly result in the transformation of the black female subject into an ‘abject
creature’ who internalizes the images of herself as dirty, disorderly, and
grotesque. (“Secular” 41).
The potential for abjection exists in Elaw’s memoir as she narrates the degradations she
withstands, but her visions, dreams, and prophecies demonstrate a refusal to define
herself as abject or as determined by the commodifying gazes and physical threats placed
upon her body.
Through spiritual visions and fantastic imagining, Elaw can, as Jean Humez
writes of Rebecca Cox Jackson, “leave the physical body behind, hold conversations with
the angels, tour symbolic landscapes, and reenter the body again” (Humez 42). Drawing
upon Christian teachings that the body is but a vessel for the soul, Elaw evinces a
positionality of being in her physical body but not of her socially-constructed body. She
alludes to this idea when she describes her body while under the sway of an early vision:
“Whether I was in the body, or whether I was out of the body, on that auspicious day, I
cannot say” (67). In her memoir Elaw narrates her embodied experience, both the
liberation she feels as she makes the choice to move her body through earthly space and
the danger she faces as white and male audiences gaze upon her body in the pulpit.
Nonetheless, the transcendence she perceives during her spiritual visions also constitutes
a symbolic leaving behind of a body interpellated as debased by a racist social order.
Even so, Elaw emphasizes that her visions are just as central to her bodily
existence as they are to her spiritual life and that, in fact, the physical and spiritual
cannot be extricated from one another. Even as she illustrates how her body remains on
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Earth while her spirit travels, she describes the corporeal sensation and felt physical
dimension of her visions. In one account in which she receives God’s directive to travel
to England, Elaw first quotes a passage from the book of Jeremiah comparing her
reluctance to go with Jonah’s reluctance to warn Jerusalem of their impending doom.
She then details a palpable, supernatural vision of fire and celestial animals that comes
to her while she visits a friend:
I saw a remarkable vision; I appeared to be in a strange place and conversing
with a stranger, when three enormous balls of fire came perpendicularly over my
head, and each of them exploded and burst at the same moment: I instantly
appeared to fall to the ground; but was caught up by an unseen hand, and placed
upon an animal, which darted with me through the regions of the air, with the
velocity of lightning, and deposited me inside the window of an upper chamber.
I there heard the voice of the Almighty saying ‘I have a message for her to go
with upon the high seas, and she will go.’ (137)
In this electrifying vision, Elaw relates the physicality of her travels in noting the
“velocity” of her ride on the back of a celestial animal and her entrance into the specific
space of “an upper chamber,” rather than an amorphous and unlimned spiritual nonspace.
She does not simply feel the presence of God within herself or hear God’s voice
inside her head. Instead, she feels herself rise above the Earth, and she travels through
space and time, limitless and unbound by physical constraints. In other visions, choirs of
angels sing, and balls of fire and flashes of light illuminate the sky. She encounters
Christ, feels phantom touches, rises above the trees in a whirlwind, travels to heaven,
and receives directions from heavenly messengers. She does not simply see, she feels
and touches and hears. In narrating her visions, Elaw clarifies their multi-sensual nature.
Even as she delineates the physical obstacles she encounters in her earthly travels,
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through her prayerfulness and openness to God’s communication, she creates a space of
limitless spiritual and physical ability and possibility within herself.
This space of possibility offered by her visions allows Elaw to envision her own
transformation, self-creation, and rebirth. When she returns to Earth following her
spiritual travel to heaven, she writes, “I clearly saw by the light of the Holy Ghost, that
my heart and soul were rendered completely spotless -- as clean as a sheet of white
paper. I felt as pure as if I had never sinned in all my life” (67). Elaw’s language reflects
a complete transfiguration. Her reference to the spotlessness of “a sheet of white paper,”
in light of the racist stereotype of Black women as inherently sinful in contrast to
genteel white women’s purportedly unfailing purity, should be noted.
It could be tempting to read this passage as an acquiescence to such stereotypes
and an effort on Elaw’s part to align herself with a social status unavailable to her
through the metaphoric process of “cleansing” herself of her former “blackness.”
However, given her emphasis on authorial ownership in the prefatory materials, this
image is far more suggestive of seizing control of her narrative, particularly given her
critique of the British press, which she calls “the scavenger of slander and the harlequin
of character, the masquerade of morals and the burlesque of religion” (52). Elaw’s
visions allow her to imagine an erasure of what has been “written” about her in the past
and to conceive of a new self, one she writes into being materially through her ministry
and rhetorically in the pages of Memoirs. As a result of what she calls her “habitual
communion” with God, Elaw is able to reject narratives of herself, a Black woman in
the pulpit, as “unruly, grotesque, carnivalesque” (Peterson 41) and revel in the ecstasy
of her own belovedness. Her memoir tracks her changing conception of self as she
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moves from orphaned child to “adopted child of divine love” (60), from one bound to
the temporal realm by her “hard and irksome” work (57) and her pained body to one
who feels “ecstasies of bliss” and “gusts of the love of God” (58), which elevate her
above her earthly existence. Through her spiritual visions, Elaw comes to embrace the
cosmic importance of her work and self in defiance of the social and cultural
devaluation of her identity as a Black woman.
In fact, Elaw implies that she occupies a special position in God’s kingdom,
exceeding the spiritual status of most Christian believers. At one point she compares her
visionary transport to heaven to the life of Enoch, writing “Like Enoch, I walked and
talked with God” (67). In the book of Genesis, the writer explains that Enoch is so
faithful, God allows him to live for 365 years on Earth. At the end of Enoch’s life, rather
than leaving him to experience a human death, God carries him to heaven, still alive in
the body. In comparing herself to Enoch, Elaw sets herself apart as someone with the
ability to travel heavenward and walk with God outside of the limitations constraining
ordinary humans who will face God only after their bodily death or at the last judgment.
She also aligns herself with Christ by depicting herself as one who is served by
angels. In narrating a vision, Elaw identifies a figure who gives her instructions as “the
ethereal attendant who so kindly ministered to me” and maintains that God directs this
angel to give her divine lessons. Her reference to Hebrews 2:14 within the section
describing her “ethereal attendant” is likely a mistype, as Hebrews 1:14 is the verse that
refers to “ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of
salvation.” The switching of these two passages, however, could provide an additional
sub-textual reading of this passage in Elaw’s memoir. Hebrews chapter 2 depicts Jesus
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taking on human form in order to die in the flesh and through his resurrection overcome
corporeal death. Hebrews 2:14 is part of a section of the chapter describing humans as
Christ’s brothers, sisters, and children. The speaker asserts that Christ, in taking on
human flesh and overcoming the sufferings of the body, can help humans do likewise.
This passage reads as follows:
And again, Behold I and the children which God hath given me. Forasmuch then
as the children are partakers of flesh and blood, he also himself likewise took
part of the same; that through death he might destroy him that had the power of
death, that is, the devil; And deliver them who through fear of death were all
their lifetime subject to bondage. (Hebrews 2:13-15; italics show Hebrews 2:14).
It is possible to read Elaw’s reference to this passage, alongside her reference to
ministering spirits, as a suggestion that Elaw’s spiritual status places her much closer to
Christ than ordinary believers. Elaw and Christ both lived in human flesh, and,
according to Christian teaching, Elaw will also one day undergo a resurrection,
overcoming death. Just as Hebrews chapter 2 identifies humans as the children of
Christ, Elaw, throughout her memoir, refers to those she converts as her “Spiritual
children” (141), calling one convert her “child in the Gospel” (106). While Hebrews
chapter 2 refers to humans as being lower than the angels, Elaw’s experience of being
served by angels places her above the limits of the average human’s encounter with the
divine and intimates that she has access to spiritual privileges and insights others do not.
Elaw rhetorically represents her spiritual elevation in describing her exalted
position during her visions. Her first transporting vision takes place, narratively, shortly
after her vision of Christ visiting her in the barn. During this vision, she falls to the
ground, seemingly insensate, in the midst of a crowd at a camp meeting. She recalls,
“[M]y spirit seemed to ascend up into the clear circle of the sun's disc,” and she portrays
herself as being “surrounded and engulphed in the glorious effulgence of his rays” at a
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“stupendous elevation” (66). She claims that she did not “appear to be in this world at
all, but immensely far above those spreading trees, . . . . for the space of several hours I
appeared not to be on earth, but far above all earthly things” (67). Elaw explains that
when her consciousness returns to her body after this metaphysical travel, she at first
does not attempt movement because, as she writes, “God was so powerfully near to me”
(67). As she eventually prays aloud to the crowd that surrounds her, speaking publicly
for the first time in her ministerial career, she reflects, “it seemed as if I heard my God
rustling in the tops of the mulberry¬trees” (67). Through her spiritual travels, which are
as “intimate” and “solitary” as they are physical and visceral, Elaw is able to not only
ascend to heaven, but to bring divine power, contained within herself, back to Earth
upon her return.
It is possible to read Elaw’s descriptions of her heavenly travel as yet another
instance of constraint in her life given her frequent use of the passive voice. She is, in
rapid succession, “caught” “placed” “darted” and “deposited” and even the message she
receives during this vision about her travel to England connotes an assumed lack of
choice, with the order “she will go” [emphasis mine] (137). The sheer exhilaration and
excitement she feels during this vision, conversely, is almost palpable, and through this
vision in particular she summons the confidence to travel overseas. Elaw’s visions allow
her to, as Carla Peterson writes of Jarena Lee’s spiritual travel, “[transcend]
geographical place in order to inhabit the spiritual realm of mystical ecstasy” (57). We
can read what we might be tempted to call passivity, instead, as a willful relinquishment
to an indwelling divine power. Her act of chosen surrender empowers her to reject
earthly constraints and instead listen to the voice within herself. Since the divine will
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dwells within her, she looks inward to discover it, and accordingly surrenders to her
own, internal impulse. While the term surrender could signify passivity, there is, as
Kevin Quashie writes, “agency to be had in surrendering to the wildness of one’s inner
life” (9). Surrender can be a “conscious process” of both “yielding and falling toward
what is deep and largely unknowable” (Quashie 28). Frances Smith Foster similarly
calls this surrender “an act of will, a decision made for and over one’s own life” (70-71).
The act of surrender could also be conceived as a leaving behind of the socially
constructed self in favor of a willful abandonment to the mystical and enigmatic. The
act of surrender does not preclude choice but rather is a choice. Elaw chooses to look
inward during the moments of prayerfulness and meditation that precipitate her visions,
and in doing so gains spiritual liberation, empowerment, and release. In choosing to
surrender to her interior impulses and visions, Elaw opens herself to the transformative
possibilities of the divine housed within her own mind and soul.
Throughout her life, as she describes in her memoir, Elaw cultivates a perpetual
attitude of inward-looking that she carries with her into her more outwardly-focused
ministerial work. She presents a process of retreating and looking inward before moving
outward into the world or into a particularly vexed situation. She portrays herself as being
in constant communication with God, a “delightsome heavenly communion, such as the
world has never conceived of” (60). As she makes space for this perpetual divine
intercourse, she, in turn, makes space for herself, for aspirations and apprehensions that
are entirely her own. The focus of prayer, as Quashie muses, is just as much about
focusing on “the deity who is listening as it is on the subject who is praying” (113). That
is, to pray is “to speak to one who is and is not one’s self” (113). In praying, one creates a
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space for voicing and examining one’s own yearnings, ambitions, and sorrows (113). If
prayer is an act of speaking to the divine and the divine is contained within oneself, then
in the communicative act, self and God become enmeshed to the point of inextricability.
Elaw writes that through this process of perpetual looking toward God within, the “self
seemed annihilated” as she became “completely lost and absorbed in the divine
fascinations” (61). While Elaw’s language here implies a complete destruction of the self
in service of the divine, she later indicates that it is not the self entire but the former self
which is annihilated to make way for a new and holy self. As she writes, “the more we
live and walk in the Spirit, the more the might of God dwells in us and breathes in our
words” (105). That is, her very breath and spoken words become holy as the self is
transmuted into the divine, allowing Elaw to remain in constant communication with both
divine God and divine self.
Elaw juxtaposes her momentous visions with her own placid demeanor in these
moments, thereby imbuing her rest and meditation with divine importance. Visions come
to her when she is focused in prayer in the midst of a congregation, sitting in reflection
alone in a church pew, in moments of contemplation late at night “when all was hushed
to silence” (77), or even as she sits “in thoughtful meditation on the varied goodness of
God,” while her hosts prepare supper (122). We can read more than divine or cosmic
importance in these moments of contemplation. Certainly in these moments of hushed
calm as Elaw focuses, not on her ministry or the people she hopes to convert, but on her
own interior, she has, perhaps, her most memorable visions. These moments are intensely
personal and personally transformative as Elaw focuses her attention inward, and
therefore upon herself, just as much as she directs her attention to God. Elaw argues that
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a focus on the self is key to a successful ministry, writing, “I affectionately press it upon
the attention of every minister of the gospel, who really desires that his ministry may be
effectual to convert and sanctify men, to attend to himself first” (114). She claims that the
ignorance of one’s self is a problem that plagues the very white, male ministers who
criticize her own ministry. By looking inward, Elaw also embraces her right to measure
her value not by her labor output but by that which is contained within herself. Through
her perpetual introspection, Elaw effects the spiritual travel that moves her beyond the
physical boundaries of her world, even as she returns to, and is much affected by, those
realities. Her spiritual visions are as intimate as they are sweeping, as affirming as they
are apocalyptic, and as internal as they are transporting. Through her fantastic visions,
Elaw confronts the deepest fascinations of her inmost self and experiences transformative
metaphysical journeys within the limitless confines of her interior.
Conclusion
Elaw would continue preaching for nearly two more decades following the
publication of Memoirs. While no obituary for Elaw has yet been located, her daughter
Rebecca died ten years after her mother, and the daughter’s obituary also memorializes
Elaw’s accomplishments. The obituary reads, “Mrs. Crawford was the daughter of Zilpha
Elaw, well known as a Methodist preacher. Mrs. Elaw went to London on a Christian
mission where a chapel was built for her. She died in London, leaving a remarkable
record as a religious teacher” (“In Memory”). Although it seems unlikely that mother and
daughter ever reunited in the body, the writer of Rebecca’s obituary reunites mother and
daughter by joining their legacies together in print.
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Elaw’s memoir makes the case that the everyday apocalyptic of Black women’s
lives in America will, in part, bring about God’s apocalyptic vengeance, which will be
enacted with particular severity on those who perpetuate race-and-gender based violence.
She does not make the case that her suffering on Earth and the suffering of other Black
men and women does not matter, but rather that her elevation in a spiritual world matters
more, as do the spiritual lives of the people she seeks to save from damnation. The
apocalyptic framing of her memoir makes the case that earthly sufferings pale in
comparison to the spiritual agony of God’s apocalyptic wrath poured out upon the
unsaved. Her memoir argues that destructive capitalist societies rooted in the oppressions
of settler colonialism will receive that enmity returned tenfold should they fail to repent
for their sins.
While Elaw predicts an imminent apocalypse, she does not argue that such an
event is likely to take place in her lifetime. In fact, she predicts that her story, captured in
Memoirs, will endure long after her death. She projects her belief that “these humble
memoirs will doubtless continue to be read long after I shall have ceased from my earthly
labours and existence” (160). In writing Memoirs, Elaw claims a desire to leave her mark
on the world and to tell a story that would prove that she lived, worked, and influenced
thousands. In short, in Memoirs she expresses a hope to record a portrait of her life that
will be shared with future generations. It is likely that Elaw was one of dozens of other
preaching Black women working during her lifetime. Some of these women, like Jarena
Lee and later Julia A.J. Foote, would also share their life’s work in writing. Even still
countless others would write life stories in diaries and manuscripts that would not see
publication during their lifetime. The writing of one such woman, Rebecca Cox Jackson,
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will form the subject of my next chapter. A Shaker minister, Jackson, like Elaw, had
vivid spiritual visions. Unlike Elaw, however, Jackson shared her visionary experiences
with her partner of thirty-five years, Rebecca Perot, before her death in 1871. Following
her death, Perot lovingly preserved the autobiography Jackson wrote between 1830 and
1864, but the text would not be published until 1981 in Gifts of Power: The Writings of
Rebecca Jackson, Black Visionary, Shaker Eldress, edited by Jean Humez. Jackson’s
story, alongside Elaw’s, demonstrates the manifold ways Black women in the nineteenth
century located, within millennialist theology, the potential for total world order
apocalyptic transformation.
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CHAPTER FOUR “This is the Day of Judgment”: The Apocalypse and Queer Family
Structures in Rebecca Jackson’s Gifts of Power
Sometime in her mid-thirties, without the privilege of formal education, Rebecca
Jackson received the “gift of reading” in a moment of sudden revelation while in the
midst of sewing a dress. Until that point, Jackson had depended on her brother to read
and write letters for her, and she had grown tired of what Jean Humez calls the “editorial
tyranny” (19) he would exercise by rewording her letters rather than taking down her
dictation verbatim. Recognizing that her days were too filled with work as a seamstress
and as a caregiver for her husband, brother, and her brother’s four children to receive a
formal education in her adulthood, she prayed for the gift of literacy. According to her
spiritual autobiography, she received it, and she set out to tell her own story in her own
words. Jackson began to record her thoughts and visions in a diary, parts of which she
developed into an autobiography after her conversion to Shakerism in 1843. Although
this text remained unpublished during her lifetime, in 1981 Jean Humez published
Jackson’s autobiography, along with additional diary entries and letters in Gifts of Power:
The Writings of Rebecca Jackson, Black Visionary, Shaker Eldress. In her life writings,
Jackson evinces a deep capacity for visionary thinking and for imagining the apocalyptic
destruction of traditional, heteropatriarchal family structures.
Following the publication of Gifts of Power, scholars like Jean Humez, Diane
Sasson, Nellie McKay, Joanne Braxton, Priscilla Brewer, and William Andrews, among
others, have explored Jackson’s writings. These scholars have considered the unique
opportunity Jackson’s writings afford to study a pre-Civil War text written at the
intersection of a Black Methodist upbringing and the Shaker beliefs Jackson would hold
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until her death. These scholars have situated her text within both the traditions of spiritual
autobiographies written by Black preaching women and Shaker religious writings.
Scholars have argued that Jackson’s work is notable in its visionary scope, its rejection of
socially prescribed gender roles and heteronormative family structures, and its vivid
descriptions of Jackson’s rich inner spiritual life. In her seminal treatment of Jackson’s
writings in the introduction to Gifts of Power, Humez writes that Jackson’s writings are
“centrally concerned with how religious vision and ecstatic experience functioned for her
and other women of her time as a source of personal power, enabling them to make
radical change in the outward circumstances of their lives” (Humez 1). A consideration of
Jackson’s “liberationist hermeneutic” (Cuffee 146) and an analysis of how her intense
visionary experiences informed her advocacy for her non-Shaker Black community have
been key through-lines in scholarship on Jackson’s texts.
For the purposes of this study, I am most interested in the apocalyptic visions
Jackson narrates in her writings and how those visions allow her to divest herself of white
and patriarchal power structures, to spurn heteropatriarchal reproductive imperatives, and
to make space for fulfilling, non-heteronormative relationships in her own life. Scholars
have considered the future orientation of Jackson’s work and how her ability to “visualize
possible worlds” in the future influenced her actions in the present (Madden 179). Less
attention has been paid to how the apocalyptic logics of Shaker religious teachings
influenced Jackson’s divestment from her marriage and investment in a lifelong
partnership with her companion Rebecca Perot.
The Shakers believed that the much-anticipated second coming of Christ had
already taken place in the person of Shaker founder Ann Lee upon her birth in 1736.
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They also believed that the millennial kingdom of Christ had already been established on
Earth through the lives of the Shakers. Rather than looking for fire and thunder and
tumult, the Shakers believed that the prophetic visions of a cataclysmic judgment day
described in the Bible were meant to be interpreted symbolically. That is, as Benjamin S.
Youngs writes in key Shaker text Testimony of Christ’s Second Appearing (1808),
“Christ told them that he came to bring fire on earth; but who ever saw any material fire
in the case?” (Youngs 395). The foretold Judgment Day, it was said, took place daily
within the individual soul of the Shaker believer. For Jackson, the destruction of the
former life within the self also made space for the kingdom of God within the self, a
kingdom in which, as Jackson writes, marriage and reproduction will be “burned by the
wrath of God, a fiery stream” (305). This belief in an internal judgment day couched in
the apocalyptic imagery of Jackson’s spiritual visions allows her to destroy internalized
heteropatriarchal structures and embrace a more expansive and inclusive vision of family
and community in her everyday life.
While both Stewart and Elaw became single through the deaths of their husbands,
Jackson chose to leave her marriage due to her belief that sex, even within the confines of
marriage, was incompatible with God’s plan for her. This aversion to sexual contact
likely influenced her attraction to the Shakers, given their doctrinal commitment to
celibacy. This does not mean that Jackson’s life was devoid of intimate partnerships. One
of the features of her spiritual autobiography that sets it apart from texts written by other
Black holy women is her depiction of her decades-long partnership with Rebecca Perot.
Perot, another Black Shaker woman, worked and lived with Jackson from around the
time of their meeting sometime in the 1830s until Jackson’s death in 1871. The two
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women became so inseparable they were referred to in Shaker writings as “the two
Rebeccas.” In her journal entries, Jackson describes her life with Perot and narrates
visions of her that can only be described as tender, sensual, reverent, domestic, and even
romantic.
Beginning with the publication of Gifts of Power, scholars have contemplated the
nature of Jackson and Perot’s relationship. Humez writes, “Perhaps, had she been born in
the modern age, she would have been an open lesbian” (Humez 8-9) even as her
“writings offer very little direct evidence either to support or to contradict the theory that
there was an acknowledged sexual component” in their relationship (Humez 9, n. 10).
Marlon Rachquel Moore offers a queer reading of Jackson’s autobiography in In the Life
and in the Spirit, arguing that “Eldress Jackson may have authored the first black queer
spirit narrative” (Moore 91) and that “community, spirituality, and homoeroticism are
fused in Jackson’s transformative use of sacred literature” (Moore 98-99). Like Humez
and Moore, I am not interested in arguing that Jackson and Perot had a sexual
relationship or in applying modern and potentially inaccurate labels to their relationship
with one another. Rather, I am interested in considering how the Shaker vision of the
apocalypse, Judgment Day, and the millennial kingdom on earth allowed Jackson to
abandon the male-dominated sphere of her home with her brother and husband. The
Shakers’ apocalyptic logics allowed Jackson to invest in a homo-social life with the
Shakers and an intimate (and at times, as described in her visions, a decidedly
homoromantic) partnership with Rebecca Perot.
In this chapter, I argue that Jackson draws upon the Shakers’ millennialist
theology to justify the apocalyptic destruction and transformation of heteropatriarchal
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social structures and to authorize the establishment of a Black queer religious practice
that exempts her from compulsory heteronormativity. Here I am defining queer as what
Judith Butler calls “a site of collective contestation” (228) that challenges dominant
norms, particularly heteronormativity. I am also using the descriptor “Black queer” in
line with E. Patrick Johnson and Mae G. Henderson’s use of the phrase “black queer” in
Black Queer Studies: A Critical Anthology. Johnson and Henderson write that while both
Black studies and queer studies “[disrupt] dominant and hegemonic discourses by
consistently destabilizing fixed notions of identity by deconstructing binaries . . . as well
as the concept of heteronormativity in general” (5), the phrase Black queer “captures and,
in effect, names the specificity of the historical and cultural differences that shape the
experiences and expressions of ‘queerness’” (7). The authors seek to “quare queer - to
throw shade on its meaning in the spirit of extending its service to ‘blackness’” (7).18
Like these scholars, I use the specific identifier, Black queer, to name and centralize
Jackson’s particular identities as a Black woman. She was subject to the heteronormative
prescriptions of proper conduct applied to 19th-century middle and upper middle class
women, subject to the racist stereotypes that classed Black women as both masculine and
overly sexualized, and subject to the community burden to uplift her race through her
public performance of feminine identity and motherhood.
Conducting a queer reading of Shaker religious beliefs involves identifying the
doctrines and practices that placed Shakers outside the prevailing heteropatriarchal

Here they draw on E. Patrick Johnson’s application of the term “quare” and the development of “quare
studies” in response to the critiques of scholars like Gloria Anzaldúa, who wrote in “To(o) Queer the
Writer: Loca, escrita y chicana” in 1991 that “queer is used as a false unifying umbrella which all ‘queers’
of all races, ethnicities and classes are shored under” (250). In contrast, Johnson argues, quare “articulates
identities” and “acknowledges the different ‘standpoints’ found among lesbian, bisexual, gay, and
[transgender] people of color - differences that are also conditioned by class and gender” (3).
18
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ideologies and ruling structures of the young nation. Recently scholars have begun to
explore the field of queer religious studies more broadly and Black queer religious
studies more specifically, with works like E. Kornegay’s 2013 A Queering of Black
Theology James Baldwin's Blues Project and Gospel Prose and Marlon Rachquel
Moore’s 2014 In the Life and in the Spirit: Homoerotic Spirituality in African American
Literature serving as important recent works within the field of Black literary studies,
focusing on twentieth-century texts.19 Nonetheless, in their 2019 article “‘Queering’
African American Religious History,” historians Ahmad Greene-Hayes and Matthew
Cressler identify the general lack of scholarship available at the intersection of queer
studies and Black religious studies in historical scholarship. They observe that studies of
Black religious history tend to overlook the importance of queer identity and that Black
queer studies tend to overlook the role of religion within Black queer experience (1-2). In
identifying the “scarcity” of research that considers how Black, queer, and religious
identities coalesce, they ask the following: “[H]ow might we shift our focus as historians
of African American religions, scholars of gender and sexuality, and of African American
Studies to decenter heterosexual and heterosexist constructions of ‘religion’ and to
instead take seriously how queer people across genders and sexualities have actively

Other works like Horace L. Griffin’s 2010 Their Own Receive Them Not African American Lesbians and
Gays in Black Churches, Pamela R. Lightsey’s 2015 Our Lives Matter: A Womanist Queer Theology, and
Monique Moultrie’s 2017 Passionate and Pious: Religious Media and Black Women’s Sexuality, explore
the intersection of religious practice and Black queer identity through historical and socio-cultural lenses.
Works like Randy P. Lundschien Connor and David Sparks’ 2004 Queering Creole Spiritual Traditions:
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Participation in African-Inspired Traditions in the Americas and
Roberto Strongman’s 2019 Queering Black Atlantic Religions: Transcorporeality in Candomblé, Santería,
and Vodou examine the role of Black queer identity in Afro-Caribbean religious practices.
19
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participated in African American religions throughout American history?” (GreeneHayes and Cressler 3).
A similar dearth of scholarship exploring the intersections of religion and Black
queer identity exists within the field of Black literary studies, particularly in nineteenthcentury Black American literary scholarship. Thus I respond to Greene-Hayes and
Cressler’s call within the field of literary studies by offering a close analysis of Jackson’s
spiritual writings. I consider how one Black woman imaginatively interpreted the
religious scripts available to her in order to advance a vision of her own identity outside
of the socially determined roles of wife and mother and to cultivate a fulfilling intimate
partnership outside of the heterosexist marriage construction.
In this study, I consider how Jackson transgressed prevailing scripts of sexuality
and intimate partnership available to her and drew upon the Shaker’s millennialist beliefs
and visions of apocalypse to reimagine family, community, and herself. I argue that
Jackson’s writings, collected in Gifts of Power, reveal the limits of prevailing white,
heteronormative social structures and calls into question their sanctity as foundational
tenets of Christian doctrine. To advance this argument, I will begin by offering a brief
biography of Jackson’s life to highlight the degree to which she underscores her yearning
for homosocial kinship networks even from a young age. I will then offer a queer reading
of Shaker religious beliefs and demonstrate how Jackson applied those beliefs to her
interpersonal relationships. Finally, I will analyze the intersection of Jackson’s
apocalyptic rhetoric and her visions of Rebecca Perot using a Black queer lens. In doing
so, I will establish the radical nature of Jackson’s remaking of family, community, and
her own identity.
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Jackson’s Life and Quest for Female Relationships
Jackson was born into a free Black family in 1795 in Hornstown, Pennsylvania.
While little is known about her father, we do know that her mother, whose maiden name
is also unknown, remarried at least twice and died in 1808. Jackson had at least five
siblings: her older brother Joseph, who was eighteen years older than her and with whom
she lived during her adult life, two other siblings named John and Jane, who were likely
older than her and whom she only mentions in passing when describing a vision, and an
unnamed younger sister and brother (Humez 10). Jackson spent the first three or four
years of her life living with her beloved grandmother, but she returned to live with her
mother by the age of 6, and when she was 7 her grandmother died. A few years later, her
stepfather also died. This meant that by the age of 10, Jackson held the responsibility of
caring for her younger siblings while her mother labored to provide for the family.
Jackson shared this experience of early labor with countless Black girls in the nineteenthcentury, whom, Nazera Sadiq Wright explains, “did not have much time to be youthful
before they arrived at the age when they needed to make mature decisions and take on
adult roles” (10). This role as early caregiver to other children is also likely the reason
Jackson never received a formal education, even as her siblings did (Humez 11). She was
forced to take on the role of second parent to her siblings despite her young age, which
would have left little time for education or a childhood.
When Jackson was thirteen, her mother also died, leaving Jackson orphaned. The
death of both her mother and grandmother by the time she was barely a teenager, as well
as her early assumption of a caregiver role, likely informs Jackson’s later search for
mother figures and female community in her own life and religious practice. She spent
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much of her childhood mothering rather than being mothered, and with the death of her
mother, she found herself bereft of parental nurturing. There is a gap in the historical
record on Rebecca Jackson from the time of her mother’s death in 1808 when Jackson
was thirteen to the time she opens her memoir in 1830, when she was thirty-five. Humez
conjectures that Jackson was likely taken in by her older brother Joseph at the time of her
mother’s death (Humez 11). We do know that she moved into Joseph’s home at some
point, but she does not discuss the course of her life in the intervening years. We know
that she did not go to school during this time, as her adulthood quest to acquire and
exercise literacy is a prominent theme in her memoir. She likely continued to work,
perhaps as a servant for another family, perhaps as a seamstress, perhaps simply caring
for her younger siblings (and eventually her nieces and nephews) and managing the
domestic labor of her brother’s household. She eventually married a man named Samuel
S. Jackson, and at the opening of her memoir, the childless couple is living in Joseph’s
home, where Jackson cared for her husband, brother, and her brother’s four children.
While living with Joseph, Jackson worked as a seamstress. This meant that she
lived a life of relative comfort in a three-income household with a brother who was a
prominent figure in the Bethel African Methodist Episcopal (A. M. E.) Church of
Philadelphia. Nonetheless, in her memoir, Jackson also expresses frustrations with her
life in the male-dominated household, namely that she must rely on her brother to write
her communications for her and that, even before her renunciation of sexual contact
following an 1831 vision, she and her husband were mismatched sexually and spiritually.
In discussing her decision to become celibate, she writes that she “had served him
[Samuel] many years, and had tried to please him, but [she] could not” (Jackson 147).
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Her language conveys not that she regrets her renunciation of sexual intimacy with her
husband, but that she had only engaged in sexual contact in the first place to serve and
please her husband.20 Her memoir depicts a life with her brother and husband in which
she must serve them, in which she is subject to their desires and needs, and in which she
must suppress her own desires (for literacy, for a life of celibacy) in favor of her brother
and husband’s desires.
Further, despite a degree of financial comfort and a home life with a prominent
Black religious leader in a free, Northern community, Jackson lived in Philadelphia amid
the ever-present white mob violence against the Black community that took place in the
1830s and 1840s. White community members carried out spates of violence, property
damage, arson, murder, and sexual assault in Philadelphia “beginning in 1829 and
recurring in 1834, 1835, 1842, and 1849” (Humez 14). The fast growth of the free Black
community (which more than doubled in size between 1830 and 1834), along with a large
influx of immigrants (particularly Irish) who disdained having to compete with Black
citizens for work, exacerbated already existing racial tensions in Philadelphia. These
tensions boiled over in white attacks on Black people and property on several notable
occasions (Grubbs). In particular, in 1834, a group of whites moved into the
predominantly Black Moyamensing quarter, assaulting any Black residents they
encountered, looting and tearing down Black churches, and destroying approximately 30

20

Of course it also bears mentioning that a Black woman who claimed to take pleasure in sexual activity
risked exposing herself to sanction within the Black community for transgressing the image of genteel
womanhood and for providing confirmation of the racist stereotypes that Black women were sexually
lascivious. Nonetheless, Jackson’s continued commitment to celibacy and rejection of sexual intimacy
throughout her life suggests that she is not simply expressing chasteness here for the sake of avoiding
critiques of licentiousness. Conversely, it is worth considering how racist stereotypes of Black women’s
sexuality might have informed Jackson’s desire to renounce sexual contact altogether.
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Black homes. In 1838, the same year Pennsylvania ratified a new constitution that
rescinded the right for Black citizens to vote, a white mob burned down the Blackconstructed Pennsylvania Hall after only four days of operation in protest against the
abolitionist movement (Grubbs). The firefighters who arrived on the scene refused to
extinguish the blaze and instead focused on protecting the buildings surrounding
Pennsylvania Hall from also catching fire. Although Jackson does not speak directly to
these events, her visions reflect the perpetual and underlying fear of sudden violence
most Black Philadelphians must have felt during this time, as she details visions of
herself and other women being mutilated and dragged through the streets, visions of
being unable to protect her Black community members from violent attacks, visions of
her home being destroyed, and visions of facing down lions, snakes, and packs of vicious
dogs.
In a state of personal and community turmoil, Jackson underwent her conversion
during a violent thunderstorm in July 1830. Having feared thunderstorms her entire life,
Jackson received a premonition of “the fearful foreboding of [her] sudden destruction”
(72) and cried out to God for salvation, which, according to her memoir, she received.
Jackson immediately began to have dreams and visions, one of which she titles “My Holy
Leader, A Woman” (92). In this vision, she follows a woman dressed “in light drab,”
whom, she determines, had been sent to provide her with religious instruction (93). This
woman appears in numerous of Jackson’s visions, and after her conversion to Shakerism,
she determines that the figure is Shaker founder Ann Lee. In 1835, she also had a vision
of what she later determined was the female aspect of God, called, according to Shaker
teaching, Holy Mother Wisdom. She writes, “I saw that night, for the first time, a Mother
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in the Deity. . . . And was I not glad when I found that I had a Mother! And that night She
gave me a tongue to tell it!” (Jackson 153-154). Not long after her conversion, in January
1831, she experienced a vision that led to her sanctification and her conviction that sex,
even within the confines of marriage, was a sin and that she must renounce it in order to
live a life of Christian perfection. She writes, “I thought if I had all the earth, I would
give it, to be a single woman” (76-77). A visit to the Shakers in 1836 cemented her belief
in celibacy as vital to salvation, a doctrine she preached in regular meetings with
members of her community.
Her commitment to celibacy caused friction both in her marriage, in her
relationship with her brother, and in the Black Methodist community. Jackson
proselytized her belief in the necessity of celibacy for salvation in small gatherings of
AME church members, a belief which Black, male religious leaders saw as antithetical to
the growth and uplift of the Black community and to the patriarchal structures of the
AME church. Tensions escalated to the extent that Black religious leaders threatened to
stone her to death and accused her of blasphemy and of breaking up marriages with her
teaching. In 1837, when she learned that she would be tried for preaching “a false
doctrine,” she demanded that her accusers grant her a trial in her own home since she did
not belong to any church. She writes in her memoir that she demanded their “Bishop and
five or six of your ministers, men that can read and that are spiritual” (150) must prove
her wrong with scripture, and if they did, she would admit her error and “fall at the feet of
the Lord” (150). However, ultimately the religious leaders decided not to try her.
Nonetheless, she would continue to experience resistance to her ministry throughout her
career.
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Sometime in the latter half of the 1830s, Jackson formed an acquaintance with
Rebecca Perot. In 1840, both Jackson and Perot were living with a group of Christian
Perfectionists in Albany founded by Allen Pierce known as “The Little Band” (Humez
24). The group visited the Shakers in 1842 and again in 1843. At this point, Jackson,
along with sixteen other Perfectionists, converted to Shakerism.21 Jackson and Perot
began to live with the Shakers in Watervliet, New York in 1846, but it is possible they
continued to hold a residence in Philadelphia during that time (Humez 210, n. 11). It is
also likely that during her initial conversion to Shakerism, Jackson began to convert
journal entries and previously recorded writings into a spiritual autobiography covering
the period from her salvation in 1830 to her conversion to Shakerism in 1843 (Humez
43).
In her memoir, Jackson expresses that she is drawn to the Shakers for many
reasons, including their commitment to celibacy, their drab manner of dress, and their
separation from the world. Further, although Jackson does not cite a desire to escape from
Philadelphia as a driving motivation behind her decision to move to Watervliet, and she
would later return to her home city to minister to the Black community there, joining the
relatively isolated Shaker community would have afforded her a degree of safety from
the racial tumult of Philadelphia at the time. It was perhaps even more instrumental for
Jackson that the Shakers evinced a doctrine of equality before God of both gender and
race even as they practiced this professed equality imperfectly and in ways that would
ultimately cause a rift between Jackson and the Shaker leadership, as I will discuss later.
21

The Perfectionists, like the Shakers, were a utopic sect who believed in the importance of communal
living, the possibility of creating a heavenly kingdom on Earth, and that living a true, holy life without sin
was possible with sanctification. Unlike the Shakers, the Perfectionists did not typically withdraw entirely
from outside society.
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In the Shakers, Jackson found a place where she could be valued for her skills as a
religious leader and where she could live in homosocial community. Indeed, not long
after she took up residence with the Shakers in 1842, she recorded a visionary experience
that took place during a Shaker religious meeting. She writes that she saw “their blessed
Mother in the center of the ceiling over their heads” (168). This figure “extended her
golden wings across the room over the children, with her face toward me and said, ‘These
are all mine,’ though she spoke not a word. And what a Mother's look she gave me. And
at that look, my soul was filled with love and a motion was in my body, like one moving
in the waves of the sea” (168). Jackson, clearly still longing for a mother figure in her
life, after losing both her mother and grandmother by the time she was a young teenager,
found that presence in the Shaker figures of Holy Mother Wisdom and Ann Lee. That
night, when she returned to her room, she writes that she had a second vision, this time of
the Bride and the Groom – that is, Jesus Christ and Ann Lee, considered among Shakers
as Christ’s Second Coming in female form.
In her description of the vision, Jackson mentions that she sees the Bride before
she sees the groom and writes, “This may appear strange - why I mentioned the Bride
before I did the Groom. I saw the Bride first” (169). For Jackson, this act of “seeing” the
Bride first reflects her desire to follow female figures in her spiritual life, which would be
possible for her in the Shaker sect. Etta Madden writes, “her relationship with men were
secondary to those with women. Even while desiring autonomy and separation, . . .
Jackson maintained a sense of connection to the mother-figures and to other women”
(Madden 203). Even so, Jackson also occasionally clashed with female Shaker leaders
who challenged her belief that God communicated directly with her and that she must
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follow his directions above all else, even when this belief conflicted with Shaker
practices like the requirement that new converts must confess their sins to a Shaker leader
of their own sex.
It also becomes clear in Gifts of Power that Jackson disagrees with the Shakers’
withdrawal from the world and their choice not to evangelize or help her Black brothers
and sisters, particularly as the threat of Civil War loomed large in the 1850s. For this
reason, she and Rebecca Perot left the Shakers in 1851 to establish a Black Shaker
community in Philadelphia, albeit initially without the blessing of Shaker leadership.
Jackson and Perot returned to Watervliet in 1857 in part to seek the blessing of Shaker
leadership, which Jackson gained once she confessed to and received counsel from
Eldress Paulina Bates (277). Following this meeting, Jackson and Perot returned to
Philadelphia. The two women would live together and lead the Philadelphia Shakers until
Jackson’s death in 1871, at which point Rebecca Perot assumed the name of her beloved
companion, going by the name "Mother Rebecca Jackson.” She led the community until
she returned to Watervliet in 1896. She would die there only five years later in 1901. The
Philadelphia Shaker community likely continued to function, although reduced in
numbers, until 1908 or even later, nearly forty years after Rebecca Jackson’s death
(Humez 43), with her legacy being carried on for much of that time by her companion of
thirty-five years, Rebecca Perot.
Apocalyptic Queerness in Shaker Religious Beliefs
The Shaker conception of gender and sexuality is possibly the most immediately
identifiable way in which Shakers transgressed prevailing social mores. Founded by Ann
Lee, a working-class woman from Manchester, England, in 1747, the United Society of
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Believers in Christ’s Second Appearing (later more commonly known as the Shakers)
was an offshoot of the Quakers. Members of the sect traveled to America in 1774 after
Ann Lee received a vision directing her to establish a church there. Arriving in America
on the eve of the Revolution, “Shakerism was born in a time of upheaval. . . . Norms
were uncertain and new ideas flourished” (Brewer 1). One such radical belief that formed
the core of Shaker doctrine was their conception of the Godhead. Rather than the
conventional idea of God as a Holy Trinity – Father, Son, Holy Spirit – the Shakers
believed that if humankind was made in God’s image, and humankind is both male and
female, then God must also be male and female. They believed that in counterpart to God
the Father stood Holy Mother Wisdom, and in counterpart to Jesus Christ, God’s Son,
stood Ann Lee, the female Christ and the embodiment of Christ’s Second Coming.
Because of this foundational belief in the natural balance of genders, Shaker
society operated on the basis of gender equality, and men and women shared authority
over the community equally. Each Shaker community or “family” was led by a lead Elder
and Eldress and then a series of additional elders and eldresses. Women and men lived
separately, often sleeping in gender-segregated community rooms, and interacted
sparingly to avoid sexual temptation, for the commitment to celibacy was another
cornerstone of Shaker life and teachings. The Shakers believed it was possible to live a
life of Christian perfection, but that in order to do so, one must confess any sins and
remain celibate. The commitment to celibacy was a particularly contentious issue for the
towns and villages traveling bands of Shakers visited in the early days of their ministry in
America. Diane Sasson writes, “Shaker literature often calls into question a number of
highly cherished American values, while at the same time it espouses a set of radical
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ideals which many other nineteenth-century Americans considered unconventional, if not
dangerous” (Sasson 212). The “cherished American values” the Shakers challenged
included, among others, separate and distinct gender spheres, the centrality of the
heterosexual marriage unit, and the social expectation to reproduce in order to sustain the
capitalist labor system by creating new generations of workers.
In espousing the necessity of a celibate life for true sinlessness and in preaching
the divinely-rooted nature of gender equality, the Shakers offered a radical critique of
traditionally heteropatriarchal Christian practices and the reproductive imperatives of
capitalist society. The fear of Shaker teachings as dangerously antithetical to the national
project led to frequent encounters with mob violence for the traveling band, as protesting
crowds attempted to prevent Shakers from converting new followers. Indeed, mob
violence is the suspected cause of Ann Lee’s early death in 1784 when she was only
forty-eight (Brewer 12).
Seeking an escape from a marriage she had come to view as contradictory to her
religious beliefs and longing for the mother figures she lost at a young age, Jackson was
immediately drawn to the Shakers when she first encountered them in 1836. Male
leadership seems to have been much less appealing to Jackson, and given her clashes
with her brother and other leaders of the AME church in Philadelphia, it is perhaps
unsurprising why Jackson sought a community in which she would be primarily beholden
to female power. A religion that espoused the importance of female leadership and
identified a Mother deity upon which believers could call for succor and strength would
have been very appealing to her. Having lost both her mother and grandmother at a young
age, having assumed the role of mother to her younger siblings when she was still a child,
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and having spent much of her adult life before her conversion to Shakerism in a
household with two men, Jackson evinces in her writing a yearning for female kinship
and, more specifically, for a mother figure. Etta Madden explains that female Shaker
figures such as “Shaker leader Mother Lucy Wright, Holy Mother Wisdom and Mother
Ann Lee all seem to have influenced Jackson spiritually as mother figures” and that
“references to her ‘natural’ mother and grandmother indicate Jackson’s interaction with
her biological relatives and her own activities as a ‘mother’ and ‘woman’ prior to
becoming a Shaker influenced her understanding of the sect’s gender-inclusive theology”
(Madden 200). In converting to Shakerism, Jackson gained mother figures in the form of
Holy Mother Wisdom, Ann Lee, and Shaker lead eldresses. She also gained a family of
sisters, many of whom she would stay in contact with even after leaving Watervliet.
Perhaps more importantly, her Shaker beliefs validated and authorized her close
companionship with Rebecca Perot, which seems to have fulfilled her in ways that her
marriage to Samuel never could.
The more equitable gender politics of the Shakers was not the only aspect of the
Shakers’ “apartness” that appealed to Jackson; the practice of celibacy seems to have
been a key draw for her. We know that Jackson bore no children whether because either
she or her husband was incapable of doing so or due to a dearth of sexual contact. We
also know that her marriage was a burden to her once she determined that sexual
intercourse was incompatible with her beliefs (and perhaps even before that point).
Indeed, she titles the section of her autobiography in which she tells Samuel she will no
longer have a sexual relationship with him “My Release from Bondage.” Although she
continues to care for Samuel domestically, and despite his threats of violence against her
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(145), she asserts her right to bodily autonomy and refuses a sexual relationship with him
from that point forward.
Before she leaves Samuel behind to carry out her itinerant ministry and to join the
Shakers, she leaves him spiritually, exemplified in a vision she has of Samuel passing her
over to a man in Shaker garb with “a father and a brother’s countenance” (147). This man
becomes an aromantic spiritual teacher to her in future visions, and this vision asserts that
any relationship she has with men moving forward will be platonic. She writes that when
Samuel hands her to this man, “he [Samuel] turned away” and she “never saw him any
more” (146). This vision marks her definitive turning away from the heteropatriarchal
marriage in which she has lived for years. Shortly after this vision, she has another vision
of a gold ball emanating from the Father and the Son and traveling toward her as she
repeats the phrase “Thy kingdom come.” Once the gold ball reaches her, it enters her
heart and, she writes, “as soon as it entered it became a man” (148). Her heart then
transforms into a throne upon which the man sits, and once this happens, she describes
herself as being “buried in a sea of love, peace, quietness, joy, and thankfulness” (148).
She explains that at that moment, “I was indeed separated from all my kindred” (149). No
longer subject to external male authority in the form of her husband or brother, the only
man Jackson will answer to is the spiritual man inside of herself.
By joining the Shakers, Jackson also exempted herself from the capitalist agenda
of the emerging American nation. She traded in the patriarchal household in which she
fulfilled traditional gender roles for the Shaker community where she prophesied and saw
visions. She rejected the merely patriarchal Christian practices of the AME church for the
more gender-encompassing religious practices of the Shakers. Finally, she traded in the
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reproductive obligation that called for women to produce children to serve as future
workers for the spiritual children she would bear as part of her ministry in Philadelphia.
That is, she rejected the call to reproduce embedded in heterosexual marriage and
physically separated herself from American society when she converted to Shakerism, a
belief system often criticized as in opposition to the national project for this very reason
(among others).
Elizabeth Freeman describes why opponents of Shakerism viewed celibacy as
anti-capitalist and thus anti-nationalist:
[B]y the late eighteenth century, when the Shakers moved across the Atlantic, sex
had been, at least in England, reorganized according to the rhythms of capitalist
production. . . . heterosexual intercourse became a sense-method for intuiting and
performing the demands of industrial capitalism, a method that no doubt crossed
the Atlantic toward a new republic that needed, above all, productivity and
reproduction” (Freeman 36).
Those who opposed Shakerism in America were “adamant about the unfitness of Shakers
for national belonging” (Freeman 34). By refusing to acquiesce to the belief that women,
and especially Black women, were fulfilling their purpose only so long as they were
producing and reproducing, Jackson inhabits a queer locus of existence: within the nation
but separate from the nation. She also finds herself living within the predominantly white
Shaker community but separate from that community due to her race. Perhaps the only
other person who could understand Jackson’s experience was her partner and fellow
Black female Shaker, Rebecca Perot.
Internal Transformation as Apocalypse in Shaker Belief
In large part, the Shaker’s decision to exempt themselves from American society
in the eighteenth and nineteenth century was driven by their conception of the apocalypse
and the millennial kingdom. Priscilla Brewer explains that in the “religious ferment” that
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swept the new republic in its early years, “the millennial hopes of many surged” and
Christian believers looked for “a truly millennial reformation” (1-2). For Americans,
particularly those who had witnessed the Revolutionary War and the founding of the new
nation, the establishment of new (and purportedly improved) societies through
cataclysmic events seemed more possible than ever. Sects of believers anticipated the
millennium, a period of one thousand years during which Christ would return to reign on
Earth in a paradisiacal kingdom before the final day of judgment. However, each sect
interpreted how that millennial period would come about in various ways, with some
believing Biblical prophecies were literal harbingers of future events and others believing
those prophecies were figurative and representative of a period of spiritual revival and
Christianizing on earth. For example, the Millerites believed the millennium was near at
hand and that Christ would return to cleanse the earth and establish a kingdom of saints
sometime in 1843 or 1844. Mormons also believed in the literal interpretation of the
prophecies and felt that Christ’s second coming was near-at-hand, although they gave no
exact predictions or date. Shakers, uniquely, believed that Christ had already returned to
earth in the form of Shaker founder Ann Lee and that the Shaker settlements were
Christ’s millennial kingdom on earth.
In Shaker belief, Ann Lee’s messianic status completed the balanced male-female
nature witnessed throughout all creation. Rather than believing in a holy trinity – God the
Father, God the Son, and the Holy Spirit – they believed in God the Father balanced by
Holy Mother Wisdom, and Christ the Son balanced by Christ the Daughter. Ann Lee had
equal standing with Jesus Christ. This core belief underpinned the professed egalitarian
structure of Shaker life. In his foundational text of Shaker doctrine, The Testimony of
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Christ's Second Appearing Containing a General Statement of All Things Pertaining to
the Faith and Practice of the Church of God in This Latter-Day, originally published in
1808, Benjamin S. Youngs writes at length about the central Shaker belief of male and
female balance. He explains that without women, creation is incomplete, writing, “In the
natural creation, the man was first formed, and afterwards the woman, who was the
mother of all living: . . . . and by the woman, was the order in the creation of man
completed” (402). He goes on to explain that “no order in the creation could be
completed by one alone” (403) and that, just as the first man and woman, Adam and Eve,
broke the covenant with God, “it was necessary both in the purpose of God, and in the
order of things, that Christ should make his first appearing in the man and his second in
the woman” (Youngs 405) to restore that covenant. Leaving no doubt as to whom the
female counterpart of Jesus could be, Youngs writes, “Then the man who was called
Jesus, and the woman who was called Ann, are verily the two first foundation pillars of
the Church of Christ” (412). With this belief at the center of all Shaker doctrine, they
created a society in which the leadership of women was not only allowed but deemed
necessary and as central to God’s plan as the leadership of men. They established Ann
Lee as a female messiah and argued that with her coming, the millennium had
commenced.
The Shakers believed that one should not interpret Biblical prophecies of the
millennium and Judgment Day literally, and that, instead, visions of blood and fire and
smoke were meant to be interpreted figuratively. Believers should not look to the sky to
see Jesus Christ returning on a literal cloud, nor should they look for a physical Judgment
Day of fire and bloodshed. Rather, they should look inward for the personal Judgment
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Day housed within each believer’s soul. Of the figurative nature of Biblical language,
Youngs argues that “clouds and darkness are figures of trouble and blindness of mind!”
(519). For the Shakers and for Jackson, the apocalypse took place daily within one’s own
soul and God’s utopic kingdom had already been established within the souls of
believers. The Shakers did believe that the millennium would be a time “when the
kingdom of Christ shall be set up and established on earth; in which all tyrannical and
oppressive governments shall be overthrown and destroyed” (Youngs 381), but that this
would not happen all at once and instead would occur gradually.
Rather than being burned with fire on Judgment Day, in Gifts of Power Jackson
evinces the Shaker belief that Judgment is an ongoing process she undergoes within her
own heart after receiving salvation. She writes that rather than physical bodies rising
from graves in the earth as some believed would happen in the events preceding the
millennium, this prophecy refers to “souls who were dead in sin, and lying in graves of
iniquity” (305) which would be “raised out of their fallen nature into the Spirit of Christ,
and this is eternal life” (131). She writes that she has received the “Spirit of Burning and
the Spirit of Judgment. And it has set the Judgment in my soul. . . . [And it has burnt up
all natural ties, burnt up all the bonds of earthly] brotherhood, burnt up all the bonds of
matrimony and all worldly lust - and burnt off the veil of the flesh” (Jackson 142).
Throughout her narrative she writes multiple times of being “called to Judgment” (168)
and refined with fire. Further, she expresses the Shaker belief that in speaking of “the
Day of Judgment, the end of the world” scripture refers primarily to “the world which is
in the souls of children of men, and which is the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and
the pride of life. These are to be burned by the wrath of God” (Jackson 305-306). Thus
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for Jackson and other Shaker believers, Judgment Day was a deeply personal, internal,
and daily-renewing event.
Biblical language predicting fire and smoke was part of a holy lexicon used to
communicate divine truths to believers. Even as they eschewed a literal interpretation of
apocalyptic prophecies in the Bible, Shaker writing, particularly Shaker hymns and
songs, are rife with apocalyptic language and imagery. One such hymn titled “The Latter
Day” includes lines like “Blood and carnage is the cry / Judgments now are drawing near,
awful, awful” and “Desolation pain and woe, / People to destruction go; / Surely
judgments will increase, / Till the wicked find no peace” (Goodwillie and Crosthwaite
84). Another hymn titled “Judgment Day,” includes the following verse:
Stupid unbelievers gazing
At the Lord’s mysterious cloud:
In this cloud the Lord is seated,
See his mighty pow’r descend!
Hear the solemn shout repeated,
Lo, the world is at an end!” (Goodwillie and Crosthwaite 89).
These hymns evince a Shaker vocabulary of apocalypse rich with foreboding, urgency,
and carnage. Nonetheless, other hymns make it clear that this apocalyptic destruction will
take place internally. Another such hymn, called “John’s Vision” describes how at the
sound of the “judgment trump,” rather than the destruction of the earth, “thousands burst
the bands of death, / And rising from their kindred dust, / Have bid adieu to every lust”
(stanza 7) (54-55). Much like Jackson’s writing, this hymn expresses how an internal
judgment day will cause the believer to rise from the death of sin when apocalyptic fires
burn away lust.
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The Shakers, in fact, believed that their decision to stay celibate and not marry
was evidence of, and also contributed to, their status in the latter days of the world.22
Their hymns, spiritual songs, and religious writings communicated these beliefs using
symbols and imagery similar to that of the Biblical prophets. Further, much of Shaker
vision writing consists of believers receiving symbolic gifts from God in the form of gold
chains and bowls of fruit and other objects, which were invisible to the earthly eye but
which the Shakers believed in nonetheless. The Shakers, then, believed in the power of
figurative language to convey the depth and intensity of their internal spiritual
experience.
Jackson’s visions, similarly, must be interpreted with her belief in the figurative
and symbolic nature of Biblical language and divine messages in mind. Throughout her
writing, Jackson emphasizes the symbolic nature of apocalyptic visions and language.
She criticizes those who look for a Judgment Day of physical fire and brimstone, writing
that while the children of the world are “looking up at the starry heavens, and expecting
the earth upon which they walk to be burned up with literal fire that consumes material
substance” the children of God are looking “into the sky of their own mind, and there saw
the sunrise which gave them understanding that the Gospel day of full salvation from all
sin was at hand, and that Christ would appear in their own soul without sin unto full
salvation” (288). The prophesied resurrection from the dead, she explains, is not a
physical rising of bodies from their graves. Rather, she explains, the kingdom of God

For other examples of hymns describing the Shaker vision of apocalypse, see “The Testimony of Eternal
Truth” (50), “The Foundation Pillars Revealed” (57), “Typical Trumpets” (64), “The Kingdom of Zion”
(76), “Spiritual Wine” (76-77), “The Great Harvest” (85), “The Battle-axe” (87), “The Lamb’s Revelation”
(135-136), “The Last Woe” (143), “The Day of Retribution” (197), and “The State of the World” (277) in
Goodwillie and Crosthwaite.
22
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cannot be established on earth “until the Day of Judgment, when souls who were dead in
sin, and lying in graves of iniquity, would be raised from the dead” (306). She goes on to
emphasize that “this could not be made manifest until the fullness of time, the Day of
Judgment, the end of the world - the world which is in the souls of children of men, and
which is the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of life. These are to be
burned by the wrath of God” (306). The Judgment Day and the end of the world, then, is
not a literal day which will occur sometime in the future, but an ongoing process within
each believers’ soul wherein God burns away worldly attachments, raises believers from
graves of sin, and establishes his holy kingdom within them.
Jackson does conjecture that at some future point time will be drawn to a close, as
she expresses a feeling that “I saw the time was short in that I had a great deal to do
before I should be ready” (Jackson 87), but she also expresses gratitude that God has
brought them to “judgment here in time, that our sins may go before us, and not follow
after to [our] condemnation” so that they are able “to put them all away here in time”
(Humez 330). In Jackson’s theology, a personal judgment day eliminates the need for
torment in the afterlife when time does eventually draw to a close, and it also eliminates
the need for feelings of guilt for failing to live a life that adheres to American society’s or
the Black religious community’s vision for Black women.
She frequently dreams of fire and smoke and holy wrath and glimpses visions of
dark clouds and thunder both in dreaming and in waking. Nonetheless, like the Shakers,
she believes in the apocalypse as an event contained within the self, which allows her to
interpret and pass judgment on the social rules and the heteropatriarchal reproductive
imperatives of the young nation. Her conception of the symbolic end of the world
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contained within the self allows her to make space for homosocial kinship units and queer
desire within and informed by a Christian belief system. By examining her apocalyptic
visions in conjunction with her sensual visions of Rebecca Perot, we can better
conceptualize how Jackson’s understanding of apocalypse is inextricable from her
rejection of heterosexist systems of power.
Destruction of Heteropatriarchal Structures in Jackson’s Visions of Apocalypse
By undergoing a process of judgment within the self and burning away of
sinfulness through the wrath of God contained within, Jackson believes she is cleansing
her inner self, making her a fit receptacle for God’s visionary messages. Through this
process she not only gains “the Spirit of Judgment” but “of Wisdom and of Knowledge,
and of Understanding,” allowing her “to look into the mystery of Mount Zion, and the
doors by which souls enter into their rest from all their labor” (Jackson 207). This
personal and ever-renewing apocalypse also absolves her of being beholden to the
expectations of the external world, particularly those who had not accepted the Shaker
disavowal of sexual relationships, marriage, and childbearing, leaving Jackson free to
establish for herself which behaviors must be burned away at the “judgment seat” within
one’s soul and which behaviors could fit into the kingdom of God as established within
Jackson’s own soul.
Because of the symbolic nature of her apocalyptic language, Jackson’s visions of
apocalypse require interpretation. Jean Humez observes that Jackson’s autobiography is
“still a kind of sacred literature that should be interpreted cautiously, in historical context,
in order to learn to appreciate it on its own, unfamiliar terms” (47), a literature of obscure
references and imagery whose meanings might be impossible for modern readers to
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parse. Nonetheless, Jackson often pauses to helpfully interpret some of her more
significant visions, including her visions of apocalypse, in a way that directly links her
inner Judgment Day to her repudiation of marriage, sexual intimacy, and
heteropatriarchal family ties.
In one such vision, titled “A Dream of the Judgment Day” (108), Jackson finds
herself standing alone, all other persons vanished, in a maelstrom in which wrath pours
from the “four wings of heaven” (108). Jackson explains that God “had given me
understanding of the dream I had had of the Day of Judgment” (142). She provides the
following interpretation, which I will quote at length as this explanation offers key insight
into Jackson’s theology regarding the relationship between Judgment Day and
heteronormative family units:
And so it was when the Spirit of God began to pour into my [emphasis mine]
earth, from the four persons in the Deity. In my dream, I thought it was the Day of
Judgment, and that the wrath of God was burning up the earth and all that was in
it. But these four persons are now made manifest which are God the Father and
God the Mother who created Adam and Eve in their own likeness, and the Lamb
and the Bride (Rev. 19:7). I have received the influence of the Spirit of Truth and
of Power, which is the Spirit of Burning and the Spirit of Judgment. And it has set
the Judgment in my soul and has judged all the works of the Fall, and condemned
them. [And it has burnt up all natural ties, burnt up all the bonds of earthly]
brotherhood, burnt up all the bonds of matrimony and all worldly lust [emphasis
mine] - and burnt off the veil of the flesh, so that I am able to look into the Holy
of Holies and know God’s will concerning me from day to day. (Jackson 142)
For Jackson, the Judgment Day of smoke and wrath and dark clouds she envisions is
representative of an internal spiritual process whereby she undergoes a personal
transformation, a burning away from the old to make way for a new and transformed self
and a divinely-sanctioned vision of family and community. Imbued with insight into the
mysteries of God, she sees a vision of wrath being poured upon the earth. In her
interpretation she explains that the earth of her dreams is representative of her earth, a
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space contained within her soul, from which God’s judgment has burned away her
worldly relationships and replaced them with kinship units that defy socially-prescribed
heteropatriarchal beliefs about family and community.
Jackson relates multiple visions of Judgment Day throughout her writings.
Although these visions operate on a symbolic register, their affective influence is no less
palpable. For Jackson, to experience the vision is almost as if she were experiencing the
event, suggesting the all-encompassing influence these visions have on her life and
worldview. In these visions, heavenly figures appear in dark and foreboding clouds,
thunder crashes, and she and others who witness these harbingers of God’s wrath are
stricken with fear. She receives these visions while sleeping, while waking, and even as
holy words impressed upon her mind.
In one instance, which she indicates occurred on February 5, 1843, she receives
an aural message impressed upon her mind in which she learns that, “The Lord will
surely go forth in Judgment and pour His wrath upon all the earth. How terrible is the
indignation of the Lord God! He is a God of war and none can get out of the way of His
rider, when He goes forth in the battle” (Jackson 175). This martial imagery depicts a
violent reprisal for those who fall under God’s wrath and find themselves unprepared for
his judgment, a fate which all must face since “none can get out of the way of His rider”
(175). In her narration of her visions, Jackson interprets what it means for believers to
have God’s wrath poured out upon them, even if the act will take place symbolically and
spiritually rather than physically. It will be a “terrible” and “violent” experience, and to
avoid such a fate, believers must heed the daily, internal judgment and bring their lives in
line with the vision God communicates to them. For Jackson, this means that to ignore
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God’s call to leave her family, husband, and marriage and to refuse to engage in a
lifelong partnership of ministry and familial affection with Rebecca Perot would be to
bring holy violence upon herself at the final judgment.
Frequently Jackson’s visions of Judgment Day center upon thunderstorms. Her
visions evince an almost Romantic orientation toward nature, as she describes the way
divine forces communicate with her via natural elements like wind, rain, thunder, and
lightning. In one instance she feels compelled to look out a kitchen window and sees “a
cloud about half a yard across” and writes how she understands “that judgment was in it,
and that there was agoing to be a heavy storm that would bring great destruction on the
earth” (Jackson 192). In another vision, she has a dream in which she sees a woman in
the air and “there came forth to her black clouds, which were full of judgment, to be
poured out upon this city” (203-204). She sees two women in the yard who see the
woman in the sky and cry out “Oh, the Judgment! the Judgment!” The storm continues
into her waking and, she writes, “Such lightning I think I never before witnessed. The
thunder shook the earth, and it continued all night over the city. The city appeared to be
so wrapped in sheets of lightning that the citizens were alarmed” (Jackson 203-204). The
seamless transition between her dream world and waking world suggests that Jackson
carries the judgment with her and it manifests in the physical world as natural phenomena
in ways perceptible to even those without visionary capabilities.
In Jackson’s visions, the seemingly insuperable barrier between heaven and earth
is rendered porous as visions bleed into reality. In another dream, which she records
taking place on February 20, 1847, she dreams of “a dark cloud in the northeast, filled
with judgment, out of which came lightning” (208). When she calls a Shaker woman
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carrying a child to come and see, the woman says, “The Day of Judgment is coming!” to
which Jackson replies, “This is the Day of Judgment” before waking up (Jackson 208).
Here it is worth noting both the continued link in Jackson’s visionary world between
thunderstorms (which she feared even before her conversion) and Judgment Day as well
as the transformation of her emotions regarding thunderstorms both in and outside of her
visions.
Jackson explains that before her conversion, she had always been so afraid of
thunderstorms that she would become physically ill and have to remain in bed. Her
spiritual autobiography opens with her awakening to a thunderstorm so severe “it was as
if the heavens and earth were acoming together” (71). Once she repents of her sins and
receives salvation, she finds that she is no longer afraid of the storm, and instead, “the
lightning, which was a moment ago the messenger of death, was now the messenger of
peace, joy, and consolation” (Jackson 73). Storms become a recurring way in which God
communicates with her, even as she still evinces a sense of numinous awe when
witnessing “[t]he earth, the wrath, the smoke” (Jackson 108). She comes to anticipate
these visions in which she feels as if she is “going out of time” (132) to the no-place of
her own visions where God can communicate, as she writes, “great and hidden
mysterious things to me, in this the latter day of His glory” (138). As a result, storms
become a welcome experience and moments of divine beauty, in which she witnesses
scenes of wonder that influence her daily actions and give her direction and purpose. For
example, in 1843 in the dream that cements in her mind her desire to minister to the
Black community, she has a vision of cotton pouring out of “colored clouds” (178) which
then turns into a storm of fragrant flowers in which beautiful female angels move around
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brilliant hoops of light “white as snow, bright as silver, passing through the shower of
flowers” and moving “like the lightning” (179). She sees “armies” of Black people “in
great distress, running to and fro, seeking a place to go” (179). She gives them words of
comfort, conveyed to her by God, and writes, “They were all colored people, and they
heard me gladly” (180). When she awakens from this dream, she writes that she “found
the burden of my people heavy upon me” (181), and she prays for wisdom and guidance
to help her carry out the work of delivering them from spiritual and temporal bondage.
Her visions are all-consuming, involving all the senses, and in the natural
elements of the storm, she is able to commune with God. In a vision from the saints, she
also learns that wind “was the way God made known his power to his little ones in these
last days” (182) and imbues blowing gusts of wind with the same divine importance as
thunderstorms. As she moves from her initial conversion to Christianity to her eventual
conversion to Shakerism, Jackson transforms that which once paralyzed her with fear into
that which fills her with conviction and a sense of purpose. The way she comes to view
thunderstorms as vehicles of holy communication rather than harbingers of doom
inversely mirrors the way she comes to view heteropatriarchal family structures as
antithetical to her life’s mission rather than the sum total of her life’s mission.
Jackson’s Homoromantic Visions of Rebecca Perot
One must consider how Jackson applies this personal and divine judgment to her
interpersonal relationships, particularly her closest and most enduring relationship with
her partner Rebecca Perot. I use the term partner to refer to the relationship between the
two women not in the modern sense used most often to describe sexually intimate
relationships. Rather, I use this term to signify the intimacy shared by the two women,
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which superseded mere friendship or even sisterhood, as they lived and worked together,
shared a bed, and confessed their sins to one another for over three decades, with Perot
even taking Jackson’s last name following Jackson’s death. The purpose of this study is
not to speculate about whether or not Jackson and Perot shared a sexual relationship but
rather to highlight the shared emotional and spiritual intimacy akin to that of a married
couple or long-term romantic partnership between the two women.
Throughout her spiritual autobiography, Jackson relates visions of Rebecca Perot
that indicate the depth of her feelings for the younger Rebecca. One vision in particular
marries the apocalyptic imagery of Jackson’s visions of Judgment Day with the domestic
life she shared with Perot. In Jackson’s visionary world in which Judgment Day is both
destruction of sin and transformation of self, the combination of thunderstorm – a key
manner in which God communicates with her and also by which he metes out apocalyptic
destruction – and her home with Rebecca Perot is worth considering.
In this vision, which takes place on March 20, 1848, she writes, “I dreamed that
Rebecca Perot and I were in a house upon a rock together, and a storm arose, which made
us feel that we were in great danger” (211). This storm joins with a second storm from
the west and eventually the house becomes surrounded by water on all sides so that
Jackson fears the storm will “dash the house into the water” and then the house will be
carried to New York where, she fears, “our friends would see our good home, and our
destruction also” (211). She becomes so frightened that she tells Rebecca Perot they will
stay in the house despite the violence of the storm. She closes this vision by writing,
“And the house stood firm, because it was on a rock” (Jackson 211). Jackson provides no
interpretation of this dream, but the violence of the wind and storm certainly calls to mind
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her visions of Judgment Day. However, whereas in previous visions of stormy Judgment
Day Jackson expresses wonder and awe, having made peace with thunderstorms on the
night of her conversion, here Jackson expresses fear, worrying that she and Perot are “in
great danger” (211).
One possible interpretation of this dream relates to Jackson and Perot’s ministry
outside of the Shaker community. The dream communicates a worry of exposure and
surveillance. Jackson fears not just the “great force” of the storm but, her vision implies,
that her friends will observe the life she shares with Perot. Her phrasing is indicative of
the hierarchy of her worries. She fears that, as she writes, “our friends would see our
good home, and our destruction also” (211). While we could infer that she does not want
her friends to see her and Perot destroyed by the deluge, the syntax of this sentence is
worth considering. This reference to her friends in New York likely refers to the Shaker
settlement at Watervliet, New York. During the time Jackson experiences this vision,
Humez explains, the two Rebeccas were likely living primarily in Philadelphia and
visiting Watervliet periodically (210, n. 11) before eventually settling there more
permanently. Thus this dream could illustrate Jackson’s anxiety that the Shakers would
disapprove of the spiritual “house” she is keeping in Philadelphia in her ministry. Given
the somewhat acrimonious circumstances with which she left Watervliet in 1851, these
anxieties likely inform Jackson’s dream and betray a feeling of shame she anticipates
occurring if her ministry were to fail or meet its “destruction” as threatened by the dream.
However, it is also possible that Jackson’s dream vision reflects hidden anxieties
over the nature of her relationship with Perot and the home they are keeping together.
The domestic space of the home is the key locus of this vision, and that space is under
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attack from a storm that will bring it before the eyes of her New York friends. Again,
Jackson does not write that she worries her friends will see “the destruction of our good
home” but rather that her friends will see the “good home” she shares with Perot, and
then they will also see that home destroyed. As with Jackson’s visions of apocalyptic
thunderstorms, if this dream is meant to communicate God’s burning away of worldly
ties and sanctioning of that which is spiritually beneficial, then Jackson’s identification of
the home as “good” and her ultimate decision to stay within the house with Perot, despite
the tumult of the storm buffeting it on all sides, and the ability of the house to withstand
this assault because it stands “on a rock” (as Jackson twice repeats) is also significant.
The message of Jackson’s dream seems to be that whatever home she is keeping with
Perot – personally or ministerially – is good and will endure because of its firm
foundation on the rock of God.
Here Jackson refers to the parable of the wise and foolish builders, told in the
book of Matthew during Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount and in the book of Luke (6:46-49)
during the Sermon on the Plain. The passage in Matthew reads as follows:
Therefore whosoever heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them, I will liken
him unto a wise man, which built his house upon a rock: And the rain descended,
and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell not:
for it was founded upon a rock. And every one that heareth these sayings of mine,
and doeth them not, shall be likened unto a foolish man, which built his house
upon the sand: And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew,
and beat upon that house; and it fell: and great was the fall of it. (Matthew 7:2427)
This parable was meant to instruct listeners of the sermon that as long as they build their
lives on a foundation of Christian belief and practice, the assault of evil forces and the
vicissitudes of the world will not be able to destroy them, unlike the foolish man who
must face these dangers without a similarly solid foundation. In her dream world, Jackson
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places herself and Rebecca Perot at the center of this parable and confirms the wisdom of
their choices and their life together by depicting their home on a foundation of rock and
thereby aligning herself with the wise man of this parable. Given the vexatious nature of
her relationship with the Shakers regarding her ministry and the operation of that
ministry, initially, without their blessing, this dream also attests that Jackson does not
need Shaker approval of her “home” in order for it to be “good.” Rather, she needs only
to root her life in Christ’s teachings, and if she does so, then the home she builds on that
foundation will be “good” and will “withstand” all the assaults of the world.
The dream of the house and the flood is not the only dream in which Jackson
depicts heavenly approval of her life with Rebecca Perot. Of another dream, recorded
eight years after the dream of the flood on February 19, 1856, Jackson records the
following:
After I laid down to rest, I was in sweet meditation. And a beautiful vision passed
before my spirit eye. I saw a garden of excellent fruit. And it appeared to come
near, even onto my bed, and around me! Yea, it covered me. And I was permitted
to eat, and to give a portion to Rebecca Perot, and she ate, and was strengthened.
(Jackson 261)
This is not the only vision of Jackson’s featuring the consumption of fruit. The concept of
bearing “good fruit” and “bad fruit” as the tangible manifestation of one’s spiritual
practice is common throughout Christian teaching and Jackson’s spiritual autobiography
as well. She writes of God speaking to her through a sermon on March 30, 1844 about
Adam and Eve eating the forbidden fruit in the garden of Eden, as a result of which, she
writes, “the fruits of God were lost from the earth, which fruits were light, truth, peace,
love, power, obedience, continence, holiness, gentleness, meekness, prudence” (201).
These “fruits of righteousness,” in Shaker teaching, are then bestowed upon believers in
dreams and visions – particularly during the Era of Spiritual Manifestations, a period of
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intense visionary activity taking place from 1837-1850. During this time, “Believers
received many symbolic gifts, including verbal messages, drawings, jewels, choice fruit
and food, and golden balls” (Sasson 19). Jackson relays such an experience occurring
when she and Rebecca Perot share a vision on February 27, 1856, in the very next vision
after her dream of eating fruit on the bed with Rebecca Perot.
In this vision, a Shaker sister who died several years prior visits them and bestows
such gifts as “a bunch of grapes, and a book for Rebecca and a gold chain to place around
her neck . . . a bunch of cherries, a basket of apples, and a bright sword to cut her way
through all opposition” (261).23 These physical objects remained invisible outside the
spiritual realm and represented spiritual blessings bestowed on the believer by God. Thus
occupying a bed laden with good fruit, which she then feeds to Rebecca Perot, likely
represents a similar blessing from heaven, a sign of approval given by God, of the bed
she has made with Perot.
In this way, the dream of the fruit acts as a contrasting parallel to an earlier vision
in which Jackson eats fruit. In one of her first visions, a dream recorded in 1831, a vision
that solidifies her certainty that she must withdraw from a sexual relationship with her
husband, she dreams she is in a garden picking blackberries from a bush that she soon
discovers is full of snakes, and she can only be saved from them by divine intervention.
After she records her dream, she provides an interpretation of it, in which she writes that
“This garden was my fallen nature. These berries was the fruit on which my carnal
propensities subsisted. My person was my soul. My picking was my soul taking an active

For another example in Gifts of Power, see “Vision of the Bride and Groom, January 20, 1843” (169171).
23
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part in all its pleasures” (94). She goes on to say, “I was very careful after that about
picking or eating anything that I knowed would feed my fallen nature” (94). In contrast to
this early vision in which the consumption of forbidden fruit in the garden of her “fallen
nature” threatens her life spiritually, the later vision of abundant fruit from an “excellent
garden” that covers her and her bed and that gives strength to both herself and Rebecca
Perot, underscores the difference in divine approval Jackson interprets for her life at both
stages. The earlier vision cements in her mind her need to escape from her marital bed
with her husband. The later vision cements in her mind the divine authorization for the
life she shares with Rebecca Perot.
We do know that the two women physically shared a bed, as was common
practice amongst Shaker women. Moreso, the bed in this dream could refer to the life
shared between the two women, domestically, spiritually, and ministerially. A bed is a
space of intimacy, and Jackson reveals numerous ways in which she and Perot shared an
intimate relationship. We know that the two women implemented a practice of confessing
their sins to one another, what Jackson refers to as their “exposing work” after Jackson
receives a message from a heavenly being who tells her that she must “withhold nothing
from her [Perot]” (252) and explaining that the two women will gain “power over all sin”
from the practice of sharing their struggles and trials with one another for counsel and
comfort. We also know that the two Rebeccas lived together as companions in domestic
life and in their ministerial work for many years, and that during that time, both women
experienced dreams and visions suggesting the depth of their intimacy, the strength of
their bond, and the degree of esteem, love, and even reverence they held for one another.
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In two other visions, Jackson marvels at Rebecca Perot’s beauty in a way that is
highly reminiscent of a lover dreaming of her beloved. In the first, recorded on March 27,
1851, Jackson dreams that she and Perot are living in a house together with a river
flowing past it, “a beautiful white water” (225). She then describes a vision of Rebecca
Perot bathing in the river clad only in her undergarments:
I saw Rebecca Perot coming in the river, her face to the east, and she aplunging
in the water every few steps, head foremost, abathing herself. She only had on her
undergarment. She was pure and clean, even as the water in which she was
abathing. She came facing me out of the water. I wondered she was not afraid.
Sometimes she would be hid, for a moment, and then she would rise again. She
looked like an Angel, oh, how bright!” (Jackson 225).
Unlike her earlier dream of the river rising to threaten them, the river in this dream is a
space of heavenly purification and beauty. Jackson describes a near-naked Rebecca Perot
as being “pure and clean,” resembling an angel. In this way, the imagery of her dream
world contrasts common Shaker interpretations of nakedness in religious visions and
writings. As Diane Sasson writes, “nakedness in Shaker literature does not imply
innocence and purity; it is a sign of guilt and shame, and underscores the need for the
protection of the ‘clean white garment’” (43). Here, however, Perot’s state of undress,
caught in the act of bathing, seems to represent for Jackson a sign of her innocence and
beauty as she describes her in rapturous language, akin to a moment of religious ecstasy.
In Christianity, ecstasy is “always momentary but not always sexual” (Gardella 3). It is
an “intensity of feeling that transcends physical capacity, obliterating the boundaries of
self-consciousness” (3). In Jackson’s vision, what could be interpreted as a sign of sexual
desire is transmuted into a moment of religious ecstasy in which a faithful servant of God
marvels at the sacred nature of his creation.
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In another vision, Jackson’s fixation on Perot’s physical appearance seems even
more divorced from religious reverence. In this vision, Jackson dreams that she and
Rebecca Perot are together when another Shaker sister, Sally Ann Parker, enters the room
and, Jackson writes, “combed all Rebecca’s hair out. And her hair was black, sleek, and
short” (260). Jackson laments to Sally, “‘Oh, you have combed all her hair out! . . . I
would not have had it done for nothing! I have took so much pains, and had got it so
long’” (260). Sally Ann holds the shorn hair in her hand and asks, “‘Long? . . . Why I did
not know it was so long’” (260). While both Sally Ann and Rebecca Perot “ma[ke] light”
over the hair, Jackson writes that she watches, seemingly in horror, as “the hair on her
head had become gray and stubby and curly and hard” (260). She reaches out to touch it
and closes her vision by writing, “And oh, I did lament over it!” (260). The turning of
Perot’s hair from long, lustrous, and black, to stubby and gray and hard suggests anxieties
over the passage of time and mortality, whether her own or Rebecca Perot’s or both.
The implication is that their time on this earth, their time with one another, is
short, as they will both age one day and pass out of time. Within this vision, we also see
Jackson saddened and dismayed by the removal of a marker of Perot’s natural beauty –
her long and abundant hair, which Jackson explains she has taken great pains to nurture.
One can almost imagine Rebecca Jackson each day gently tending to the hair of her
cherished companion, making sure that it stayed healthy and strong. The white Shaker
woman Sally Ann, who does not know how to tend Black women’s hair, destroys in one
hair-tending session what Jackson had worked so diligently to cultivate. Again, this
dream likely expresses some of Jackson’s anxiety about the predominantly white Shaker
community’s inability to tend to the needs of Black believers like Jackson and Perot.
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Here too, though, Jackson’s care of Perot’s hair is even motherly as Jackson participates
in an integral practice of Black motherhood – tending to the hair of a child.
Jackson’s visions imply that, while she remains deeply committed to her religious
beliefs until the end of her life, she perhaps regrets, if even subconsciously, not having
children of her own. Certainly, as Joanne Braxton writes, although Jackson “was no one’s
biological mother and a member of a sect that abstained from sex, [she] was ‘Mother
Rebecca’ to the members of her predominantly black Philadelphia Shaker community”
(Braxton 78). Indeed, Jackson takes pride in this role and often refers to her spiritual
children throughout her memoir. Yet in one dream, although she is surrounded by her
“little family of spiritual children” (218), someone brings her an infant child to care for.
In the dream, she raises the child until the age of four. Jackson writes that once the child
smiles at her, “I took it up and pressed it to my bosom, and it nestled its little face in my
neck. Oh, how I loved it! I said, ‘Keep it four years! My! I will keep it forever! - It shall
be my own child’” (219). She writes that when she awakens, she “loved the child still”
(219). Recalling that it is her birthday, she views the dream as a gift from God to
encourage her, for even in waking, she writes, “I loved my darling boy still” (219). She
goes on to reflect that she has dedicated nineteen years of her life to God and writes that
for thirteen of those years, “I have dedicated my soul and body to the Lord in a virgin
life” (219). She thanks God for leading her to make this choice and for showing her “such
great things” and giving her “faith to patiently wait upon the Lord” (219). Yet her dream
also underscores the sacrifice she has made: giving up a life of motherhood that she
clearly desires in order to serve God.
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Jackson’s relationship with Rebecca Perot likely helped her to fulfill some of
those yearnings as she cared for and mentored the younger woman. As Jean Humez
writes, their relationship combined “elements of motherhood, marriage, and sisterhood in
a blend that seems to have suited the two women's personal needs for over thirty-five
years, until Jackson's death in 1871” (Humez 24). Their relationship moves fluidly from
partner to parent to sister, embodying a queer family structure that defies the
heteropatriarchal demands of the society in which they lived. While we are not privy to
many of Rebecca Perot’s thoughts on her relationship with Rebecca Jackson, Jackson
does, occasionally, record Perot’s dreams as dictated to her. In one such dream, Perot
narrates, “I dreamt that Ann Potter and Rebecca Jackson and myself were in England.
And Ann Potter took us to the Queen, and she crowned Rebecca King and me Queen of
Africa. I then saw Africa with all her treasures of gold, together with all her inhabitants,
and these was all given into our charge” (308). Envisioning herself as queen and Rebecca
Jackson in the gender-bending role of king indicates that Perot, also, viewed their
relationship as more than simply a friendship. The marriage implicit in a relationship
between king and queen reflects the way Perot views her own relationship with Jackson.
They are united as king and queen, taking care of the Black Shaker community together.
Jackson and Perot’s living arrangements were subversive even as Jackson
narratively roots them in divine directives and authorization. Her visions contend that in
order to live a truly holy life, she must destroy within herself the urge to live according to
man-made ideals of family. More broadly, this is what it meant for Shakers to live in the
millennium, standing firm in the belief that Christ had already returned to destroy the old
ways of life and to establish a new social order. One can understand, then, why the
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Shakers were viewed by some segments of society as, in themselves, an apocalyptic
threat to the very American way of life.
Threat of Apocalyptic Violence Against Black Women in Jackson’s Visions
Jackson’s dream of the flood coming to destroy her and Rebecca Perot is not her
only dream in which she and Perot face the threat of violence and destruction. The fear of
violence also permeates Jackson’s visions, highlighting the everyday apocalyptic she and
Perot experience as Black women in America. On multiple occasions, she narrates the
threat of violence posed by humans and beasts alike, occurring without provocation or
warning. In one such vision, while she spends time in a garden with Perot, she suddenly
realizes that “people designed to kill us” (223). She urges Rebecca Perot to come with her
to Philadelphia, but Perot delays her. When they eventually make their way into the
streets, she finds that “[t]he men had killed all the women and children, and were
dragging them like dogs through the street” (223). She and Rebecca Perot separate, and
she eventually enters a room where a bulldog and a lion bar her way through to the other
side. She knows that if she returns to the carnage outside, she will die, but passing
between the two vicious animals will likely also lead to her death. Despite her fears, after
praying, she is able to pass between the two animals without coming to harm.
In this dream, Jackson and Perot face the threat of violence, even within the
supposed safety of the Shaker community of Watervliet where they were living at the
time. Humez notes that “the female fear of male violence is clear enough in this dream”
(223, n. 39) and considers the possibility that “covert racial fear” could be present as
well, particularly given the fact that she and Perot were living in an effectively all-white
Shaker settlement “at a time when the Fugitive Slave Law justified whites in dragging
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black women and children through the streets ‘like dogs’” (223). The threat she faces
from gangs of vicious men as well as the lion and bulldog is also reminiscent of the packs
of hounds trained to pursue and attack Black people fleeing from bondage and conveys
the precarity of life in a slave society, even for free Black people.
In another vision, which takes place the night before her sixty-second birthday,
Jackson suggests her belief that nobody will protect her and Perot (or the Black
community more broadly) except for herself. We see this in two contrasting dreams. In
the first, as she prepares to go south to “feed the people,” that is, to minister to the Black
community in Philadelphia, a lion attacks her. When she tells a Shaker man James
Ostrander to shoot the lion, he responds “‘There is no gun’” (213). When Jackson asks if
the Shakers have a gun, Ostrander replies in the negative, and she responds forebodingly,
“‘He will return’” (213). In a later dream, she writes, “I dreamed that a large mastiff dog
was trying to hold Rebecca and I, with intent to kill us or have us killed. I shot him in the
forehead, between his eyes” (266). In this later dream, occurring nearly ten years after the
earlier dream, Jackson and Perot are living in Philadelphia. While the largest outbreaks of
white mob violence against Black people living in the city had largely dissipated by 1857
when Jackson had this dream, the threat still remained. Black Philadelphians had no way
of knowing when or how white mob violence might reemerge to terrorize them. What is
key in this later dream, however, is that Jackson takes matters into her own hands and
shoots dead the dog that threatens her and Perot. In contrast to the earlier dream in which
Jackson looks to male Shaker leadership for protection, in the later dream she envisions
herself with the agency and means with which to protect herself and her partner. Over the
ten years that she has lived and ministered in Philadelphia, she has learned that the
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predominantly white Shakers will not offer her protection. She is effectively on her own
in a violent racial caste system that unceasingly threatens to spill her blood and consume
her in fire, flood, and tumult.
The Shakers’ seeming indifference to the plight of Black people in America was
the main reason Jackson chose to leave the Shaker settlement in Watervliet in the first
place, and the reason she did so under somewhat contentious circumstances. While the
Shakers ostensibly believed in equality of the genders and races, upon her arrival in
Watervliet, Jackson soon becomes disenchanted with the differential treatment of Black
people within the community and with the Shakers’ lack of interest in ministering to and
helping liberate enslaved Black people. While she feels “deep tribulation of soul about
[her] people, and their present condition” (213), she describes the white Shakers as being
“gathered to themselves, in praying for themselves and not for the world, which lay in
midnight darkness” (220). She wonders “how the world was to be saved, if Shakers were
the only people of God on the earth, and they seemed to be busy in their own concerns,
which were mostly temporal” (220). For these reasons, Jackson eventually leaves
Watervliet. Further, due to her refusal to make a confession of her sins to white Shaker
leader Paulina Bates, as was the Shaker custom, Jackson leaves the community without
official Shaker authorization for her work ministering to Philadelphia’s Black citizens.
A dream she has during her time away from the Shakers exemplifies her belief
that the white Shakers are incapable of adequately meeting the needs of Black
community members. In the dream, she returns to Watervliet only to find a large
population of Black people living there. They live among the whites, but separately,
eating at segregated tables “all alone to themselves” (269), lacking appropriate clothing,
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of which she observes “it must be because they were colored people,” (268) and living in
filth (269-270). After she eventually reconciles with Eldress Bates in the dream, the
woman declares, “‘Now this people can be gathered all together, and Rebecca Jackson
can see to them’” (270). This dream illustrates Jackson’s belief that the burden of
ministering to Black people is on her shoulders, for the white Shaker leadership remains
both unwilling and incapable of doing so, and incapable even of viewing Black people as
wholly equal to themselves, despite proclamations otherwise.
Indeed, during the Era of Manifestations, the Shakers engaged in the racist
practice of “receiving” songs from Indigenous and Black spirits and spirits of other racial
groups. These spirits were depicted as “‘exotic’ and ‘savage’” (Madden 211), and the
Shakers “sang in dialect during worship” (Madden 211).24 For example, the spirit of
Chief Contoocook purportedly presented a hymn called “Me love me hills and
mountains” on January 6, 1843 to Shakers in Enfield, New Hampshire (Patterson 352).
Humez explains that the Shakers “intensely identified with oppressed races and
nationalities throughout history and across cultures” and that they “view[ed] themselves
as descendants of an oppressed religious minority” (217-218, n. 28). Yet in her own
recorded visions and writings, Jackson demonstrates the Shaker inability to view these
same oppressed groups as fully actualized human beings, to contend with the
intersections of oppressions experienced by Black Shaker women like herself and
Rebecca Perot, and to protect them from the particular violence they faced.

Jackson herself had a vision in which she sees “multitudes of East Indians” as well as a High Priest and a
Chief (217).
24
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Jackson not only narrates the threat of violence in her dreams, she often describes
it in vivid, graphic detail, making the experiences she fears visceral and tangible. In one
vision, titled “A Dream of Slaughter” she falls prey to an invading man who brutalizes
her to the point of unrecognizability. She describes the encounter in graphic detail:
He came up and came right to me. He took a lance and laid my nose open and
then he cut my head on the right side, from the back to the front above my nose,
and pulled the skin down over that side. Then he cut the left, did the same way,
and pulled the skin down. The skin and blood covered me like a veil from my
head to my lap. All my body was covered with blood. Then he took a long knife
and cut my chest open in the form of the cross and took all my bowels out and
laid them on the floor by my right side. (Jackson 94-95).
God instructs her to play dead while her entrails are lying on the floor so that the man
does not carry out further violence against her, until eventually God commands the two
men to leave her. The violence she experiences in this dream is so excessive that the
perpetrators seem determined to entirely disfigure and blot out an identity they cannot
conceptualize: a celibate Black woman who is the agent of her own life.
In dreams like this, and others in which she is attacked by dogs and sees women
and children dragged through the street by angry mobs, Jackson conveys the inner
turmoil she feels at the state of the world around her in which Black women may be
pursued by packs of slave-catching dogs and subject to vicious assaults with little
recourse. Diane Sasson writes, “While other Shakers seek protection from sin and from
their own natures, Jackson calls on God to protect her from violence, much of which is
racial and sexual” (Sasson 172). Jackson herself interprets her dreams of violence by
writing, “I saw in my dream the great opposition I would have to go through in my
pilgrimage, and how I was to believe it was by living in obedience to all that God
required of me, and then I should have faith of God in the time of trouble” (94). In her
violent dreams, she anticipates the very real threats posed to her by men, and a white,
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traditionally Christian society more broadly, and believes that the only way she can
escape such violence is through divine intervention and her own faith in God and in
herself.
Jackson’s writings exhibit her growing recognition of the fact that the Shakers
could not offer her the spiritual, emotional, or physical protection she needed. If the
Shakers could not even protect their founder Ann Lee, a white woman, who likely died
from mob violence at the age of 48 in 1784, then what could they do to protect a Black
woman in a nation whose very laws were designed to subjugate her and to authorize her
destruction at the hands of a mob? Jackson does not fear the apocalyptic wrath of God,
returning to pass judgment on an unrepentant mankind and cast them into a lake of fire.
The Shaker belief that Christ had already returned in the form of Ann Lee and that they
were already living in the anticipated millennium gave Jackson the rhetorical material
with which to justify her withdrawal from her husband, her life of celibacy, her adoption
of a religious leadership role, and her life spent living with her beloved partner Rebecca
Perot. After her conversion to Shakerism, the violent thunderstorms and natural
phenomena that once frightened her become, largely, tools by which she communicates
with God. In contrast, her writings argue that the real apocalyptic violence she must face
is that carried out by other human beings.
Conclusion
For Jackson, already persecuted due to her race and gender, joining a
marginalized religious group rendered her position in American society even more
precarious. The Shakers were not simply shunned socially for their beliefs; they were
pursued by angry mobs who sought their lives and their livelihoods. Perhaps for this
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reason, among others, in an attempt to protect themselves from the outside world by
cutting themselves off from it, the Shakers had largely abandoned their efforts to
evangelize the outside world by the time Jackson joined the sect. Nonetheless, the very
tenets of Shaker theology that so incensed emerging American communities ultimately
attracted Jackson to the reclusive group. Jackson embraced the belief that the millennium
had already arrived, that it had arrived within herself, and that through that arrival, she
could burn away the features of her life that no longer served her, such as marriage,
caretaking, and domestic labor. As a Shaker, Jackson believed she could live a life of
divine love with her cherished companion Rebecca Perot without feelings of religious
guilt for subverting heterosexist family structures, and that in fact it was God’s plan for
her to do so. Despite her adherence to Shaker beliefs, throughout her memoir, Jackson
explores the tension between her Black identity and her Shaker identity. The Shakers
believed they lived in the world but were not of the world, but Jackson conveys a feeling
of being a member of the Shaker community, but due to her race, not quite being of that
community. She also expresses a feeling of being a member of the Black community, but
because of her religious beliefs, not completely belonging in that community either.
Further, despite her belief that she had no cause to fear the apocalyptic violence of
a pending Judgment Day, Jackson’s memoir expresses how, for Black women in
America, there was no escape from the apocalyptic violence of a racist, sexist, capitalist
society which valued Black women only for their production and reproduction. Within
this system, Black women were valued solely for their ability to labor in limited and
taxing ways and to reproduce future Black laborers to create more wealth for the white
elite. Within the Black community, Black women were also expected to lead respectable
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lives that adhered as closely to the tenets of genteel womanhood as possible in order to
uplift the race. By withdrawing from these limiting visions of her identity and crafting a
life for herself free of production and reproduction, free of beliefs that only through
marriage and childbearing could she serve her race, Jackson found that her position
became even more precarious. A system predicated on her subjugation would never stop
seeking to blot out her efforts at liberation. Despite the ever-present fear of apocalyptic,
racialized violence, Jackson’s memoir expresses that she refused to be cowed by fear –
whether of thunderstorms and natural disaster, or of mob violence or racist assault.
Within the midst of these threats, she carved out a family life for herself that defied
heteropatriarchal constraints and ultimately died in the presence of her companion
Rebecca Perot – the love of her life and the spiritual progeny and inheritor of her name
and legacy.
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CONCLUSION: Afrofuturism’s Past, Present, and Future
With the release of her 2018 conceptual album Dirty Computer and its
accompanying narrative film of the same name (which she dubbed an “emotion picture”),
Janelle Monáe solidified her status as one of the twenty-first century’s most visionary
Afrofuturist creators. In Dirty Computer, Monáe’s protagonist, Jane 57821, seeks to
escape a repressive, totalitarian regime of stultifying uniformity by embracing and
asserting her individuality, coded as queerness. In her article “Gestural Refusals,
Embodied Flights: Janelle Monáe’s Vision of Black Queer Futurity,” Aleksandra
Szaniawska writes that Jane 57821, as an android, “is a queer figure whose hybridity
transgresses the boundary between human and machine, as well as between a man-made
automaton designed to fulfill a specific function and a free-spirited messiah, chosen to
liberate the citizens of Metropolis” (40-41). Monáe would go on to explore these
concepts in more depth with her 2022 collection of short stories titled The Memory
Librarian: And Other Stories of Dirty Computer. In this work, Monáe collaborates with
other authors to bring the story of Jane 57821 to the page. Monáe has explored similar
themes throughout her entire corpus of work, beginning with 2007’s The Metropolis:
Suite I (The Chase), but in Dirty Computer and The Memory Librarian, she fully realizes
her vision of a future world – a vision that exposes the corruption of the present world by
building upon artistic and literary traditions of the past.
While Monáe’s Afrofuturistic world is steeped in familiar tropes of sciencefiction exploration – namely androids, the electric sheep that she posits as avatars for
humans living in a present-day repressed reality – her definition of Afrofuturism
encapsulates the bridge that connects the writings of Black women visionaries from the
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pre-Civil War past to the present. In an interview, Monáe says of Afrofuturism, “What
Afrofuturism does is it allows Black people to tell our stories, from our voice, of how we
see ourselves in the future, thriving.” When Maria W. Stewart tells the “mighty men” of
America that in the future “the sable-skinned Africans you now despise, will shine in the
kingdom of heaven as the stars” (39), when Zilpha Elaw sees herself “ascend[ing] up into
the clear circle of the sun’s disc” as she is “surrounded and engulphed in the glorious
effulgence of his rays” at a “stupendous elevation” (66), and when Rebecca Jackson says
“the Gospel day of full salvation from all sin was at hand” (288), their expression of hope
for a future, whether distant or imminent, in which Black people are thriving anticipates
the longings of Butler, Monáe, Solomon, Jemisin, and others. Although they do not
imbue their stories with the technological tropes we have come to associate with
Afrofuturism in the twenty-first century, their tales of spiritual transcendence express the
anticipatory imaginings central to Afrofuturistic expression.
Perilous Times emerged as I began researching nineteenth-century Black
women’s religious writing for my dissertation while reading works of twentieth and
twenty-first century Afrospeculative fiction during my personal time: works like Octavia
Butler’s Earthseed Duology and Dawn trilogy, NK Jemisin’s Broken Earth trilogy,
Nnedi Okorafor’s Binti, Rivers Solomon’s An Unkindness of Ghosts. With the nexus of
ideas from contemporary texts that map a space for Black futurity in mind, I was struck
by how spiritually similar these modern works felt to those written by Black women
itinerant ministers and speakers over a century before. I observed the similarities between
the affective resonance in moments of heavenly transport Black women describe in their
early autobiographical religious writings and moments like the one in Octavia Butler’s
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Parable of the Talents, when the protagonist, Lauren Oya Olamina, asserts that the future
of humanity is to “take root amongst the stars.” The philosophical questioning of what a
future for Black people in America could look like echoed across time.
Scholars have noted the early aegis of Afrospeculative expression, particularly in
studies of authors like Pauline Hopkins, Martin Delany, and W.E.B. Du Bois, as in Isiah
Lavender’s Afrofuturism Rising: The Literary Prehistory of a Movement (2019).
Lavender explains, “The very foundations of Afrofuturism – as a literary genre, a cultural
aesthetic, and a philosophy – predate the 1993 neologism and extend back centuries to
the writings of enslaved blacks in the New World” (3). However, perhaps due to their
overtly religious content, little work has been done to consider how Black women writers
of pre-Civil War religious texts could be part of the philosophical and aesthetic tradition
continued in more modern works of Afrofuturism.
Key scholars such as Mark Dery, Alondra Nelson, Ytasha Womack, and perhaps
of most relevance to my project, Isiah Lavender, have worked to define the parameters of
this genre, ultimately developing definitions of Afrofuturism that exceed the confines of a
20th century technocultural context. My work complements this growing body of
scholarship, as I define Afrofuturism as those texts that employ fantastic imagery to
evince an otherworldly yearning for an imagined future for Black people, thereby defying
the social conditions that impede Black people’s ability to reach and inhabit that future.
This definition reads the apocalypse as a response to cultural crisis. It also invests in the
derivation of the term apocalypse from the Greek term apocalypsis, meaning ‘unveiling,’
thereby signifying a revelation or an uncovering of hidden mysteries. This definition
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conceptualizes the apocalypse not as a single event but a series of events, resulting in
transformation and the creation of a new life.
Afrofuturism and Afropessimism as Complementary Traditions
With their emphasis on potentially liberating future worlds, at first glance,
Afrofuturistic works might seem misaligned with the philosophies of Afropessimism, one
of the defining orientations in current studies of Black literature, art, and culture.
Afropessimism, a term coined by Saidiyya Hartman and further defined and developed
by Frank Wilderson, posits that emancipation was a myth and that Black people continue
to exist in a state of social slavery in the present moment. Present and past society,
Wilderson posits, is predicated on the “social death” of Black people, with humanity
dependent upon the existence of a class of people denied their personhood and exploited
for the gain of the ruling class. Further, Blackness exists as that against which the Human
defines itself in narratives of redemption – the “abject inhumanity” that renders
redemption coherent. In this view, slavery and Blackness are inextricable. Wilderson
writes that the totalizing violence they experience “bars Black people from the imaginary
of redemption” and makes this “narrative inaccessible to Blacks.” Wilderson’s
theorization of Afropessimism suggests that, in society as we know it, no amount of
reform will prevent what has happened to Black people throughout history from
continuing to happen in the present. Rather, the only solution to this condition is to
destroy the systems that created it – the end of the world.
While, as Wilderson tells it, existing social conditions deprive Black people of the
space to dream needed for the imaginative expression of Afrofuturistic texts, the belief
that an apocalypse is necessary to remake the world ties these two philosophies together.
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Candice M. Jenkins rhetorically articulates the joining of these two traditions in what she
calls “speculative pessimism” (124). She explains, “Afro-Pessimism is a speculative
project, too, in its conviction that revolutionary violence, and the destruction of civil
society, is the only solution to global antiblackness and the black/Human antagonism . . .
In fact, a genuinely revolutionary project is always a speculative project, in that it dares
to imagine a radically different, indeed a completely new, world” (127). She goes on to
say that these two literary movements and aesthetic traditions, then, “might be said to
have a similarly imaginative provenance” (127) and that they “have in common a certain
radicalism – one inclined toward both building and destroying worlds (128). A key
difference between these two philosophical orientations is perhaps in the degree of
likelihood they posit that such a transformed future will come to pass. Sebastien Weier
contends that “[i]t is the extreme improbability of civil society mustering the desire for,
or even willingness to recognize the parameters of, such a revolution that grounds the
pessimism in Afro-Pessimism” (422). While Afro-Pessimism suggests that the
apocalyptic revolution needed to completely transform the world is unlikely to happen
due to an inability to conjure collective action, Afrofuturistic works are more optimistic
in positing imagined futures as potential realities.
For Black women like Stewart, Elaw, Jackson, Butler, Monáe, and others, the
social death of Black people is not totalizing. They mine the cracks in the surface of
oppressive ideologies and seize upon the apocalypse as a framework for imagining
transformation, whether that transformation occurs via cataclysm or via a social reform,
as imagined by Stewart, a spiritual revolution, as imagined by Elaw, or an internal
process of rebirth, as imagined by Jackson. Despite the circumstances that would seek to
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deprive them of their personhood and their ability to imagine and dream, Black women
have been doing just that for centuries. In his essay on Afrofuturism, “Loving the Alien,”
Mark Sinker contends that for Black people, the “apocalypse already happened.” The
schism of the middle passage, the horrors of slavery, already rent the world for Black
people. Yet Black women visionaries seize upon that which was meant to subjugate and
imagine a new apocalyptic framework of positive future transformation.
Apocalyptic Time and the Queerness of Afrofuturism
The hope of Afrofuturism can often be found, seemingly paradoxically, in visions
of apocalypse. Hope lies in the paradox of apocalyptic time. While imagining the end of
the world might seem like a fundamentally pessimistic act, the very act of imagining the
end means imagining the beginning. Within apocalyptic frameworks, there is no end
without a new beginning. As John R. May writes, “there is no chaos without a new
creation” (6). Further, “Cataclysm is the necessary apocalyptic passage to new life” (38).
Apocalypticism concerns itself with the end of the former world and “the vision of the
coming of a new” world (May 219). Afrofuturistic works that draw upon the apocalypse
as a source of hope imagine how this new world can be a space of empowerment,
elevation, and liberation for Black people. Lavender writes, “hope structures black life
from antebellum America to the present. This powerful feeling orients the future. . . .We
have to look beyond the past and hope for a different future” (4). Certainly imagining the
future is a complex act, one in which hope and doubt, optimism and pessimism, fear and
zeal, can coalesce in a paradoxical morass of future visions. Nonetheless, the guiding
orientation of many Afrofuturistic works is the belief that change can and will happen.
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The three authors I consider in this dissertation imbricate themselves with
apocalyptic time in their works as they imagine future worlds of empowerment by
looking back to Biblical stories of salvation, redemption, and cataclysm. In imagining the
apocalypse, they are able to make disruptive arguments and to visualize the destruction of
patriarchal systems, such as marriage, and white supremacist economic systems, such as
chattel slavery, that had been used to justify the subjection of Black women. In the wake
of rhetorical destruction, they can imagine the new world that emerges from the ashes of
the old. Modern works of Afrofuturism also participate in this fluid time register as they,
too, imagine future worlds in order to comment on the present while looking to historical
and literary works of the past as antecedents. Monáe looks to Butler who looked to
Samuel R. Delany, who looked to Du Bois, who looked to Douglass and the spiritual
songs of enslaved Black people. The apocalypse renders time fungible, elastic, allowing
for conversations between these works across time registers.
Through this elastic time register, Afrofuturistic texts are also works of queer
expression. Even those texts that are not directly concerned with same-sex desire tap into
queerness as an orientation. Queerness is not just a deviation from cisheterosexual
relationships. It is “a site of collective contestation” (Butler 228) that disrupts “dominant
and hegemonic discourses by consistently destabilizing fixed notions of identity by
deconstructing binaries” (Johnson and Henderson 5). Certainly Stewart, Elaw, and
Jackson, either through widowhood or by choosing to leave their marriages, defy the
sexed and gendered expectation that they must submit themselves to the dominion of a
husband. They also embark on public careers, thereby defying the notion of prescriptivist
gender roles. They are neither masculine nor feminine, as they embody qualities like
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assertiveness and independence and as they embark on public careers, even as they
preach submission to God. These women cannot be put in a gender box, nor do they
submit to being bound by the restrictive set of laws embodied by heterosexual marriage
constructions. Thus, all three of the texts I consider in this project embody queerness as
they destabilize identity categories. Modern works of Afrofuturism also destabilize
identity categories, perhaps most overtly in works like Monáe’s in which she posits
queerness as a potential panacea and antithesis to totalitarianism.
This is not to say that the conditions of the women examined in this study and the
conditions in which Black women today must live are the same. Nineteenth-century
women contended with the perpetual threat of violence, rape, and poverty with little legal
or social recourse. This was even more true for enslaved Black women in the South,
whose lives were markedly more perilous than the free Black women I examine in this
project. Certainly the conditions of Black women today are not identical to the tenuous
existence of nineteenth-century Black womanhood. Nonetheless, there is truth to
Wilderson’s assertion that Black people today exist in a system that still privileges their
social non-existence, in which Blackness “cannot be disimbricated from slavery,” and
which still provides unreliable legal avenues to redress violence. To imagine the
destruction of such a system, to envision life outside of that system, is both queer and
apocalyptic.
Viewing Afrofuturism’s Pasts in the Present
Certainly a host of Afrofuturistic texts have been penned in the nearly two
centuries intervening between the present moment and the works I examine in this
project: works by Frances Harper, Sutton Griggs, Pauline Hopkins, W.E.B. Du Bois,
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Ralph Ellison, Samuel R. Delany, Octavia Butler, and others. What, then, is at stake in
analyzing the narratives of future hope penned by nineteenth-century Black women and
in aligning these works, ontologically, with the works written by modern Black women
and nonbinary writers? Amid the despair of the current socio-cultural moment, mired in
pandemic and police violence and lost bodily autonomy, the impulse to once again reach
for more hopeful futures amid the horrors of the present feels ever-familiar. The
apocalyptic tenor of our present moment alongside the increase in interest in
Afrofuturistic texts within the last several years means that theorizing this genre and its
roots in the nineteenth century is of vital importance. Black religious women in the preCivil War era lived during perhaps the most perilous time for Black people in the history
of this country. They existed under a regime that attempted to preclude even the
possibility of imagining and dreaming from them. However, no totalistic system is
without cracks. These women reached for the cracks in the facade of fascism to express
hope that through their efforts and the efforts of other Black women like them, whether
through religious faith or social transformation, the systems that constrained them could
be destroyed and the world that emerged could be a better world.
Even those enslaved women in the South who did not experience the privileges of
free, northern Black women, who were raped, torn from their families, beaten, maimed,
and tortured, expressed longing for hopeful futures via Black spiritual songs that looked
to the Exodus story, the freeing of Paul and Silas from the chains of prison, and the
apocalypse. In his seminal essay “Freedom and Apocalypse: A Thematic Approach to
Black Expression,” Houston A. Baker writes that many spirituals “threaten a terrible
(often a flaming) end for sinners. The singers, however, picture themselves in a safety
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perhaps to be equated with freedom as the fire descends” (53). Cheryl Gilkes Townsend
further explains that the spirituals draw upon the book of Revelation, which “contains a
powerful vision for justice and promises the ultimate vindication of those who have
suffered” (569). She goes on to say that “[t]he references to the prophetic and apocalyptic
are mixed within the spirituals . . . to produce liberationist and healing discourses (570).
It is this type of dreaming and imagining evidenced in Black spirituals that has fueled
revolutionary movements for social change from past to present and into the future.
The future envisioned by Afrofuturist texts is one created by the horrors of the
present, which are born out of the iniquities of the past. In a 2000 interview with Essence
magazine, Octavia Butler relates a time when, after a book signing, a student asked her if
she really believed the problems she depicted in her books would take place in the future.
Butler writes that she responded, “‘I didn’t make up the problems, . . . . All I did was look
around at the problems we’re neglecting now and give them about 30 years to grow into
full-fledged disasters.’” In this exchange, Butler identifies the key throughline of
Afrofuturist expression from the nineteenth-century to the present. These works imagine
potential actions that could create a better future that seems like only a distant dream in
the present. Lavender writes, “Afrofuturism, like SF [science fiction], is always in
dialogue with the present in which it is written. However, unlike SF, Afrofuturism looks
to the past to move forward the aspirations of an entire race in all its cultural
complexities” (2). Afrofuturistic works, then, express hope for a future for Black people
that oppressive present realities work to foreclose. They carve out a space for optimism
that seems incongruous with a present existence robbed of safety and leisure, and they
invest their works with radical future dreaming.
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